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FOREWORD 

I have been asked to write a foreword to the English 

Translation of the Vakyavritti by Swami Jagadananda of the 

Ramakrishna Order. The Swami is an erudite scholar who 
has the gift of intuition. His conviction is based upon 

science and realisation. The translation has the stamp of a 
mind conversant with the thought and the art of the Advaita 
Vedanta. 

The book is an illuminating work of Sankara, explain¬ 
ing the import of the axiom of identity, Tattvamasi. The 

axiom is the corner-stone of the Vedanta. The book is 
especially meant for those who pursue the Vedantic discipline 

eventually to be established in the Truth of Identity and the 

ineffable Peace. The method is to develop an attitude of 

non-attachment and of witness to psychic functions. When 

the mental-self is settled down, the Atman as innerscient 

(Sakshi) is revealed. Towards the realisation of the Supreme 
Puissance in the stillness of Being it is necessary to rise above 

the psychoses and to discriminate the silent self from its 

dynamic trappings. A step further, the undivided conscious¬ 
ness freed from all local habitation and name emerges out in 
our vision. 

The Advaita Vedanta does not entertain the least 

relation between Thou and That, or the least qualification 

?f That by Thou. “Thou art That” is therefore, not a 

udgement, but the statement of the Supreme Fact. This 

wrings out at once the distinction of interpretation put upon 

he axiom of Identity by the two schools of the Vedanta. 



The author has given the translation of the slokas, 
preceded by the English rendering of the component words, 

with expository footnotes in places requiring explanation. 

The translation is easy and felicitous. The book will 

introduce this masterpiece of Sankara to the English-speaking 

race. The analytical contents and the index will be helpful 

to the readers in following the book. 

Mahendra Nath Sarkar 



A' preface 

The English translations of th* * , . c . 

Sankara, namely, the Vakyavritti, and th^L W°F S °. l" 
vidhi are offered to the public in the honl 1 r 

help to beginners in understanding the f ^ ^ WJ v,& ° 
of the Upanishads which preach the 

and the Universal Self as also the fal™ °f ' md,v‘fai 
distinctions. ab“i' °f *' »°r,d of 

References to quotations and the explanations given in 

the notes w.ll, tt ,s hoped, factlitate the study of the texts. 
For the Explanatory notes m the Atmajnanopadeshavidhi 

^ we are indebted to the commentator Anandagiri 

Our thanks are due to Prof. Mahendr, Nath Sarkar 

for wrttmg a foreword to the Vakyavritti and to 

Mr. V. Subrahmanya Iyer, b.a., Ex-Regis,rar. Mysore 

University, for going through the manuscript of the 
Atmajnanopadeshavidhi and offering valuable suggestions. 

Translator 
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e|lcH3f%: 

The Exposition of the Sentence* 

sfrrwnr ?pt: 

Salutation to Sri Ganesha f 

o 

^Tftr n \ n 

1* *TOTfa I bow down to the One who 

is dear to Sri, who is the Cause of 

the creation, the maintenance in existence and the dissolution 

of the universe, whose power is inscrutable, 

who is the Lord of the universe, f^f^cT-f%5£PT 

to whom all the universe is known, ST^cT-TTf^PT who 

possesses an endless number of forms, faJTrB-sff^’TJT who 

* Viz.,«Thou art that \ See Chh. U. 6.8.7. etc. 

fThe god who gives success. The word ‘ Sri * is used before the 
name of a person to whom reverence is meant to be expressed. 
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is perfectly free from all bondage, who 

is an ocean of endless happiness, and 

who is pure consciousness unalloyed. 

1. I bow down to that Pure Consciousness, an ocean 

of unlimited happiness, which is Vishnu, the beloved of Sn, 

the all-knowing Lord of the Universe, assuming manifold 

forms, yet bereft of all bondage, possessing an inscrutable 
power and (hence) the Cause2 of the creation, maintenance 

and dissolution of the Universe. 

1. Wife of Vishnu, one of the aspects of Brahman. She is regarded 

as the goddess of prosperity and beauty. 

2. Just as the rope may be called the cause of the snake for which 

it is mistaken. See Tai. XJ. 3* 1* 
Cl 

^ i 

f^n?rifTT 

spn^frsftiT n ^ n 

2. 3Tf?rr I f^Tc^TJT always SpJTcT: bow down 

3T3;fsT-q3T to the lotus feet of His q^T ST^TcT by whose 

grace f%v5TT^TTf^T I know, for ever, snc^T^T^T tIie 

nature of the Self, thus—3^#^ I myself am f^°T: 

the All-pervading One and also everything 

is superimposed Tlfq ftq- on me alone. 

2. I always bow down to the lotus feet of my Teacher 
by whose grace I have known for ever that I am Visfmu 
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and that the whole of the phenomenal universe is superim¬ 
posed2 on me2 alone. 

1. The All-pervading One, See Br. U. 1. 4. 10. 

2. E.g. when a rope is mistaken for a snake, the snake is said to be 
superimposed on the rope. 

3. Chh.U. 6. 1.4-6; 6.7.8. 

o 

srqTfegTsrqqrfi: qftq^fff n V>* ^ 
O N V*> C ' 

STffTqWff t TpnpSRrff I 

cFW tfev* frqiTT q? n v ii ^ 
T 

3, 4. mq-q’q-ST^-^PcT^: Scorched by the sun of the 

three miseries JU«T?T: anxious in heart endowed 

?Tq_3rrf?_^iTST'T! with means leading to liberation, such as, 

the control of the internal organ etc. someone 

qfVq=5^f% says to a right Teacher, ^ “ Please 

explain if to me briefly %«Toy ^rqiTT through mercy 

alone Holy Sir, that JpT by which I may 

become liberated Sprpn^tff without any effort ST^TTcT 

from this bondage of birth (and death).” 

The booklet begins with this verse. It is in the form of a dialogue 
between a Teacher and a disciple. In the third and the fourth verses 
the disciple places his problem before the Teacher. 

t gsipr w[ qre: i 
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, , , nf the three distresses,1 with 
3 4 Scorched by the sun ot me w ’ 
. . i , . i,;_ mind, endowed with self- 

a spiritual struggle raging in ha m , ^^ liberati 

control and other vhtuesi which are ^ ^ .. Have 
someone says to a Teacher, a knower , . 
unadulterated mercy on me, Holy Sir, an p ease 

me briefly the means4 by which I may ecome 
from the bondage of this transmigrate^ extstence without 

any difficulty.” 

1. The three miseries are : (1) the misery body and1 * 

the misery arising from perishable creatures an ( ) t e m 

from the actions of gods such as, rain, storm etc. 

2. The following are generally regarded as the quaHties which 

are necessary to enable one to know Brahman-. (1) Dis®r* . 
between the Eternal and the non-eternal, (2) absence o 

regards enjoyment in this world and in the next, (3) The qu 11 

as keeping under control (i) the internal and (ii) externa org j 

desisting from all worldly actions, (iv) endurance, (v) pro oun 

templation and (vi) faith in the words of the Teacher and Vedantas, and 

(4) a very strong desire to be liberated. 

3. The teaching of such a man only is efficacious. 

4. Self-knowledge, the immediate means to liberation. 

5. For, light knowledge, when it arises sets a man immediate y 

without any effort on his or anybody else’s part. 

•o 

^ rrfefa frosj n % n 

5. THj: The Teacher says, This 

particular question ^ of yours is *TTS«rr excellent, 

qqifq I shall explain it <T to you very clearly. 

’I’J Listen ^IWPT-TRT: with an attentive mind- 

It is this:— 
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5. The Tecacher says, c< This question of yours appears 
to me to be a very good one. I shall give an answer to it as 

clearly as possible. Listen to me with an attentive mind. 
It1 is this:— 

1. The means to liberation. 

*tt?t eff^ n ^ n 

6. ¥PT*T “ The knowledge 

that arises from the sentences such as, cThou 

art That5 etc. and relates to the identity 

of the individual Self and the Universal 

Self ^TcT ^ Jjf^-fTTEpnT *s t^ie means to liberation.55 

6. cc The knowledge of the identity of the individual 

Self and the Universal Self originating from Vedic sentences 
such as, ‘ Thou art That5 etc.1 is the means to liberation.55 

(The Teacher means to say that the individual Self and 
the Universal Self regarded as different through ignorance 

are really identical. Instructed by the Teacher one learns 
that one is Brahman.) 

, . j* lr?th*r s,uch sentences are : (1) I am Brahman. Br. U. 1.4.10., (2) 

this Self is Brahman. Ma. U.I.2., (3) the Self, pure consciousness, is 

Brahman. Ai. U. 3. 3; etc. the right understanding of any one of which 

sets a man immediately free from the bondage of Ignorance. 

^ sfta: T>. qr?3T^TT fpfr: I 
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VAKYAVRITTI 

, ce Who \jfYa'- 
7. fsi^T: The disciple asks, T>- 

_ i i nT* is the Universal 
is the individual Self Sfi: ^ and who <TT. 1S 

snc’RTT Self? 3T And how can there be cTf3Tc**PT an 

identity cllft: between them? HT HoW can ^ again 

clcT-c^rr-srf^r-snf^-^T^zm the sentences such as, Thou 

art That’ etc. ^fcl'TT^q'cT demonstrate 3TT that. 

7. The disciple says, “Who is the individual Self? 

Who is the Universal Self? How can they be identica . 

And how can the sentences like c Thou art That prove eir 

identity ?” 

ITWIT^ 
O 

3*?r ^nTT«TPT ff I 
C\ 

q=5^f?r TIT W^r^TTf^r 5T XW- 11 15 11 

8. IR: iJcfT^ The Teacher replies, 3PT: “ I sha11 give 

you ^RTSTR*T the solution 3T^ in this matter; %>'• w^° 

STfif: else sffa: is the individual Self? c^HT ffC 11 is 

certainly you and no one else, —c^TT you If; who 

say TTHT to me, tfi: c Who STflT am I ?’ 3rf%T you are 

surely Brahman, if there is no ^RTif: doubt.” 

8. The Teacher says in reply, “ I shall give y°u 
solution. No one else is the individual Self but yourself that 

put to me the question * Who am I ? ’ You are no doubt 

Brahaman1 Itself.” 

1. The All-pervading principle. 
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'jTT’TTfir ^Tsnfq- Z~H I ✓ 

3Tf STfcTT# qrq- || ^ t| 

9. %<sn: The disciple says, q- tmifa “ I do 

not know £4jd*T clearly 3Rf Sffq" upto this time, 3T*T^»T 

Holy Sir, 'Tq-Sfq'JT even the meanings of the words- 

^«nr How SrfcRlT I can understand qTq3T-3fSTfr the 

meaning of the sentence 3f|pr %TkJ cI'am Brahman 

So please tell me the meanings of the words.” 

9. The disciple explains his difficulties saying, ccHow 
can I understand the meaning of the sentence * I am 
Brahman 9 as I have not yet clearly known the meanings of 

the words in it ? So please explain them to me.” 

^ i 

ff u \ o n ^ 

10. TT^: The Teacher says: ^STFT You 3fTf[ 

have told the truth, q- qq fqqjq- There are no 

f^iTTqiT two opinions 3Hf ^ in this matter 

(that) an understanding of the meanings of the words (in a 

sentence) f|> is surely the cause qTqq-3fq-3rqn<!r- of the 

understanding of a sentence containing those words. 

- 
* A different reading “ fq^rq-q ” -Knowledge. 

fqq^Tq- may also mean contradiction. 
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10. The Teacher says, “You are right when you say 

that the knowledge of the meanings of the words in a 
sentence is essential in order that one may be able to under¬ 

stand its meaning. 

C * 

STT^^'T: SW: ^TciTT^ 5TcT^I% II \\ il 

11. f^nr Why d6 you ?T not SPrU^ recognize 

yourself who are 

the witness of the internal organ and its modifications, 

and an embodiment of Consciousness, Bliss 

and Existence? 

11. “Why do you not know yourself who are an 
embodiment of Existence-Knowledge-Bliss,1 the witness of 

the internal organ11 and its modifications ? 

(The Teacher begins to explain the meaning of the 

world ‘Thou’ in this verse and continues to do so to the 

end of verse 27 in various ways, in order that somehow or 

other the disciple may clearly grasp it. For, on this depends 

the understanding of the sentence ‘ Thou art That, ’ and such 

understanding is immediately followed by liberation. The 

Teacher tells the disciple here that the meaning of the word 

t Thou * in the sentence c Thou art that * is Existence- 

Knowledge-Bliss which is the Witness of the internal organ 

and its modifications.) 

1. These three words denote an indivisible Entity. What is 
Consciousness is Bliss and Existence, what is Bliss is Existence and 
ronsciousness and so on. See Sankara’s commentary on Tai. XJ. 2. 1. 

and on Br. XJ. 3* 9. 28(7). 
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2. Illuminating all 

known through ihe light 

4. 3. 7. 

things. Sunlight is an example. Everything is 

of Consciousness which is the Self. See Br. U. 

3. The intellect. 

Eftaifspij- | 

f^cr^TciTcnTT r^cTT fkv* II ^ || 

12. ^RcfT Give up fezr* the misconception tf- 

snf^PT of (the identity of the Self and) the body etc. 

f^FtT*T and meditate always 3TR£RrqT as the Self 

on Consciousness which is of 

the nature of Existence and Bliss Eft ^TTf^T'JTB' and is the 
Witness of the intellect. 

12. “Give up the misconception identifying the Self 
with the body etc.1 and always2 know yourself to be Existence- 
Knowledge-Bliss, the witness of the intellect. 

1. The body, the senses, the mind, the intellect and the vital force. 

2. Night and day, by renouncing everything that may stand in the 
way of constant meditation. See Bh. Gita. 18. 52. 

^TTf^TTf^: firorFcRft frrcirr Enrrfcra; i 

*rf<? fq^sT^|d^p:T^: ( 

^rftf'TT^ir ii H 

VZ&Zl ^TffT^Tvr: TT ?f ETcft TO I 

^5^27 ^ >Ti^riTc77?TTTir || \ ^ || 
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13. (dcT:) The gross body d is not 3TTc*lT the 

Self dtf: as it is ^<T-3?rfe-WFT possessed of colours etc. 

dS-3TTfe^tT like jars and other things, ^ and also 

because it is a modification of the 

ether etc. the great elements, like a pitcher. 

14. dfe If 31211? this gross body W: is accepted 

STdlclTT as not to be the Self on tbe strength of 

these arguments, srfdTI^q’ please demonstrate 3?rciTr;T,T 

the Self dTSTlcT directly, like an emblic 

myrobalan fruit placed on the palm of your hand. 

15. tpqr Just as a seer of a jar is by 

all means fq-^T: distinct from it d and by no means 

identified with it, ddT so 3T|d I, the seer 

of this gross body, d am not df[: the body. 3Tq’qTT2T 

Ascertain ^fd this. 

13, 14, 15. “The gross body is not the Self because 

it is possessed of form etc., like jars and other things an 

also because it is a modification of the ether and other gr^t 

elements like a pitcher.” (The disciple says) “If on 4 e 
strength of these arguments the gross body is accepted to e 

the non-Self, please demonstrate directly the Self like a“ 
emblic myrobalan fruit placed on the palm of one s ban 

(The teacher says) “Just as a seer of a jar is> *n J 

respects, distinct from it, so, know it for certain that yon, 

seer1 of the body, are by no means one with it.) 

1. The witness. 
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q^crf^^^rrfftrfeq-riftrcr i 
^PTfff^r^rr srrnt qTfjfacq'q'qTRr n ^ n v_ 

16. In this way f^rfenj come to the conclusion 

SHijW * I am the seer of the senses, ff but not 

^ffS'qTfw the senses 3p?qTRr and also come to 

the conclusion 3T^T CI am q neither Jfq: the mind, 

nor the intellect nor qpiT: the vital force.’ 

16. “ Thus ascertain1 that you, the seer of the senses, are 
not the senses themselves j and know for certain that you are 
neither the mind nor the intellect nor the vital force. 

("After showing that the gross body is not the Self, the 

Teacher asks the disciple to know that the subtle body 
consisting of the senses, the mind, the intellect and the vital 

force is also not the Self and follow the line of argument 
shown in the three previous verses.) 

U. 2.\. 17°-ri9thC di8Criminadon ofthc Self from the subtle body see Br. 

fqjtir u ^ u K 

17. rTOT Similarly (ascertain) 3^ c I am q not 

3ffcT also the combination (of the subtle and the "gross 

bodies).9 *FSTSTR*T Be sure intelligently, 3^^ 

by means of inference, j^RJT of the Self, the Seer, 

who is quite different in nature from the seen, 

the objects. 
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17. “Convince yourself that you are also not the 

combination of the gross and the subtle bodies and ascertain 

accurately, by means of inference, that you, the seer, are 

quite distinct from the seen. 

TO II II 

18. 3Tfpr I am W- He, TO STfafa-TO0! by whose 

Proximity only ?ncTT: non-conscious entities Jf-STT^tT. 

hke the body, the senses etc. j|’T;T"3Tirf?-5JTr'Tf^r"5H ■HT* 3X6 

able to function by way of rejection (or acceptance). 

Ascertain this. 

18. “ Know yourself to be One owing to whose 

proximity alone non-conscious entities like the body and t c 
senses are able to function by way of acceptance an 

rejection. 

srqrq^rf^qTR: q*: i 

pwr^WT^esrn n 

19. 3T^ I am *T: He *T: who, 3Td'TcTvrf^r^: ^ 

changeless by nature, SRJT'F the Innermost Self, x|Tv*^ Puts 

*nto motion ^fe-SfT^rr the intellect etc. ^ 

as the loadstone (draws iron). 3TcfEn"^T Ascertain this. 

♦.L 

19. “ Have the firm conviction that you are one wi 

j. ® changeless Innermost Self that moves the intellect1 etc‘ 

e the loadstone moving iron. 

Br. U. 3-7. 15-23. 
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. qwT%«?n^5r^T srfq-1 

% ^f?£*TFR:3TT<JTT: |. || 

20. 3TfPJ I am *T: He, Zf^T-^TTf%T^^rr^ by whose 

proximity ^-^3^:-H?T:-^Tqr. the body, the senses, the 

mind and the vital force, vjf¥T: STf^T though non-conscious, 

^TPiTTf^r appear 3fv5f^o-3f rc^T^cir to be conscious like the 

Self. Sf^EIRq- Ascertain this. 

20. “ Gome to the conclusion that you are identical 
with the Entity owing to whose proximate existence the body, 

the senses, the mind and the vital force, though non- 

^ conscious, appear to possess consciousness like that of the 
^ Self. • 

(It is really the consciousness of the Self that makes the 

body, the mind etc., appear to be conscious like fire making 
a red-hot piece of iron look like fire.) 

stiffs Tmtseznr ^ i 

^ *rt %ffr n ^ ^ 

I am ^f. He IT: who knows the 

functions of the intellect, ^ such as, 'if My mind 

*** WCnt elsewhere ^ and it is brought 

to rest STOcPT now \ Ascertain this. 

^ 21 “Have no doubt about the fact that you are not 
other than the Consciousness which is the Self illumining the 

modifications of the mind such as, ‘My mind went elsewhere 
but xt is now brought to rest.9 
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(The Self is described here as a light illumining various 
objects in its presence. That intellect and its functions are 
known, is due only to the Consciousness of the Self.) 

f*WT. cT«TT I 

3ft I* I' 

22. SffPT I am m He T- who, 31 t changeless 

by nature and directly cognized, %frT knows ^ST- 

dream, waking and deep sleep, cT'^l and also 

^TR'-ST^n^t the appearance and disappearance of the 

intellect. 3rmrTT*T ifcT Ascertain this. 

22. “Make sure that you are the changeless Self 
that is immediately * cognized and that illumines the three 
states of waking, dream and deep sleep2 as well as the 
appearance and disappearance of the intellect and its 

modifications. 
(The Self is discriminated here from the three states of 

waking, dream and deep sleep and also from the intellect. 
Thus it is shown to be distinct from all of them.) 

1. Br. U. 3. 4. 1, 2. 

2. Br. U. 4. 3. 1. 5-19. The Self is the witness of the three states. 

See Atmajnanopadeshavidhi 3. 7—9. 

*re:T=nimra?r stat mtera i ^ 
^rnmr^Pt ami sfprfm^: n u 

23. am Just as a lamp that 

illumines a jar ^a is accepted ^Jra as different 

from it, rim so, 3f^T I Consciousness itself, 

the Self, the illuminator of the body (am 

different from the body). 
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23. “ You should know that you, the Self, an embodi¬ 

ment of Consciousness, are the illuminator of the body1 and, 

therefore, quite distinct from it just like a lamp lightening a 
jar which is known to be different from it. 

(The illuminator and the illuminated must of necessity 

be different from each other. So are the Self and the 
non-Self.) 

1. The gross and the subtle bodies are meant. 

yrfrdivit TTRT SfatPTT fjRT: I 

3*3T II R* II v'" 

'KSHR'Kd^r *TT I 

^rqrT^rf^Tftr n n u"' 

24, 25. 3f^-H I am ^T: one with the Seer, 

^T#-fSRdff: the Dearest of all, q^q- ^rq^nTT for whose sake 

>TT^T: persons and things T=r-fqxT-3ITqq‘ : such as children, 

wealth etc. f5RT: are dear. snpTrcq- ffff Ascertain this. 

3HnT I am STE^T the Seer, the 

object of supreme love, q^ 3{|pT q- regarding 

whom there is the earnest desire * May I never cease to exist, 

'flrar^PT may I always be.’ arq-qT^T ifff 
Ascertain this. 

24, 25. “ Do ascertain the fact that you are one with 
'"'V. the Seer, the Dearest of all for whose sake persons and things, 

such as children1 and wealth, are dear and with regard to 

which there is the earnest desire, c may I, the object of 

supreme love, always be and never cease to exist.’ 

V—2 
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(In the two verses above, the Self is shown to be 
different from all non-Self by showing that the Self is the 
dearest of all. Other things are dear in a secondary sense, 
only so far as they serve some or other of our purposes.) 

1. Br. U, I. 4. 8 ; 2. 4. 5. 

c 

26. Gonciousness *T: which is of the 

nature of a witness is c^TT-'T^-3T3T; what is meant 
^ I 

by the word c Thou.3 ^TfSTc^T ftThe witnessing power. 

3rfa is again knowingness SfT^PT.* on the part of 

the Self ajf^^nf^rqr as one free from all changes. 

26. “ Consciousness which is of the nature of a witness 
,is what is meant by the word c Thou \ Witnessing again is 
nothing but knowingness 1 on the part of the Self as one 
devoid of all changes. 

1. All things are superimposed on the witness which is actionlcss. 

It, like - the sun, illumines them. This illumining is what is called 

knowing. 

sftNl«II II 

27. r3r*T-<re-3rf?PT: What is meant by the word 

* Thou5 is quite distinct 

from the body, the senses, the mind, the vital 

force and the ego, 5ftfs§TcT-3T#T and is " 

absolutely free from the six changes to which all n op¬ 
conscious things are subject. ah 
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27. “ What is meant by the word ‘Thou* is quite 

distinct1 from the body, the senses, the mind, the vital force 

and the ego 2 and is absolutely free from the six changes3 to 

which all non-conscious things are subject. 

(The discrimination of the Self from the subtle body is 

concluded here. 

This discrimination must be made very clear before one 

tries to understand the sentence f Thou art That \) 

1. When a rope is known to be distinct from the snake in a rope- 
snake, i.c., a rope mistaken for a snake, the snake comes to be known as 
unreal. It is then neither in the rope nor elsewhere. Similarly, when 
the body, the senses, the mind, the vital force and the ego are negated 
and fhe Self is known as distinct from them they are at once known to 

be unreal. See notes on the next Sloka. 

2. The Self has to be very carefully discriminated from the ego. 
When that has been done a great deal has been achieved. See 
c Atmajnanopadeshavidhi * 1. 22-24. 

3. The six changes are:—(1) birth, (2) phenomenal existence 
(3) growth, (4) passing from one state to another, (5) declension and 

(6) destruction. 

STSTTflfagtiT ^ II ^ II ^ 

28. Thus ascertaining what 

is denoted by the word * Thou ’ one should 

again think over what is meant by the word 

‘That’ 3T^-oZrRfTT-^nr by way of negating what is other 

than ‘That’ (Brahman) ^ and also 

directly in the positive method. 
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28. “ When the meaning of the word * Thou ’ is thus 

ascertained one should think over what is meant by the word 

‘That* by negating1 what is other than Brahman and also 

according to the direct positive 3 method. 

(The method of negating what is not * That * (Brahman) 

and the direct positive method are the two methods found in. . 

the Upanishads of ascertaining the nature of Brahman.) ) 

1. An example of this method is furnished in the third Brahmana of 
the second chapter of the Brihadaranyakopanishad. This is called in the 
Upanishads the method of ‘Not this, not this*. Only what are superim- 
posed on Brahman and are, therefore, not real, are so negated* See 

Upadesasahasri 18. 21-23. j 

2. An example of the direct positive method is furnished by 
sentences such as, e Existence-Knowledge-Infinity Brahman * (Tai. U. 2. 
1.1.) and ‘Bliss Brahman * (Tai. U 3. 6. 1.) 

Of the following two slokas the first illustrates the negative method 
and the second the positive one. 

CN 

arSTOcsnfcgop*.: 'TTTfTcRnftW: II \\ II 

r: Tir: qXJTTctfo II 30 II 

29. 30. The Being Who is 

absolutely free from all taints of transmigratory existence. 

who is defined as neither gross etc., 

who has the qualities of not being 

seen etc.| who is ever free from the taint of 

darkness, beyond whom there is 

not a greater bliss, who is the embodi- 
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ment of Existence and Knowledge ^rcTT-^-^P3!: and who 

is defined as Existence, q^t: and All-pervading is 

well-known T^T-Sfrc^TT ^frT as the Universal Self. 

29, 30. “ The All-pervading Being absolutely free from 
all the impurities of transmigratory existence, defined1 in the 

Upanishads as ‘Not L'arge etc.,’ having the qualities of not 
being seen3 and so on, ever free from the taint of darkness®, 
having no greater Bliss than Itself, the embodiment* of 
Existence-Knowledge, and having Existence® for Its peculiar 
definition, is well-known in the Vedantas to be the' Universal 
Self. 

1. Br. U. 8. 8. 

2. Mvu U. L 1. 6 

3. i. e., Ignorance. Sec Bh. Gita 8. 9. 

4. Tai. U. 2. 1. 

5. Chh. U. 6. 2. .1. 

11 ^ II ^ 

31. areETRZT Ascertain cfcT That to be 

Brahman whose all-knowingness qr-f^Tc^T 

supreme overlordship and *p*3T<JT all-powerful¬ 

ness are supported by the Vedas. 

31- “Learn that Brahman is the Being which has been 

proved in the Vedas to be All-knowing1, All-powerful® and 
the Supreme Overlord® of all. 

1. Mu. U. 1. 1.9. 
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3. Br. U. 3. 8.9. 

In sloka 31 Brahman is described as the efficient Cause of the 
universe and in the following sloka It is shown to be the material Cause 

of the Universe, for It is both. 

*T^T?TR*r#fwT?r i 

32. ST^srTT^r Ascertain cRT That to be 

Brahman, qq'-j?) by knowing which, Frf^PTTf^PT it is 

proved Sjftpj in the Srutis by 

means of several examples of earth etc., every¬ 

thing is known. 

32. “ Ascertain that Brahman is what has been 

established in Srutis1 by means of several examples of earth3 
etc., as One which, when known, makes a man a knower of 

everything. 
(.Brahman alone, and nothing else, really exists. So, 

when Brahman is known nothing else remains to be known. 

That is what is meant by saying, “Everything is known when 

Brahman is known.”) 

1. The Upantshads. 

2. Chh.U. 6. 1.4-6. 

zrerfpw srf^TR snft i 

5TT^sr ii 33 II 

33. sprarcir Ascertain ^ That ff*T to be 

Brahman 5Tf%5TT2T after proposing ZRf whose limit, 

lessness ^1%: the Srutis (the Vedas), in order to 

demonstrate it, call 5PT=!grFT the universe 

to be Its modification. 
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33. c< Know that Being to be Brahman which the Sruti 

proposes to prove as limitless1 and calls the universe Its 
modification2 in order to support that proposition. 

(Just as originating from earth a jar cannot limit it, so, 

the whole universe including time and space which origi¬ 

nates from Brahman cannot limit It. In fact, earthen jar is 
nothing but earth. So, the universe is nothing but Brahman.) 

1. Tai.U. 2. 1. 

2. apparent* 

34. STTOTTO Ascertain ^ That to be 

£ ' Brahman ^ which is 3ff%q<f?rq very carefully ^TtT^qrT 

established in the Upanishads, as the 

object of search on Part of those who desire 

liberation. 

34. Gome to the conclusion that Brahman is the One 

which has been very carefully established in the Upanishads as 

the object of search1 on the part of those who are desirous of 
liberation. 

1. Tai. U. 3. 1. 

STtaTc^PTT 5T%5T?J ^ <TR srfa | 

^ II W II 

^ 35. ST^P^T Ascertain That to be 

Brahman which is heard of in the Vedas 

sfta-STT^PTT ^ as having entered the creation as 
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individual souls 51% and (to be) ^ 

controller. ' 

35. e< Make sure that Being to be Brahman which is 

heard of m the Vedas as having entered1 the creation as 

individual souls and which is known from the same sources 

to be their controller.2 

1. Chh. U. 6.3.2., Tai. U. 2. 6. and Br. U. 1.4.7. 

2. Br. U. 3.7.3-23. 

^<*TT 'fillerN- sreNr SRTff STrTt I 

sffaHT II II ^ 

36. ST^grRir Ascertain ^ That to be 

Brahman qq which is Sjqq heard of in the 

Upanishads cflquj|:q tj^-qj^qq as the giver of the results 

of people’s actions and as One causing 
*N V- O C ”n 

individual souls to do whatever they do. 

36. “Ascertain that Brahman is the Being which is 

known in the Upanishads as the giver1 of the reward of 

people’s actions and causing2 individual souls to do what¬ 

ever they do8. 

(In the universe that has no beginning in time it is 

Brahman which is the giver of the reward of people’s actions. 

The agency of individual souls is really under the control of 

Brahman. 

The description of the meaning of the word ‘ That ’ is 
concluded here.) ' 

1. Ish. U. 8. and Br. Su. 3.2.38. 

2. Br. Su. 2.3.41. and Kau. U. 3.9. 

3. Br. Su. 2.3.33. 
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^ q^pwV: n ^ n 

37. 5r^-cq‘*T-q?-3TSff What is meant by the word 

* Thou ’ and also by the word * That * [duffd^ have been 

ascertained. Now 3TW-3T4: the meaning of the 

sentence c Thou art That5 f^pT^rar is going to be discussed. 

3TST In this case, ^*TSf: the meaning of the sentence 

^TRTc^ZPT is the identity ^pft: ^ <1^-31 Wt: of what are 

meant by those two words. 

37• What is meant by the word c Thou9 and also by 
the word c That9 have been ascertained. The meaning of 

^ the sentence c Thou art That9, which is the identity1 of what 
are meant by those two words is now going to be discussed. 

(Both the words have for their meanings2 the same 
Existence-Knowledge-Bliss.) 

1. See verse 6 above. .The word c Self* is used to mean the Witness 
of the internal organ, and the word c Brahman * is used for the same Self 
when it means the Witness of Maya. 

2. Indirectly expressed. 

srcnff w\ fqfsrtdi qr qwn«f? ^Hd: i 

srmTOf fafqt TTcr: II ^ II ^ 

38. 3T^ In this case, qTqJT-Spq: what is meant by the 

sentence ^ is not ^ppRcT: accepted either to be 

connected with fdfsd^d: 3T or to be qualified by anything 

else. 1%cHTPT According to the wise, the 

entity meant by the sentence is a Being# 

indivisible and of the nature of Bliss only. 
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38. “ What is meant by the sentence is not accepted 

either to be connected1 with or qualified2 by anything else. i 

The meaning of the sentence,3 according to the wise, is an 
indivisible Being consisting of Bliss only. 

[The identity of the indirect meanings of the words 

‘ Thou5 and ‘ That5 spoken of in the previous stanza is 
explained in this and the following one.] 

1 In,the sentence ‘ the lotus is blue * the words ‘lotus* and ‘ blue * 

are in the same predicaments. Here the word ‘ lotus * is qualified by the 

word f blue ’. The sentence, therefore, means that it is a blue lotus—not 

white, yellow or of any other colour. Again the word f blue * is qualified 

by the word ‘ lotus’ i. e. the blueness does not belong to a piece of cloth 

or anything else. In this way the words ‘ lotus * and ‘ blue ’ qualify each 

other. This is what has been called in the text * Samsarga * i. e. mutual 

connection or mutual qualification. 

2. Again the same sentence may be construed to mean a lotus 

having the qualification of blueness and not-vice-versa. This is what has 

been described in the text as ‘ Visistha * or ‘ qualified’ — Vishweswara’s 

Commentary. 

A 

3. Though the words ‘ Thou ’ and ‘ That ’ are in the same predica¬ 

ment in the sentence .* Thou art That neither of the two constructions 

mentioned above is applicable to it. i 
$ 

We, therefore, accept the meanings indirectly expressed by the 

words ‘Thou’ and ‘That* as absolutely identical—Vishweswara’s 

Commentary. 

*T srnTTfcT I 

ii ^ ii ^ 

39. W. That q-: which srpTfftr appears STcq^-^ftsf; 

as the individual conscious Self is of 

the nature of Bliss without a second ^ and - ^ 

One that is Bliss without a second js 

of the nature of the individual conscious Self. 
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39. “ What appears to be the individual conscious Self 
is of the nature of Bliss without a second and One that is 

Bliss without a second is no other than the individual 

conscious Self. 

(Thus Brahman is the Self and the Self is Brahman or fin 

other words Thou art That) 

r n vo u ‘A 

cPFfciT T&ti f% cT^T: ’T’T I 

40, 41. Thus, qqf when affqtfq-qr^T^ir- 

Hfd'TfrT- their mutual identity is comprehended 

31-51 non-Brahmanness of what is meant by 

the word ‘Thou’, q- and also 'TRt^qJT the indirect 

knowledge of what is meant by the word ‘ That * 

«*H«tdd" cease 1^" immediately. 

(The disciple) fqnr rffi: What then, if 

this is so? (The Teacher) ?J<JT Listen: The 

individual conscious Self Sfcrf^s^ stands} cpq-sirqf^-lTqi- 

<5^*4 | as the One All-pervading Bliss without a second. 

40, 41. “The misconception that the word ‘Thou* 

means something1 other2 than Brahman and the word * That ’ 

has for its meaning something® mediately4 known cease 

immediately on the comprehension of the mutual identity of 
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the meanings of these two words.’9 (Disciple) “ What follows 

this?” (The Teacher) “Listen: the individual conscious 

Self stands as the One All-pervading Bliss, without a second. 

(This is the Highest Knowledge and is the goal to be 

achieved.) 

1. The self. 

2. The wrong conception that the Self is one among many 

individuals, which all people have before the right Knowledge arises. 

3. Brahman. 

4. The indirect knowledge of Brahman is the conception that It has 

only an external existence outside the Self, while the direct knowledge is 

‘ I am Brahman *. 

STf'TRFT II 11 

42. ^-c^-3rf?r-3rrf?-^TfznT The sentences ‘ Thou 

art That ’ etc. are used, grRT^T-Srf^PTR^ in order 

to establish the identity ^’TT^T*T 

of what are indirectly expressed by the two words ‘Thou* 

and * That \ 

42. “ Sentences, like * Thou art That ’ etc., go to 

establish the identity of what are indirectly expressed by the 

two words * Thou ’ and ‘That \ 

1. It is the same pure Consciousness that is indirectly expressed by 

both the words. See explanatory paragraphs Verse 48. 

ffc5*T i 

s^TT^TIrnTT^T^ I I II 

43. 3T?tnf^r: We have care¬ 

fully explained how 313^44 the sentence f|[cWT rejects 
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the two directly expressed qualified 

meanings cj and thus reveals what it 

means. 

43. c< We have very carefully explained how the 

sentence rejects the two directly expressed qualified 
meanings1 and thus reveals what2 it means. 

1. Of the words * Thou * and c That \ See notes I and 5 respectively 

on slokas 44, 45. 

2. Indivisible Existence-Knowledgc-Bliss-Sclf-Z?ra/iwan. 

ar^:^^ftr?T3rter: sr ii w ii w 

*TT5fr'nfsr#wti%: i 
n vn ii ^ 

44,45. w. The consciousness 

which is connected with the internal organ, and which 

3TT*rrf^r is 3HvU-«HrPTT the object 3f^ff-$| : of 

the idea and word ‘ I * ^TT-q^-arfarsT: is the direct meaning 

of the word * Thou Tn^TT-^TTf^T* the Being having Maya for 

Its upadhi, vTq^-qtfq: who is the Cause of the universe, 

^TO-3TTft-^5rW: who is described as All-knowing and 

so on, indirectly known and qualified 

3nf?_3rTrH'T*> and who is of the nature of Existence etc. 

is the direct meaning of the word * That \ 

44, 45. “The consciousness which is combined with 

the internal organ and which is the object of the idea and 
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word ‘I5 is the direct1 meaning of the word ‘Thou5; and the 
qualified Being, the cause of the universe, described as 
All-knowing and so on, mediately known, possessing the 

nature of Existence and so ona and having Maya* for Its 

upadhi *, is the direct5 meaning of the word ‘That5. 

1. The direct meaning of the word ‘ Thou * is pure Consciousness 
with the internal organ and the reflection of Consciousness in it. Sec 
Panchadasi 4. 11 ; also see Sankshepa Sarirakam 3. 276., 3. 278. 

Infinity Brahman Tai. U. 2. 1. 

2. Existence-Knowledge. 

3. Primeval Ignorance. 

4. Adjunct or what is placed in place of another thing on account 
of ignorance. Mayay mistakenly substituted for Brahman, is, therefore. 

Its upadhi. 

5. The direct meaning of the word * That * is pure Consciousness 
with Maya and the reflection of Consciousness in it. See Panchadasi 
1.44 and 3.40; also see Sankshepa Sarirakam 3.275., 3.277. 

tfsnfcTrT II II 

46. 35RT: As, on the part of one and the same 

substance McM'b-TCtStRTT the qualities of being directly and 

indirectly known, as well as Existence with 
C\ 

a second and Absolute Oneness are contradictory, 

an indirectly expressed meaning has 

to be resorted to. 

46. “ The qualities of being mediately and immedi¬ 

ately known, and those of existence with a second and 

absolute oneness are incompatible on the part of one and the 

same substance; an explanation by implication or what is 
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called an indirectly expressed meaning has, therefore, to be 

resorted to. 

[The indirectly expressed meaning spoken of in the 

above verse is defined in the next.] 

II VV9 II ^ 

47. tTPT - sr^TT - f^PCt# ^ In case there is an 

inconsistency with other evidences in accepting 

^gq.3psfeq- the directly expressed meaning of a word} 

■ST^ftf^r: the meaning which is clearly intelligible by itself 

srfe^rnra- and connected with ^^-3^ what is denoted 

directly is called ^§pJTr the meaning indirectly 

expressed. 

47. “ In case there is an inconsistency with other 

evidences in accepting the directly expressed meaning of a 
word, the meaning connected with what is denoted, directly 
and ^clearly intelligible by itself, is called the meaning 

indirectly1 expressed. 
1. The use of a word for another word with a cognate meaning. 

TTTWSTOT I 

JTTCTT II V5 II 

48. vRSPnT The only kind of explanation by implication 

that may be employed in interpreting ^-^T-aTf^T-STTf?- 

sentences like * Thou art That ’ ^TPT-vySR’^Tr is that 

in which one part of the direct meaning of each of the two 
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words (e.g., ‘ Thou 3 and c That 3) is left out while the other 

is retained; for example, ^T: | 

qr^ft: in the case of the two words ‘ he3 and c this5 in 

sentences like che is this3 etc. (one part of the direct meaning 

of each word is left: out while the other is retained), 

(In such cases; no other kind of explanation by implication 

can be resorted to. 

48. “The only kind of explanation by implication1 that 

may be employed in interpreting sentences like * Thou art 
That5 is that in which one part of the direct meaning of each 
of the two words c Thou 3 and c That5 is left out while the 

other is retained. In such cases no other kind2 of explana¬ 

tion can be availed of; e.g., in the case of the two words 
‘ he5 and ‘ this 5 in the sentence c he is this 5 one part of the 

direct meaning of each word is left out while the other is 

retained. 

(The direct meaning of the word c he3 is a person who 

belongs to a past time and that of the word c this is a 
person of the present time in the sentence c he is this . It, 

therefore, involves an apparent contradiction/ Hence, in 

explaining the sentence we have to take recourse to a 

method of explanation by implication, viz., we have to leave 
out from the direct meaning of the word c he 5 the idea of 

the past time and from that of the word i this 3 the idea of 

present time and we get, as the meaning indirectly expressed 

by the sentence, one indivisible man having no connection 

either with the past or with the present time. 

Similarly, in the sentence * Thou art That3 the direct 

meaning of the word ‘Thou 3 is what is given in 

44 above and the direct meaning of the word * That9 in sloka 

45. (See notes 1 and 5 respectively on them.) The sentence 
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thus involves an apparent contradiction like that in the 
sentence c he is this/ So, by employing this method of 

jq- explanation and by leaving out the part consisting of the 

internal organ and the reflection8 of consciousness from the 
direct meaning of the word c Thou/ and also by leaving out 

the part consisting of maya and the reflection4 of Conscious¬ 
ness from the direct meaning of the word f That * we get as 
the only possible meaning of the sentence c Thou art That/ 

one Indivisible Entity which is Existence-Knowledge-Bliss 
having no connection either with maya or the internal organ 
or with the reflection of Consciousness in either of them). 

1. Meaning indirectly expressed. 

2. There are other such kinds of explanations but we are not 

concerned with them here. 

3. In the intellect. 

4. In Maya. 

i 

TT II II 

49. SPRINT One should practise listen¬ 

ing to Srutis and thinking over their meanings etc, cfr^TcT 

while 5T*T-3TTfe-*rf^T: practising the control of the internal 

organ, and the other virtues JTRtT for so long a period as is 

necessary in order that the 

understanding of the meaning of the sentence ‘ I am Brahman* 

becomes firm. 

49. “One should go on studying the Srutis and 

^ thinking over their meanings as well as practising the control , 

of the internal organ and other virtues until the right under¬ 

standing of the meaning of the sentence ‘ I am Brahman ’ 

becomes quite firm. 

V—3 
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«RqT^TJT5RTT^ sftsft JRT- I 

fawT^qw^fasTFr: ii n ^ 
\ 

50. q*?T When cft?j: Knowledge becomes 

firm ^r-STP^T^-Sr^rTt^ by the grace of the Sruti and the 

Teacher (then) J^Sf: a man fiTT^cT-ST^PT ^TlT-f^T^T: 

has the cause of his transmigratory existence absolutely 

removed for ever. 

50. “ No sooner does this knowledge become firm by 

the grace -of the Sruti1 and the Teacher2 than one has the 

cause8 of the whole of this transmigratory existence absolutely 

negated for ever. 

1. The Surti is the embodiment of Brahman Itself like the Teacher. 

2. This Knowledge does not come unless taught by a Teacher who 

has known Brahman. 

3. Ignorance. 

C\ C\ 

snr q;3r n n 

51. Such a man, his gross and 

subtle bodies dissolved, freed from the 

subtle elements and released from the 

chain of actions -gets liberatedV?T: IT^ immediately. 

51. “Such 'a man, his gross and .subtle bodies 

dissolved1, freed from the subtle elements3 and released from 

the chain of actions, gets immediately8 liberated. 

1. According to the conception of the man of Knowledge. 
Chh. U. 8-12. 1.- * 
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2. I.e., freed from sound, touch etc., and therefore having a mind 
unattached even in the presence of enjoyable objects,—Vishweshwara’s 
Commentary. 

3. There is no interval of time between the birth of Knowledge 
and liberation. 

tsiJT# <T^rf | 

srftPTSPT II ^ II ^ 

tfir cR^i?rq-fT^T^T:^T4«ftTr5^^T^PT- 

fjRl^rr ^rnr^rr i 

52, 53. On the destruction of 3frfTT®^T-^>?f- 

«FSTFT the bondage due to the actions that have not 

begun to bear fruit, a man remains, SU^sq'.-qfq- 

by force of those actions that have begun to 

bear fruit liberated in life for 

sometime JRf when 51%^^ he comes by sN?IPT Absolute 

Oneness, 3^:-3fTf from which there is no return, 

tR*PT which is the Supreme q^q Abode qEqqq of Vishnu 

the All-pervading One, and Bliss 

beyond which there is none greater. 

♦Or read experiencing. 

t A second reading ‘ qrf%q does not differ in meaning from that 
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52, 53. “ On the destruction of the bondage due to the 

actions* that have not begun to produce results a man 
remains, by force of those actions that have begun to 
produce them, liberated in life for sometime when he comes 
by Absolute Oneness3, the greatest and ultimate Bliss called 

the Supreme Abode8 of Vishnu from which there is no 

return4.” 

Here ends The Exposition of the sentence by Sri 

Sankara, the great Teacher and wandering5 Paramahamsa\ 

1. Of past births. See Br. Su. 4.1.13 15. 

2. See verse 4 above where the disciple implores the Teacher to 

explain to him the means to liberation. 

3 Abode which is Vishnu, the All pervading One. See 

N. P- U.5.10. 
4 There is no more birth and death. There is no escape from 

them which form a circuit beginningless in time except by means of 

this Knowledge. 

5. It is his nature. Thus people get the benefit of his presence, 

company and teaching antf thereby get liberated. 

6 A man who has renounced worldly action and has the surest 
knowledge that he is not other than Brahman and that the universe 

is unreal. 



PART III 

Para 1—The three states qualifying the intellect are shown 

to be superimposed on the Self in order that they may 

be renounced and that the Self may be known to be 
pure. 

Para 2—The perception of external objects through the 
senses is what is known to be the waking state. 

Para 3—Reflecting the innermost Self the intellect gets 
transformed into the seer and the seen. Why is the 
Self called c innermost ?’ 

Paras 4-5—That the self is the innermost is explained. 

Para 6—How the intellect is transformed into (1) the seer 
and (2) the seen. 

Para 7—Waking, a state of the intellect, is only superimpos¬ 

ed on the Self, the witness of both the seer and the 
seen. 

Para 8—Dream also, a state of the intellect, is similarly 
superimposed on the Self. 

^*ara ® The same is the case with deep sleep which, though 
a state of the intellect, is superimposed on the Self. 

PART IV 

Para 1 The Self is thus free from the three states, etsablished 

in Itself and is of the nature of pure Consciousness. 

Paras 2-6 One should give up the three states and know 

the Self to be the Fourth which is the witness of them 

all. Arguments why the three states are not different 
from it. 



VI 

Paras 7-9—How the states become the means to the 
knowledge of the purity of the Self. 

Paras 10-11—The Self is provable neither by the Vedas nor 
by any other kind of evidence. The Vedas prove the 

oneness of the Self and Brahman, not by making the 

Self which is self-evident, an object of knowledge, but 
by producing the mental modification ‘lam Brahman’ 

and thus destroying the ignorance veiling the Self. 

Para 12_The Self is persistent throughout all the states 
which are not so. Hence It is eternal, changeless and 

non-dual. 

Para 13—The experience of the man of Knowledge. 
Para 14—This Knowledge is attained through the grace of 

the Teacher. 

Paras 15-16—Only by attaining this Knowledge and in no 

other way does one get liberated. This is known on 

the evidence of the Vedantas. 



Or 
A Way to the Perfection of 

Self - knowledge 

5r«nr: 

PART I 

*3T5TTcira'T5Ttq^f^ftj sirT^’TT^irmt 5jgsr% »%%- 

■ *RPT II ? II 
%- ' 

1. <TT'^nT-3T>TT^‘T^ As there is no attainment higher 

3TT?IT-^r?n<T than that of the Self, olTT^q'T^TUT: we shall 

explain, for the benefit of those who are desirous of 

liberation, JSr^TFTTir who have faith (in the Vedas and in 

the Teacher), *TtPT who have renounced worldly actions 

<=fi<1<Hirq‘ and who have no attachment, sn^rf^rFT- 

^Tt?r-f*rfEPT how Self-knowledge received from a Teacher 
may become perfectly convincing. 

c „ lm tS5ere,iS n° attainment higher1 than that3 of the 
Self we shall explain for the benefit of those who3 are seekers 

after liberation, who have faith in the Teacher and the Vedas 

^ who have renounced worldly actions and who are free from 

This word Sfq1; not translated, denotes auspiciousness and hence 

is used in the beginning of the book. 
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attachment, how Self-knowledge received from a teacher 

may be perfectly convincing. 

1. Br. U. I. 4. 8 and 2. 4. 5. 

2. Unlike the attainment of objects under the category of the 

non-Self, it is the knowledge of the Self that is Its attainment. 

3. But not for those who become perfectly convinced of the Truth 

immediately on being taught by the Teacher. 

4. For, this knowledge does not arise without being taught by 

~ a knower of Brahman. 

sGpjjifrsnr vfr^ u r ii 

2. 5rftr5: It is well-known to the people 

that the seen STfq-: is distinct 5^f: from the seer. 3f2T 

It may now be asked 37: STTt^TT what the Self is. 

2. That the seen1 is different from the seer,3 the Self, is 

well-known to all. Now the question is asked what the 

Self is. 

1. Objects of knowlege. 

2. The knower. 

sptt tootI ^ tftsPr 
^TTf^Ti^TTf?^:^qvj7Fir#5?TfiTfrr ii 3 ii *wr st^t- 

5E3T sirfMTrh anrfTT II V II tpTW|f5q-- 

faftrh aTTcTTT, II K II *Tfonj ^ 

^5trTC3i arrctfT 3>rs3rf^rRT 3ft 

33T ^RtT^fcT <T3T 3$ TT3fcT; 

afTcirr ||-^ II 
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3. cTTqq The body q qqfa is not 3TT?*TT the Self 

as it is perceived ^q~-3rrfeq,T%'T to be 

possessed of colours, forms etc. qqr Just as qZ-STT^q-: jars 

and other things possessed of forms etc., 

are perceived qS|:-3TTfq-gR;nr: by means of the 

senses of knowledge such as, the eye etc. ITqq so, the 

body 3ffr also, ^T-3TTfqTlTq possessed of forms etc., 

is perceived as qqq * this9 q^-SlTfq-qTTW: 
*\ o 

by means of the same senses. 

4. qqr Just as srfq: fire qT^F-SPPT^: which has the 

nature of burning and illumining things, qT^q-ST^T^q-^T’SS- 

<5^ 3TTfq-5qfqTTrfi: is distinct from wood and other things 

which are burnt and illumined, qqr so, it is 

concluded 3TRqT that the Self, jj^dl which is the seer 

(the witness), is distinct from the body 

£^qTcf which is seen. 

5. STTcH I The Self %|[-oqfq(\xb: is distinct from the 

body qqfHId for this reason affq- also Jfqrq-qT’jj- 

that deep sleep, death etc., are seen. 

6. qftqq when STRAIT the Self qsqfcq- qqq 

pervades the body, qqf the latter, ^T<S3-3ttfqqq 

like wood etc., qqfq becomes oqq^T^-qtrq: capable of 

actions and movements; q^T but when arqqqfa It leaves 

the body qqf qf: it qqfq becomes «firs5-3fTfq-qf g-: 

inert like wood and other things; it is, therefore, 

V—4 
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f^: concluded that 3TTc*TT the Self is 

distinct from the body. 

3 As it is perceived1 to have forms, colour, etc.,2 the 

body is not the Self. Just as jars and other things possessing 

forms etc., are perceived .by means of the senses of know¬ 
ledge the eye etc., so the body also possessing those same 

qualities is perceived as ‘This’ 8 in the same way. 

(In the above paragraph it is inferred that the body is 

not the Self. In the three following paragraphs it will be 
shown by inference that something (pure consciousness) 

beyond the body is the Self.) 

4. It is concluded that the Self, the seer, is distinct 

from the body which is seen, just as fire which has the 
nature of burning and illumining things is distinct from 

wood and other things which are burnt and illumined. 

5 The Self is distinct from the body for this reason 

also that we see deep sleep, death etc./ (coming upon the 

body). 
(An additional argument is given here to show that the 

Self fa distinct from the body. There is no movement in the 

bodv at the time of sleep, death or a swoon. But movements 
are seen in the waking state. These movements are, there- 
fre due to the presence of a conscious Self which is thus 

Histhict from the body, just as we infer occasional movements 
and their absence in a chariot, for example, to be due to the 

resence or absence of the agency of a conscious being who 

is distinct from it.) 

g When5 the Self pervades6 the body like fire pervading 

d etc., the body becomes capable of actions and movements 

but it becomes inert like wood and other things when the 

Self leaves7 it. 
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Therefore, what is proved to be distinct from'the body 
is the Self8, 

(Occasional movements in the body are said in the 
previous paragraph to be due to the presence of a conscious 
Self. • But instead of being occasional they would be constant 
if they were so due. For, a permanent all-pervading entity 
like the Self always pervades the body. 

Paragraph 6 above is an answer to this objection. It is 
not merely the existence of the Self but Its identification with 
the body making it conscious, as it were, in the waking state, 
that is responsible for the movements in the body, such as, 
speaking, doing actions and so on. For the mere existence of 
fire in wood does not bring about any. change in it but its 
identification, so to speak, with wood making it look like fire 
is responsible for the -?fact that wood performs actions like 
burning and so on. It may again be said that there are no 
bodily:movements, e.g., doing actions, speaking etc., during 
deep sleep when the Self gives up Its identification with the 
body. 

It is moreover due only to conscious being that non- 
conscious objects like chariots and other things get occasional 
movements. So it must be the conscious Self to which 
occasional movements in the body, a non-conscious object, 
are due. See Br. U. 3.7. 15-23.) 

1. It is an independent argument and means c as it is an object 
of perception.’ That is what the author means. 

2. Including touch. 

3. That is, as an object. But the Self is known on the evidence of 
the Upanishads as * l am all * and not as an object. 

4. Including swoon. 

5. During the waking state. 
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6. I.e., identifies Itself with the body. 

7. In deep sleep the Self gives up Its identification with the body. 

8. And not the non-Self. 

qqfa, 5T^<T~ 

qa; ii vs ii qqrr qqtqq qrwr ^qjjq^qq =q«jqTfq 

qfwr ii s n irqq^q^ruqFq ‘FTwiPt ii % n 

7. As it is an instrument for 

perceiving colours and forms spfWdq bbe a lamp, t^ie 

eye srfq- also q qqfd is not 3flcq7 the Self. 

8* IPTT Just as forms etc., are seen 

by means of a lamp which is an instrument, 

^sqq so ^qq qq^^q^ are they perceived =q$jqT by means 

of the eye 3ffq qr^^PT which must also be an instrument. 

9. fTcrq qq So ^Rlfar q^Tfq are the other senses 

3ffq also. 

7. Like a lamp, an instrument, with which (external) 

things are seen, the eye also1 is an instrument with which 

colours and forms are perceived and is, therefore, not the 

Self. 

8. Just as they are seen with the instrument called a 

lamp, so are they perceived by means of the eye which also 

must, therefore, be an instrument. 

g -pjje other organs also are thus instruments only and 

not the Self. 

J, Like the body. See para 3 of this part. 
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ddtsdncdr d ddrd ??dcdfd ^OTrdrsd Sldld- 

jfijr. 3^ II ?° H 

10. dd: The mind £5dcdTd being an object of 

Consciousness d and dTdcdrd an instrument SJdt'Idd like 

a lamp 3rfd d ddfd is also not 31TcdT the Self. 

10. As the mind is an object of Consciousness and an 
instrument1 like a lamp it also2 is not the Self. 

1. An instrument of thinking on the part of the Self. 

2. Like the senses. See para 9, Part I. 

ffe^TcdT d ddfd I^dcdTd ^TdcdTd I 

% ddtddd II n 'I 

11. The intellect Id being an object of 

Consciousness ^updld and an instrument ddtddd like a 

lamp arfd d ddfd is also not STRdT the Self. 

11. As the intellect is an object of Consciousness and 
an instrument1 like a lamp it is also2 not the Self. 

1. An instrument of determination on the part of the Self. • 

2. Like the mind. See para 10, Part I. 

^rrwtscirRdT d ddfd ^dt dtFdrdTdTd II \R 11 

STTt'reddTfcdd ^d^dlfddriTd *ppt<fcftd dTdd 

dd?dfdfd II \\\\ 3yd d ^dfddTdTf^d: 5TTW 

dd^dd II II d^dTdTfedTdTdTd: dT^dfd =dvT, 

*dTfdfd odlfaddM ^jftdTdTdTdT^T^JdddddtTd . d 

dTd^ddrfdI d: FTTddt'ITd^tdTfd^TdT^dTdTfdII?^ll 
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12. :%^r?q'-3T¥rTc| Id As there is no consciousness in it 

in deep sleep, STfOT: the vital force srfd also d TTdfd 

is not STTc^TT the Self. 

13. ^tTTf^PT At times other than deep sleep 

d ?TFTd it is not known dcFdd s[% whose this 

consciousness is, (either) of the vital force (or of the 

Self), Wd" like the servant and the master 

not distinguished from each other. 

14. ^ But Jd: again, ggcd at the time of deep sleep 

5rrw: the vital force is perceived f^rd’-Tf^cT: 

to be bereft of consciousness. 

15. ^fd dd If you say fd^rTd-SPTrd: that the absence 

of consciousness in the vital force ?*,l“dcITdTd is due 

to the senses ceasing to function (and not because it is 

non-conscious), d I say “ No ”; ^dTfdfd the vital force, 

their lord (as you call it), odTfsrddTd functioning, 

;jq-^if-3T?l’TdTd the senses cannot cease to function TT'd- 

like the officers of a king not ceasing to work while 

he is busy, ddlfd The senses, 3rd-: TTcT therefore, d STiniTd 

do not belong to the vital force. C(dTfd d>T°Trfd They cR^T 

must belong to the individual Self d: which ddTd* stands 

bereft of special consciousnesses ddTdifd when the senses 

cease to function ?dTdd owing to deep sleep. 

" 12. The vital force also1 is not the Self as it is known 

to be non-conscious in deep sleep.2 
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13. It is not known at times other than deep sleep to 

whom this consciousness belongs, either to the vital force or 
to the Self, like the servant8 and the master not distinguished 

from each other. 

14. In deep sleep, however, the vital force is perceived 

to be bereft4 of consciousness. 

15. If one contends that the vital force appears to be 

bereft of consciousness in deep sleep on account of the senses 
ceasing to function and not because it is non-conscious we 
say, “No”, for the senses cannot cease to function while5 the 
vital force, their lord6 (as you call it), is functioning like the 
officers of a king who cannot cease to work as long as he is 
working. They, therefore, do not belong to the vital force. 
They must belong to the individual Self7 which stands bereft 
of special consciousnesses8 when the senses0 cease to function 
owing to deep sleep.10 

(That the Self is the lord of the senses is stated in the 

above paragraph. Arguments are supplied in the two 
following ones.) 

1. Like the intellect. See para 11, Part I. 

2. Not only in deep sleep but in other states also the vital force is 
devoid of consciousness. In fact, it is a non-conscious thing. 

3. When the king and the servant are together surrounded with 
paraphernalia it cannot be ascertained to whom the paraphernalia 
belong if the king is not distinguished from the servant. 

The Self is the master and the vital force is the servant. 

4. See Sankara’s Commentary on Br. U. 2. 1. 15. 

5. During deep sleep. 

6. The vital force, according to the contention of the objector. 

7. The Self which in reality has no deep sleep, dream or waking 

state, appears to experience these on account of a false identity with the 

intellect which, as a matter of fact, has these states. See Br. Su. 2. 3. 
29 and Br. U. 4. 3. 7. 
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8. Hearing, touching, seeing etc. 

9. As they do not belong to the vital force they must belong to the 

individual Self. For being instruments they must belong to some 

one and cannot be independent. 

10. When the intellect merges into Ignorance. The senses cannot 

function independent of the intellect when it is thus merged. See note 

10 on the next two paragraphs. 

zr?nrt ^Torr^fafcr^fcr, crsrr 

vr^-far ?r?r ^rqrfqRcft u ? % " sresnr *reff°T 
f^:^Tcrrfq"^J:cr^5TpTcTr^'Tq'f^7rr#fT 

gTjc^r m n n 

16. ?T?r When the individual Self «rff: fjpTcZT 

comes out Slferfd'GSfiT and presides over the senses 

cT?T 3>T<JTTpT all of them pervade 

their own particular objects. ^T^fcT It desists 

cT?T ?srniI?T from deep s^eeP ^ when ^TIT actions 

causing the state of waking '3’f^TcPT ^T^rf^T 

prevail. 

17. cTcr-5T^ When the actions causing the waking 

state come to an end (the individual Self) draws into 

Itself *prffJT a11 the senses 

by means of the reflection of Conscious¬ 

ness caused by the connection with It of the intellect, Its 

adjunct, and experiences ?5TSPT dream ^cPT 

or deep sleep. 
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16. All the senses pervade1 their own particular objects 
when2 the individual Self comes out8 and presides over4 
them. It desists from deep sleep when the results of actions6 
causing the state of waking prevail. 

17. The individual Self draws6 into Itself all the senses7 
by means of the reflection8 of Consciousness caused by the 
connection with It of the intellect, Its adjunct and experi¬ 

ences dream or0 deep sleep10 when the results of the actions 
causing the waking state come to an end. 

1« It is what is meant by sense-perceptions such as hearing, touch¬ 
ing, seeing etc. 

2. In the waking state. 

3. It appears to come out on account of a false identity with the 
intellect when the lattei comes out of Ignorance into which it gets 
merged in deep sleep. See note 7 on the three previous paras. 

4. Through the intellect which controls the senses. 

5. Enjoined and prohibited. 

6. That is, makes the senses functionless. 

7. The knowledge due to the functioning of the senses. 

• The reflection of Consciousness 
is railed in the text ‘the knowledge of objects’, for there can be no 
such knowledge without it. 

9. This word indicates that there is no regular sequence of the 
three states. 

10. The process of the individual Self entering into deep sleep 
is this, viz., the individual Self withdraws the knowledge due to the 
functioning of the intellect by means of the reflection of Consciousness 
in Ignorance. The senses then cease to function as the Self does not 
then preside over them. 

ssrmqwntf n u n 
*T*T^TWT1T nun 
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18. Thus TT^fcf the individual Self undergoes 

the three states 3frf3Tcf3T one a^ter another 

without cessation. 

19. These goings and comings 

on the part of the individual Self ^nT-pTpTrPT are 

due to the actions done by It ^ caused by Ignorance and 

desires. 

18. The individual Self is thus experiencing without 

cessation1 the three states one after another. 

19. These experiences2 on the part of the individual 

Self8 are due to Its past actions4 caused by Ignorance and 

desires. 

1. Until the final release comes. 

2. Apparent, not real. See Br. U. 4. 3. 7. and Br. Su. 2.3. 29. 

See note 3 on the two previous paras. 

3. The word ‘mind’ in the text stands for the individual Self 

of which it is an adjunct. See Chh. U. 6. 7. 2. 

4. It is explained in paragraph 20 why the individual Self experi¬ 

ences deep sleep though it is not at all due to actions. 

ir^fcT II R° II 

20. It experiences dream and 

waking states; It goes Jff: again to deep 

sleep 3Tfq- also, 
so that the fatigue due to the actions causing the two states 

of waking and dream may be removed. 
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20. It experiences1 dream and waking and then goes 
4^ again2 to deep sleep8 also4 in order to remove the fatigue 

which It has in experiencing the results of the actions causing 
the other two states.5 

1. In order to experience the results of past actions causing the 
waking and the dream states. 

2. As the Individual Self was in deep sleep before dream and 
waking. 

3. When It has nothing to experience It is in Its own nature, i.e.. 
It is one with Brahman (unknown). 

4. Though deep sleep is not due to past actions and though 
there are no results of actions to be experienced in that state. 

5. See Br. U. 4.3.19. 

21. WT’Tf^cT As in the waking state ip| * 

so in the states of dream and deep sleep 3ff\ also STT'T: the 

vital force, W according to its nature, 

qRfcT functions, in order to preserve the 

body, so that it may not be mistaken 
for a dead body. 

21. Owing to its peculiar nature1 the vital force func- 

tions not only in waking but also in dream and deep sleep in 

order to preserve the body so that it may not be mistaken 
for a dead one. 

1. Not being one of the senses (See Br. Su. 2. 4. 9.) the vital force 
does not cease to function in dream and deep sleep. If it did so the 

body would be dead in those two states and there would be no ex¬ 

periencing of the results of actions by the individual Self for which 
the body was created. 
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ST^fcT, *1 q <. K-H 'TTf^THcftsfq' McWT^T" 

II RR II II " 

II RV II 

22—24. (Construed together), £ An object of 

perception ERr-SrrfecRr exactly like jars and other 

things, otrf^T^TTTcT having an exception to its existence in 

deep sleep, ^-f:^r-3rrf5-3T#^-f%f^c^ ^ endowed 

with various qualities such as pleasure and pain ^ and 

^r^rnr-faf^r^c^TcT possessing mundane qualities, f>5Tc^_ 

like the body having the qualities 

of thinness, fatness and the like, 3Tf[lT 3ffT the ego a^s®’ 

affalRT: arfq though regarded 3j RfR^T as the Self 

by all those destitute of the 

discrimination between the innermost Self and the non-Self, 

*T3fcT is not STT^^TT the Self. 

22_24. (Construed together). An object of percep¬ 

tion exactly like jars and other things, having an exception 

to the continuity of Its existence in deep sleep, endowed with 
various qualities like pain2, pleasure and so on and possess¬ 
ing mundane qualities8 like the body having thinness, 

fatness and the like, that go also4, though regarded as the Self 
by those destitute5 of the discrimination between the inner¬ 

most Self and the non-Self, is not the Self. 

(So, we come to the conclusion from a study of para¬ 

graphs 2-24 of this Part that the body, the senses, the mind, 
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* 

X 

the intellect, the vital force and the ego are not the Self and 
are superimposed on It owing to Ignorance.) 

1. The knower of the ego, the Self, has a continuous existence in 
all the three states but the ego does not exist in deep sleep, 

2. These qualities are mundane; therefore their possessor, the ego 
cannot be the Self which is devoid of all qualities. See Chh. U. 7. 25. 1, 
where the ego is shown to be distinct from the Self 

3. Such as, desire, aversion and so on. 

4. Like the vital force. See para 12 of this Part. 

5. These are people who cannot, by analysis, separate in their 
minds pure Consciousness, the innermost Self, a non-object and the 
witness of the ego, from the ego which is of the nature of an object and 
is witnessed by the Self when they use the word ‘ I * with reference to 
themselves. 

n n 

sm: *sP»s: || 

25. Were one to ask ^T: why 3frcW- 

t^ie body and other things are taken for the Self at all 

iftTcpr thus they are not the Self (the reply 

is) It is on account of the fact 

that there is no discrimination between the seer and the seen. 

25. Were one to ask why the body and other things 
are taken for the Self at all if they are not so, the answer 

is, “It is on account of the fact that there is no discrimi¬ 
nation1 between the seer and the seen.” 

1. Reflecting the conscious Self the intellect itself appears to be 
conscious like It, like a plateful of water which reflects the sun and looks 
as if it were the sun itself. The mind, the senses, the body and so on 
also similarly appear to be conscious. Hence One mistakes these for 
Oneself. 



PART II 

3T«T STTcRT SETfcrfTrfi 3TT?cI- 

tttr:, arr^Rr^ *r#»ra:, fac^rt, ftistft, 
fH^snrt, ^JTTJTR^rfarf^znrf^t s1^- 

5ni??rTff?r:, sfagswrercsT- 

^RTTf^rarf^ftj fOTTfe»^>rTf^r:, 

*: atsrrfor^fefarer:, *r 

sr^fit ii X ii * 

1. 3f2T Then ^'. what is that STTcRT ^FcT Self? 

(It is) distinct from all the 

things mentioned before S^cRtTO: and is the innermost, 

*r^-7T^: all-pervading STT^n^T^cT like the ether ffSfff: subtle, 

ftcq; eternal, fff^aT: without any parts, without 

qualities, spotless, wff-arrffffff-^rfe-foffr-Tfftr: 

having no activities like going and coming etc., Sf^^rT- 

bereft of the ideas of *me ’ 
and ‘mine’ and also of desire, aversion and effort, 

CTpgself-effulgent by nature srfir-^CTT^ 

♦This word not translated, indicates completion. It indicates 

that the answer to the question ends here. 
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like the heat of fire ^rf^f-ST^RT^T or like the light of the 

sun, 3{T^T^-3TTfe~'ffcT_^f?5cl: having no connection with 

the elements such as the ether etc., 

possessing no organs like the intellect etc. 

free from the Gunas of Sattva etc. 5TFT-3inf?-3T5-^_ 

and not having the prana and other vital airs; 

sreRrer - fq'rrcrr srck- ^nr- 

(It is) untouched by hunger and thirst, by grief and 

delusion, and by old age and death, the characteristics 

respectively of the vital force, the intellect and the body; 

It arTcRT is the Self if: which resides 

in the hearts of all beings JGJf and is the seer 

of all intellects. 

[It is proposed to demonstrate the Self here in Part II, 

which was stated to be distinct from the body and other 
things in the preceding Part.] 

1. What then is that Self? It is distinct from all the 
things mentioned1 before3 and is the innermost®, all-pervad- 

ing like the ether, subtle4, eternal, without any parts, without 
qualities, spotless, having no activities like going and coming 
etc., devoid of the ideas of ‘me’ and ‘mine5 and also of desire, 

aversion and effort, self-effulgent by nature like the heat® of 
fire or like the light® of the sun, having no connection with 

the elements such as the ether etc., possessing no organs like 
the intellect etc., free from the Gunas of Sattva etc.,7 and not 

having the Prana and other vital airs8; It is untouched by 

hunger and thirst, by grief and delusion, and by old age and 

death, the characteristics respectively of the vital force, the 
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intellect9 and the body; It is the Self which resides10 in the 

hearts11 of all beings and is the seer12 of all intellects. 

[This description of the nature of the Self is from various 

UpanishadsJ] 

1. The body, the senses, the mind, the intellect, the vital force and 

the ego. 

2. In part I. 

3. I.e., the witness. 

4. Beyond the mind and the senses. 

5. Fire is nothing but heat and light. 

6. The sun is nothing but light and heat. 

7. Including Rajas and Tamos• Sattva, Rajas and Tamas are the 
three constituent essences of Maya, i.e.. Primeval Energy. See Bh. 
Gita 14. 5-20. 

8. Five of the vital airs are Prana, Apana, Samana, Udana and Vyana, 

They perform different functions in the body. f 

9. Including the mind. 

10. See the following paragraph. 

11. Intellects. 

12. See note I, paras 3-7 of this Part. 

sfrfsr^ srrsrrd n ^ n 

2. The all-pervading fdicjzjd'^q- and 

partless SfTcfnT: Self ?f <j?r: cannot have, on the 

other hand -3TPT I <c=l the intellect for Its receptacle, 

zprr just as *T tTqT^.- nothing whatever TTqf?T can . 

be 3rT6TTT: a receptacle 3fr^r^?T for the ether. Therefore 

?fer 'cT^RT the Self is described to be 
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residing in the hearts of all beings as It is 

- known dto be connected with all intellects. 
jt 

2. The all-pervading and partless Self cannot, on the 
other hand, have the intellect for Its receptacle1 like the 

ether devoid of any; so the Self is described to be residing 

in the hearts of all beings (not in the sense that It has placed 
Itself there but) because It is known to be connected with all 

intellects. 

1. Ghh. U. 7. 24. I. 

X 

11311 trftrofafcarr 
fqfm- 

usstt fs>qrfd^?r 

qwqwfefcqFT^qTT ii v ii qtqqspFT wv*\ 

T%RqTf^fa?^q' *qr<r nun g 

gq: ^'qif^qqsrrqT wzvi ^qrvqfqqqs^q', ?«r- 

sqrg ; 'Tf^Tf^T^, qr*«nfqfsrfirer- 
^qqsTcqp^r fqvrsrqt'Tqqq- 11 ^ 11 qqqreqqtsvqfqqqr- 
sr^#, ^q^-, fqf^qrm^rgi, 
qj^nfqfqfqxT^q^qrs^, sqfo^nq fqrrqqtqqq || VS II 

3. qnr To be a seer ^rq-f^qT-qrtrqTT is to 

become the agent of the action of seeing, how 

then can it be said that an^T: the Self, 

*•%. 3J^q>TT_iqTTq>T^“^:o^j'T_Sq‘_srq^q-Tf^^^q' which is devoid 

of the ideas of ‘me’ and ‘mine’, desire and aversion, and 

effort, is a seer ? 9 c > 

‘V-5 
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4. qfe If 3fi the Self ^qrq be a seer ffq 

because qr^tfq of it being an agent of q$T*rf3»qp*T the action 

of seeing, qqT q ^cpT?r# it is not reasonable 

that It is the seer of all intellects, fq^tETiq owing to 

a contradiction ,• qqr unlike qqqqfq Devadatta who qqq- 

qTqqq-3rrfq-foqr-tf>qcqq becomes the agent of the actions 
C *\ 

of going and coming etc., f3TqT-3T«JTtqq because of his 

performing these actions gtf * 3Tgq “ “ ^>^1“ 3Tlfq- 

?T5q’tT5TlrT which depend on instruments, some having an 

independent and others an inseparable existence from that 
of Devadatta. 

5* Changeless, of the nature of 

pure Consciousness and 

having no connection with either kind of instruments 3iTcqq.* 

the Self ^q-jq can have q no action of seeing. 

6* ^qrq It becomes 3f?q-fqqq-S'Effc^q the seer of a 

limited number of objects, 5fiq-g'5S'cqJT of objects one after 

another, of no objects 3f;:q'qT3^<ircqq or of objects 

of other descriptions (e.g, a rope-snake), according to 

the person q^q who holds, q <jq: on the other hand, 

ffGfcqjJ that is being a seer of the Self qTTq-qrfe'^q'TSTqT 

depends on instruments and other things fqq-srqtaqg[ 

like the intellect comparable to a lamp wbich 

undergoes modifications q and - STlfe - fqfqq- — 

^ T^Tcqiq depends on instruments and the like. 
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7. Unlike the intellect com- 

parable to a lamp 3frc*R\ the Self tTq'JT ?r ^Gq^cannot 

thus be regarded q as having the know¬ 

ledge of a limited number of objects of objects 

one after another 3fof no objects 3f?q’2JT-giiH,^tr 
, C -N C N 

or of objects of other descriptions f^f^iqT-3T?Tr^Tcr as It is 

devoid of any change and 

does not depend on instruments or anything else. 

3. As the agency of the action of seeing1 is what is 

called ‘seeing’, how3 can the Self which is devoid of the ideas 

of ‘ me ’ and 4 mine’, desire and aversion, and of effort, be 
called a seer ? 

4. If the Self be a seer because of It performing the 

action of seeing It cannot, owing to a contradiction®, be the 

seer of all intellects and their modifications (at the same 

time); for, Devadatta* becomes the agent of going, coming 

and other actions, because of his performing these actions 

which depend on instruments, some having an independent® 

and others an inseparable® existence from that of Devadatta! 

either* vB!f lre SeIf WhiCh iS free fr0m aU connection with 
either kind of instruments, changeless and of the nature 

of pure Consciousness, can by no means be the agent of 
the action of seeing. 8 ‘ OI 

6. Like the intellect comparable to a lamp which 

undetgoee mod.iicat.ons and depends on instruments and 

UmiLffmh'5 f ?•“ W '° bC r'sarded as lowing > 
limited number of objects, objects one after another no 

objects or as knowmg one thing for another according to the 

person Who, on the other hand, holds that the knowingness 
of the Self depends on instruments7 etc. ® 
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7. Unlike the intellect comparable to a lamp the Self 

cannot thus be regarded as knowing a limited number of 

objects, objects one after another, no objects or as knowing 

one thing for another. It is devoid of change and does not 
depend on instruments etc. 

1. This word stands for all actions of knowledge, in paragraphs 
3-12 and in some other passages of this booklet. 

2. Beginning with this paragraph this objection ends in the 
seventh. The answer to it will be found in para 12 of this Part. The 
objection is based on the last line of para I, part II where the Self is 
called the seer of all intellects. 

3. For an agent of seeing cannot be the seer of all intellects at the 
same time. 

4. A proper name. 

5. Such as, axes and other things, 

6. Such as, hands and feet. 

7. Instruments and objects. 

spsf grftiT II ^ II 

8. Why is it said ?T£ft*T: that there 

is a contact of the Self with the intellect ? 

8. Why1 is it said that there is a contact of the Self 

with the intellect ? 

1. See para 2 of this Part, where it is stated that the Self is 
connected with all intellects. It is an objection against that statement. 
The answer is given in the three following paragraphs, viz., 9. 10 and 11. 

^frsfq- 
?rsrf<r n ^ ii <rq 

^fbfrqrftJT^qT =5T ffe-TSPPRTFr- 
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f'RT, Ic+id'lIfa*: It ^ o II q- 

5^ *r$#q: grq-qfa II ? X II 

9. ?FsT?sr: A relation tfTqqfa is possible fq: arfc* for 

the following reason, viz., ^^fTc^TcT both of them are subtle 

and, therefore, beyond the senses, transparent, 

farqqqRRT ^ and having no parts. ^qft-r-zffarqT Vfqfa 

Thus there is a possibility of a relation ^^PTt: between each 

other. 

10. ^sq-cT It may be said, cf^ in this connection, 

SNffq: that there is a contact Jjfar-STTRqt: of the Self with 

the intellect STTSqTfa*: owing to superimposition, fiRT 

because =q the intellect, 3TSrqnqr-?q^qT ^Tcft though 

of the nature of non-effulgence RrfeqT-qfriT-cp^qT like a 

crystal 5r*T5HFq^qT appears to be effulgent JTq7T5T- 

qrtv) only owing to the proximity of an effulgence 

3TTRT viz. the Self, ^-5rq>Rr-R¥'T: which is purely of an 

effulgent nature. 

11. «T There cannot, Jff: however, ^-pRqfa be 

a contact f fe-3TTc*Rt: of the Self with the intellect vR- 
■o 

^F^TcT like that of lac with wood, for, neither the 

Self nor the intellect has any visible form. 

9. A relation is possible for this reason viz., both of 

them are subtle1, transparent9 and without® parts. Both of 

them are thus capable of being connected with each other. 
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10. (As they are similar) it may be said that there is a 

relation of superimposition' between the Self and the in¬ 

tellect which, though of a non-effulgent nature like a crystal, 

appears to be effulgent owing only to the proximity of an 

effulgence viz., the Self which is purely of an effulgent 

nature. 

11. There cannot, however, be a contact of the Self with 

the intellect like that of lac with wood inasmuch as neither 

the Self nor the intellect has any visible form. 

1. i.e.j beyond the senses. 

2. The Self is transparent because It is free from Ignorance and 
the intellect is so because it is capable of reflecting the Consciousness of 

the Self. 

3. The intellect is said to be without parts for it is not similar 

to gross things like jars etc. having parts. 

4. Mutual superimposition. 

5. Because non-conscious. 

src»rer^^rcrf5rfsr 

II II 

12. And that the Self is a seer 
c 

®R2rTc^Tff is only relative to other things, Just as 

the sun, 
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though devoid of the ideas of ‘me5 and ‘mine’ as well as of 

desire and effort, is called an illuminator 

5R5T5T-^owing only to its proximity to 

things illuminated, SRrpjR as mere light 

which is changeless as it is an 

illuminator in no other way; 3HT: It is the ignorant who 

superimpose the quality, of an illu¬ 

minator 5r^I?q--3Tf^oir%i.3T^tTr relatively to things illumi¬ 

nated STTf^^qfq' on the sun which thus 

stands r_q | ^ of in its own nature of 

light only in the proximity of things illuminated,- l^TT 

so 5"Gthe quality of a seer is superimposed 

|f5-3rTf^-?^-3Tf?T5zrf^-3iq^T relatively to the manifesta¬ 

tion of things such as, the intellect etc., 31TcJFT: on the 

Self which is of the nature of pure Consciousness, 

fafsfi devoid of all changes and attri¬ 

butes, *T^-STcirq--srrf§rJr: and is the witness of all intellects 

and their modifications, ^-S^fET-m#"! having only a 

proximity to the objects of knowledge ^TcFzr-^^epT as 

consciousness not different from Itself; af^- 

£<S|cET-3nTreTcT for It cannot be a seer in any other way. 

o ,f"dl * 18 onlyin relation to other things2 that the 
Self is called a knower2. The sun may be taken for an 

example. Though entirely devoid of the ideas of ‘me’ and 

mine and also of desire and effort it is called an illuminator 

in relation to things illuminated owing only to its proximity 
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to them as nothing but light devoid of all change. » “ 

an illuminator4 in no other way. Consisting o no . 

but pure light it stands as existent only and in the proxinuty 

of things illuminated. It is, therefore, the ignorant ha 

superimpose the agency of the action of illuminating things 

on the sun when they are illuminated by it. Simi ar y, 

agency of the action of knowing objects is superimposed 

in relation to the manifestation of objects like the intellect 

and other things, on the Self which is of the nature o pu 

Consciousness devoid of all change, free from attri u ®s 

the witness of all intellects and their modifications. It does 

nothing but stand proximately to objects of knowledge as pure 

Consciousness not different from Itself. It is a knower m no 

other way. 

1. In addition to the reply given in paras 9, 10 and 11 to the 

objection raised in para 8 above. See note 2, paras 3-7 of t ns par . 

2. Objects known. 

3. See note I, paras 3-7 (of this Part) where, as here, the word 

'seeing* is used for the action of knowing in general. 

4. i. e., it is not an illuminator as an agent. 

?:f|cftscq-TcJTT n n ^ 
TFT 1II 4,4^1 Rtfa 

^rTf^ ii %% ii 5nf?T 
st^rNt II *vs II cNr# ^Tfer 

tf^reiTFFT: II II 
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13. How can there be ffd- agency d^q- 

M'~ STTcTR: in the Self which is 

devoid of all changes and attributes ? ^q'd' It may be said 

in reply that =qT«ppqd It has agency like that of 

the loadstone. 

14. q^T Just as qjqq?: ^TTqq>: the loadstone 5fT^ 

iqqfq moves iron ^q-dfvrfV- HtH-ITT^T only 

by its existence in its proximity, trq-JT tTq1 so 3TTITT the Self, 

srfq though ^-fdf^qT-^f^d: devoid of all changes, ■JTd'fd 
becomes qTR3i_3Td"*lTO3i: the illuminator of the agents of 

actions. 

15. tp^-^TqTT-fqfirTPT That agency is super¬ 

imposed on the Self dq dTO is due in 

this case to Its illuminating the agents of actions. 

16. qf^-STTqtfq The intellect etc., q>T®TTfd the instru¬ 

ments are called epp^Tfar agents of actions. 

17. ^d^-STqTTTfddTfd Illumined by Consciousness 

dTfd they qqd^d pervade ^q-^q-fqqqq; their own objects. 

18. iTcpT dfd Thus agency ^Td^d is super¬ 

imposed STT^Td: on the Self dd in this case, dd-faf^T- 

though It is free from all changes and 

attributes. 

13. How can there be agency* in the Self which is 

devoid of change and attributes? It may be said in reply2 

that It has agency like that of the loadstone. 
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14. Though devoid of change the Self becomes the 

illuminator of the agents of actions just like the loadstone 

which moves iron only by its existence in its proximity. 

15. That agency is superimposed on the Self is due in 

this case to Its witnessing the agents of actions. 

16. It is the instruments8 like the intellect and other 

things that are called agents of actions. 

17. Illumined by Consciousness they pervade their 

own objects. 

18. This being the case agency is superimposed on the 

Self though It is free from change and attributes. 

1. The objector is thinking of Brahma Sutra 2, 3.33. where the Self 
is called an agent. 

2. The reply is based on Brahama Sutra 2. 3.40. 

3. Bringing about an action by an instrument is called an agent 
of that action. 

f^TT fasTFfcnfefo' cfvT 

g-srrcTTT *r f^TT II || 

19. rTrT It fT cannot be cTtfilT said, =FZT*T “How 
N O ** ~ 

f^TRtqTtT can one know 317c*TPT*T the Self by 

means of the intellect trsfTj- if it were pure Consciousness ?” 

(for), It is the illuminator of the intellect 

like the light of the sun. 

20. ztzjt Just as 3|Tfi?^r: the sun ff 5T^T^T# is not 

illumined by forms an(j colours, cT^Tf so 311 c-HT the 
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Self^T cannot be known by means of the 

intellect. 

19. “If the Self were pure Consciousness how can one 

know It by means of the intellect ?** 1 This objection cannot 

be raised, as the Self which is pure Consciousness cannot 

be known by means of the intellect. For, the Self which 

is like the sun, is its illuminator. 

20. Just as the sun cannot be illumined by forms and 
colours3, so the Self cannot be known by means of the 

intellect. 

1. The objection is based on a misinterpretation of a passage of 
the Kathopanishad (3. 12), which says that the Self is known by means of 

, the pure intellect. The real meaning of the passage is this:— 

Transformed into the form of the One without a second and 
reflecting the Self the intellect seems to contribute its own nature of 
being an object to the Self which is never an object, resulting in the 
negation of the Primeval Ignorance, without there being any change 
whatever in the Self. This is what is meant by saying that the Self 
is known by means of the pure intellect. Sec para 11, Part IV. 

That the Self is not an object of the intellect is clearly explained in 
paras 19—22. 

2. For they are illumined by the sun. 

?r pro, %fe^T3(r- 
II ^ \ II qfe ^IT HTtTCT, 

sppispftfor ii ^ ii 

21. q^r^RTrT It is for this reason srf'r also 3{r^TT that 

the Self £5^ is not known by means of the intellect. 
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^gr; As the intellect is %UT3T: an object of knowledge 

^fe^T-^crc^r: it cannot reasonably be a knower. 

22. If it, though an object of know¬ 

ledge, arfq- also £37 cT were a knower cT3T *T 

it could not *37^ be %^cTT an object of knowledge, f 3 just 

as 5T3>T5nrt: two lights cannot be illumined by each other. 

21. The Self cannot be an object of the intellect for 
this reason also, namely, it is not reasonable that the intellect 
which is an object of knowledge could be a knower. 

22. Just as two lights cannot be illumined by each 
other, so if the intellect also, though an object of knowledge, 
were a knower it could by no means be an object of_ 
knowledge. 
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PART III 

cT5f firc^rfsrerTJTTfa; 

3*tt 'TfTcq'mr«TTrTc^r^feifcrTR?TTq- ^ 11 \ 11 

1. STT^-ScTtf-^cTTfa Waking, dream and deep 

sleep, 3T^^^T"f^'^T’T,ITTf'T the states qualifying the 

intellect, rfW are said to belong to the Self. ^Tfzr^SF^r They 

are discussed rf^lTT crfTr^mTsf,T in order that they may be 

^ renounced tT and 3rTc*Tf^fe-5rfa'TT^TTq' that the Self 

may be known to be pure. 

(This Part is begun to show that the three states of 
waking, dream and deep sleep appear to be in the Self 
owing to the indiscrimination between Itself and the intellect, 

Its adjunct, to which they, as a matter of fact, belong, in 

order that the Self may be known to be pine Consciousness 

without any attribute as described in the previous Part.) 

1. Waking, dream and deep sleep, the states qualifying 

the intellect1 2 3 *, are said to belong to the Self®. They are now 

going to be discussed in order that they may be renounced8 

and that the Self may be known to be pure. 

1. And not the Self. 

2. Owing to an indiscrimination between the Self and the intellect 
to which the three states, as a matter of fact, belong. 

3. If they really belonged to the Self, like heat belonging to fire 
they could not be renounced, i.e., they could not be known to be 
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different from the Self, and the Self then could not be known to be 

pure. 
f 

srarvTPT, <.^1 

5RT^, cRT ^TW^T'TTTWg^ftT IRII 

2. cf=r Among the three states 'jfTCIcr ^TT^T waking 

is that in which, ^ lfec^-^Tf?"3T|^^crTf^r aided by the sun 

and other gods, the eye etc., the 

senses, 5^^% pervade their own particular 

objects. cPT In that state gfg: the intellect also 

ef^ur-oqr<n^ acts as an instrument. 

2. Among the three states waking is that in which, 

aided by the sun and other gods1, the eye etc., the senses, 

pervade2 their own particular objects. The intellect also8 

acts4 as an instrument in that state. 

1. Each of the senses requires the help of a particular god for 
perception. 

2. And thus produce different perceptions such as, hearing, touch¬ 
ing, seeing etc. 

3. Like other senses. 

4. i.e , it becomes transformed into the forms of external objects 
such as, sound, touch, sight etc. 

f%%Gira-? strftT^TfWTRRITc^^TII ^ II 

3. 5RZT^-3TR*r-:^b-il=)d Pervaded by the reflection of 

Consciousness <reb-3TTctTffl‘ superimposed on the innermost 
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Self TOT and so appearing to be conscious the 

intellect becomes transformed ^spr-aTTf^Tf^TT 

into both |<^RT the seer and the seen, 

Why STRUTT is the word ‘Self’ f=T%<TO qualified SRJfcfr- 

^R^TT ^ by the word c innermost5 ^ in the previous 

sentence? 5qf^rftWT*T in order to 

show that things which have an exception to the continuity 
°f their persistence are not the Self. 

3. (Pervaded1 by the reflection of Consciousness and 
so) Appearing to be Conscious the intellect which is super- 
l*nposed on the innermost Self becomes transformed into 

both the seer and the seen.3 Why4 is the word‘Self* in the 
** Previous sentence qualified by the word f innermost ?’ it is in 

°rder to show that things® which do not persist in their 

existence are not the Self. 

1. It is for this reason that the intellect, though non-conscious, can 

transform itself into forms of objects. See para 2, where it is said that 

the intellect acts as an instrument. 

2. The agent or what is denoted by the word ‘1% the experiencer. 

3. Objects. 

4. See the two following paragraphs where it will be clearly 

explained, 

5. The instruments such as, the intellect etc. 

?r ?dTcir?T^T^f?T>TK^TcTO' *p^- 

II V II 
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4 Speaking of things not persisting in their exis- 

tence, gfe-snflf* » is intellect etc., *h= instru¬ 

ments, that are so. 3tf<T Though object of 

knowledge like jars and other things 

they are regarded <iTTc*TT*: as ‘selves’ 

owing to their contact with the innermost Self, just as 

water is regarded as hot 3TKMf*T *T 

owing to its contact with fire. 5TTf:S-arfeTOT 

™ As compared to external objects they are regarded as 

‘selves’. Of these again one inner, e. g., the nund, is comi- 

dered to -be more of. ‘self’ than one outer, e.g., the body 

and so on. § But 3TT^: the Self * does no 

become spffciT^nT the non-Self a^-*r*ft*TT9[ owing to^ Its 

contact with these instruments, f 3" Just as 3T^. fire 

does not become cold owing to its cont 

with water. 

„ ,. _ . . -proistine in their existence, 
4. Speaking of things not persisui k . ^ 

it is the intellect etc., the instr^er thingstfiey L takfn 
objects of knowledge Hke jars and oth ^ ^ 

as ‘selves owing to their conuclt w ^ ^ 
just as water is regardeda.ho owing^ d as ,Selves>. 
As compared to external objects they a g ^ 

Of these again the one inner, e.g., ^ body 
tri be more of a ‘self/ than one oth , 
But the innermost Self does not become anything other han 
S owing to Its contact with these instruments just as fire 

does not become cold owing to its contact with water. 
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1. People regard the body, the senses, the mind, the intellect and 

the ego as themselves, though they are objects of knowledge like jars and 

°ther things. So they use the word ‘I* with respect to them. See Tai. 

U. 2.15. where such ‘selves* are called sheaths. 

2. i.e., owing to their being pervaded by the reflection of the Self. 

3. The body is inner as compared to external objects; on account 

of its contact with the innermost Self it is called ‘me!* and is, therefore, 

regarded as the self. The senses are inner as compared to the body, the 

mind is inner as compared to the senses and so on. All of these are 

called ‘me’ on account of their contact with the innermost Self. 

^TT^T: STcq-TTTWr 

^ vnrfcr n ^ n 

5. ^ But ^ unlike the intellect and 

other things having nothing else 3TTc*T“ 

within it 31Tc*T»T: the Self is always 

the innermost q- STf'T and is never sqfq'q'^fq 

otherwise, 3T1WT It, 3RT: ^ therefore, 5Rqq7 

3f^: deserves the epithet ‘the innermost*. ^ ^rTcf 

Thus q-qfq- it becomes ^qrfqq’iT clear STRflc^PT that the 

Self St) Pfl’^TTfTc^’tT has no exception to Its continuous 

existence and pure nature. 

5. But unlike the intellect and other things the Self has 

nothing* else within It. It is, therefore, the innermost3 and 

is never otherwise. So® It deserves the epithet ‘the inner- 

most*. Thus it becomes clear that the Self has no exception 

to Its continuous existence and pure nature. 

1. As Its witness or substratum. 

2. Br. U.3.4. 1-2. and 3. 5. 1. 

V—6 
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3. See para. 3 above, where it is asked why the Self is called the 

innermost. That question is answered here in para 4. 

ii % ii 

6 a^T As regards the transformation of the intellect 

into the seer and the seen it was said before 5Tc*T?fj-3TTclT- 

that, pervaded by the reflection of 

Consciousness and appearing effulgent like It, the intellect 

f^qftopRT is transformed ^f-^^-STT^RT into the forms 

of the seer and the seen, Con' 

nected with objects etc., f^-^RT it assumes their forms,, 

like moIten copper or other 
metals poured into a mould. 

6 It was said before1 2 3 4 * that, pervaded by the reflection 

of PL consciousness and appearing effulgent toe It, * 

Intellect is transformed into the forms of the seer’ and the 

seen Connected with objects etc.,8 it assumes1 their forms, 

like molten copper and other metals poured into a mould. 

1. See para. 3 above. 

2. See note 2, para. 3 of this Part. 

3. Including seeing. 

4. Through the senses, 

para. 3, Part III. 

See note 4, para. 2, Part HI, and note 

a## aft! tRfPwrfe>ff: wnreff 
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7. SlftT When this happens 3TR*T*T: the Self 

which is of the nature of Consciousness, 

devoid of any change, devoid of 

parts all-pervading ^T^-3n^>RT-3rrf?^ like 

time and space etc. and the witness of 

both the seer and the seen, TT^'Pd' is said '3TFITUTIT to be 

waking as it were. 

7. When this1 happens the Self which is of the nature 

of pure consciousness, changeless, devoid of parts, all-perva¬ 
ding like3 time, space etc., and which is the witness of both8 

the seer and the seen, is said to be waking4, as it were®. 

^ 1. When the intellect is changed into the seer and the seen. 

2. Like time and space the Self has no transformation or 

vibration. 

3. Including seeing and the intellect itself. 

4 Knowledge of objects through the senses is what is called 

waking. 

5. Waking superimposed on the Self which witnesses it. See note 

7, para 12-15, Part I. 

3T«r jfn m 
?T^R¥TT 

^ cr^j^Tf^r- 
3Tc*T5ft, II c; II 

8. 3T«T Then tfT: again, ^T-3frf?-31T^n:-^T?nTr- 

qr%?TT endowed with the impressions of] forms and other 

things which are the external objects, ^'T-STTfe-STf^T^T but 
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having no connection with then., ST ift the intellect t3*W- 

afrfctT^T assumes the nature of both the seer and the seen, Jf 
netr-jfeW W like a flower-pot which produces the impres- 

rion of flowers without having any in it. VWTCrWF In the 

forms of impressions only SWPrrUT under the influence 

arPwr-ww^f:of ignorance.timc and actions aRfil'5* 
i, stands as an object in the presence of the Self 

aff-3#W this experience on the part of the Self Wfl is, 

WV as it were, Its dream, STTOTfl: for, the Self 51?- 

afjtfir^l? imitates the intellect ^5^? like the moon 

imitating water. , 
8. Then1 again1, endowed with the impressions of# 

objects of knowledge such as, forms etc,, which are external 

objecri, but having no connecrion with them1 the m dtect 

Lsumes the nature of both the seer and the seen hke a 
flower-pot' which produces the .mpress.cn of flowers 

Without having any in it. In the forms of .mpresstons only 
under the influence of Ignorance, time and acaons tt stands 

as an object" in the presence of the Self Thu. 
Tn the part of the Self is, as it were. Its" dream1. For die 

Self imitates the intellect like the moon which imitates 

water. 
1. When the results of the actions causing the waking state have 

come to an end, 

2. When the results of the actions causing dream prcvai. 

3. For there are no external objects during dream. See Br. ^ 

tr. 4.3.10. v 

4. Which usually contains flowers. 

5. Though the intellect then pervades no external objects. 
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6. As the intellect is supeiimposed on the Self, It appears to have 

all the properties of the intellect including dream. See note 7, paras 

^ 12-15, Part 1. 

7. The knowledge with its objects due to the impression of the 

waking state is dream though the senses then cease to function. 

8. Reflected by water the moon appears to have the properties of 

water such as, movements etc. 

3T«r 2?r: *rr sft: 
3cT $5^, ^fW- 

^r: ii % n 

9. srq- Then again, devoid of 

'^'manifestation, ^T?T»TMiFT,Ir in the forms of waking and its 

impressions, drawn into Itself by consciousness 

^^q--3T?qT ^ and therefore non-existent, as it were, 

m sfr: the intellect stands identified 

with (Ignorance), the unmanifested cause common to all 

manifestations. This is deep sleep W<«T. (The 

intellect is then unmanifested) like a banyan tree 

^PTHT in the seed-corn. 

9. Then1 again2, devoid of manifestation in the forms 

of waking and its impressions8 drawn into Itself by Con¬ 

sciousness4 and, therefore, non-existent as it were®, the 
fi intellect stands identified with (ignorance)6, the unmanifested 

cause common to all manifestations. This is deep sleep7. 

The intellect then remains unmanifested like a banyan tree 

in its seed-corn®. 
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1. When the results of the actions causing waking and dream have 

come to an end. j 

2. When there is fatigue owing to experiences in waking and J| 

dream. 

3. i. e., dream. 

4. With Ignorance as Its adjunct. See note 10, paras 16, 17, 

Part I. 

5. For the intellect will have its manifested existence again 

during the other states when deep sleep is over. This condition of the 

intellect is different from that in liberation. 

6 Reflecting Consciousness. See note 10, paras 12-15, Part I. 

7. This is a condition of the intellect, but the Self is said to be 

experiencing deep sleep owing to the intellect being superimposed on It. 

8. Before the birth of the tree. 



PART IV 

5PT fxr?TTRr^¥1 tRRRT 

^W., RRR^Tt TRffa II \ II 

1. cRI When this is so, STRUTT the Self is 

reasonably free from 

the three states of waking, dream and deep sleep as well as 

from desires and actions, pure like water, 

^ ^-3TTc*r-?2r: established in Itself ^ and 

is of the nature of pure Consciousness. 

(This part is commenced to explain that the Self is 

only One without a second and free from the three states of 

waking, dream and deep sleep which are stated to be super¬ 

imposed on It in the previous Part). 

1. When this is so1 2 it is reasonable that the Self, free 

from the three states of waking, dream and deep sleep as 

well as from desires and actions, pure3 like water, and 
established8 in Itself is of the nature of pure Consciousness. 

(It is stated in paragraph 1, Part III that the three 

states are discussed in order that they may be renounced. 
That statement is supported in the following five paragraphs.) 

1. When it is ascertained that the three states are superimposed on 

the Self and therefore unreal. 

2. I. e., containing nothing foreign. Sec Br. U. 4. 3. 32. 

3. Chh.U. 7.24.1. 
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iTffrfff IRII 

tTqrfff qf^q^q- srTct% srftrrtTsq-: 11311 g-G^c# 

qTff iiyii ffqrfq- ^^q^'mfsrfa- 

STfsnmrcq q cqq?qFcn?r11 * 11 

^Tc^fq^rf^q-^T^r^^cq’srr^:; ^f?qqrqf ^ f^rer- 

^qT3trtRbsr 11 5 11 

2. tT^rrfq These are 3r^T-fq%qurTfa' the states 

qualifying g^[: the intellect ff but not sncffff: the Self 

srfqfsRcqTq as It is changless. ' 

3. qfTcqvq- One should renounce trcTTfff these 

JTfqqrTsq: and should know 3fTcffr ffff the Self g?fa: to 

be the Fourth. 

4* rpq cT'OqcqtT TTTfT That the Self is the fourth 

fq?rrq-qqcq*r means that It consists of consciousness only 

and nothing else gqTJT-qqqg like a homogeneous piece 

of gold. 

5. ^qr 3ffq- Though It is the Fourth ff g It is not 

3TqrqT-3T??r^^r a state different from the three, fflfjff- 

ffTqcqff To be the Fourth is nothing but to be the witness of 

the three states as consciousness 

in their proximity only. 

6. ^rZlcq-STTC^f: One has inevitably to arrive at a void 

cPT if the fourth were a different state, 3Hcff- 

^fcq-SrfqqffT-3!^!^ as in that case the reality of the Self 
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could not be known. (Moreover the doctrine of a void 

cannot be true, for), ^ ^ 

^ it is not reasonable that things superimposed should be 
without a substratum. 

2. These1 are the states qualifying the intellect but not 
the Self as It is changeless. 

3. One should give up2 these and should know that the 
Self is the Fourth8. 

4. That the Self is the Fourth means that It consists of 
Consciousness only and nothing else, like a homogeneous 
piece of gold®. 

5. Though It is the Fourth It is not a state different 

from the three well-known ones (viz., waking, dream and 
deep sleep). To be the Fourth is nothing but to be the 

witness of the three states as Consciousness in their proximity 
only. 

6. One has inevitably to arrive at a void if the Fourth 
were a different state as in that case the reality of the Self 
could not be known6. Moreover the doctrine7 of a void 
cannot be true as it is not reasonable8 that things super¬ 
imposed should be without a substratum. 

1. Waking, dream and deep sleep. See para 1. Part III. 

2. I. e., know that these states are superimposed on the Self like a 
snake on a rope and are not real. 

3. Bereft of the three states of waking, dream and deep sleep. The 

word «fourth* is used only in a secondary sense in relation to the three 

y states which are superimposed and are therefore unreal. 

The Self is the fourth in relation to the three states in the same sense 

in which.a rope is thc fourth in relation to a snake, a stick and a garland, 

the three things, for which it is mistaken, See Ma. U. 7. 
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4. Br. U. 2.4. 12. 

5. A piece of gold is gold everywhere in and out and is nothing 

but gold. 

6. And therefore the non-Self also that depends for its existence 

on the Self could not be known. Hence, we are invitably led to a void. 

7. That of the Nihilists. 

8. Just as a rope-snake cannot exist without the rope. 

(It is stated in para 1, Part III that the three states are 

discussed in order to explain that the Self is pure. That 

statement is supported in the three following paragraphs). 

•r ?fte; dwr- 
sqfg-^RRT 3>mfg?TcTT II ^ I! 

•N C\ 

7. tpsEPT How TTgrt^r can these be STRJT-f^fe- 

srfgq1%-|gf^r the means of knowing the Self to be pure ? 

(Answer): sjq'*T*qg' It is known ^■-3TT?q,-f^jfe that the 

innermost Self is pure ff| because these (i. e,, the 

three states) are there. 

8. tfjspj How is it known? In 

reply it may be said that as the 

Consciousness of the Self has no exception to Its existence 

aj-fq in any of these three states (It is' 

known to be pure). 
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:3cT If it be said that there is such 

an exception in deep sleep, »T we say it is not so. 

for, all people f^HTlfcT deny £3ipT ^ the 

existence of objects only of knowledge in that state. 

^*1 How ? (for, everyone of them says), “ I ?T did 

not know f%f%^ 3ffq anything at all 3T=T 

in deep sleep experienced by me ”, ?f ^fcdH 

hut he does not deny the existence of knowledge in that state. 

^TT: This knowledge, therefore, f^[ is proved 

to be eternal without any change 

owing to It having no exception to the continuity of (Its) 

persistence in any of the states. 

7• (Question) : How can these be the means of know¬ 
ing that the Self is pure ? (Answer): The innermost self is 

known to be so because2 th,ese are there. 

8. (Question): How is it known (that the Self is pure) ? 
In reply it may be said that It is known to be pure as It has 

no exception to the continuity of Its persistence in any8 of 
the three states. 

9. If it be said that there is such an exception in deep 
sleep we say c<No’\ For it is the existence of only the objects 

of knowledge that all people deny in that state but not that 

of knowledge4 Itself. (Question): How do you say so ? 
(Answer): For everyone of them says, “I did not know 
anything at all in deep sleep experienced by me.99 Knowledge, 

therefore, owing to Its persistence throughout all the states, 

is proved5 to be eternal without any change whatever. 

1. Waking, dream and deep sleep. See para I. Part III. 
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2. See the following note, 

3. When any of the three states is present the other two are not. 

That is to say no one of the states perpetually continues in its existence. 

But I who experience deep sleep experience dream and also waking. 

This fact shows that the Self persists throughout all the states. Hence, 

it is inferred that it is eternal without any change. See note I on the two 

following paras. 

4. Knowledge, i.e., the Self. See Br. U. 4.3, 23-30. 

5. By inference. See note 3, above. 

3rt ^ q- spTFJTTrerr, ff qfc- 

ftrfe, 5HTTfcST FTT3TFT fintft- 
m II ?o || ?pqFTWc*TT qr*IWq7^r?q- 

q 5 mr. f^FrrcRtrq: w u u 

10. 3T?T: ^ Therefore q the Self is not Sr^TTW-ST^^rT 

provable, ff For, things non-eternal 

are limited by one another ^ and 

are provable, ^ but ff 3fT^T»T: the Sell is not so. 

^qrg- Who will SPTTcTcqtT apply the proof W if STlc+H: 

the Self Srqr°T-3Tq53T depend on a proof fafe: in order to 

be proved ? ffa f?T?ahTt It is ascertained that *T one 

q^Zj- that SRT^cSnr is the agent in applying the proof 

STR'RT trq* is the Self Itself. 

11. rpT If it be said that SUc^TT the Self 

is proved 3n*m^T by the Vedas, ?T STFm 3ffq we say not 
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even by them (is It proved). srfcTqtr# The Vedas are 

regarded as 5PTT°I^T proofs Sff^T with respect to 

5Tfcn%^ the knowledge of the oneness 31|T-3frc*PTt: of 

Brahman and the Self 3T£^rc1f'Tcr_3rcr^_*f*T fd'^’T-ST^JT 

by way of negating the qualities of the non-Self super¬ 

imposed on the Self. (For they are proofs) ff not by 

producing an effect ^ but 3ff%^fa-3f^-3ff^oiT3:'3r^%d‘ by 

revealing the unknown meaning which is the identity 

fd of the known (implied) meanings of the 

two words, STRfTd': for, the Self is self- 

evident. 

10. The Self is, therefore1, not provable. For it is 
things non-eternal2 and limited by one another that are 
provable but not so the Self. Who would be the agent in 

applying the proof if the Self were to depend on it to be 

proved8? It is ascertained that the agent in applying the 
proof is the Self Itself. 

11. But it may be contended that the Self is proved by 
the Vedas. We say, “not even by them is It proved. They are 

considered to be proofs with respect to the knowledge of the 

oneness of Brahman• and the Self by way of negating the 

qualities of the non-Self superimposed on the ]Self For the 

Vedas are proofs not by producing an effect4 but by reveal¬ 

ing5 the unknown meaning which is the oneness6 of the 

known (implied) meanings7 of the two words (Thou and 
That) inasmuch as the Self is self-evident8.” 

1. See note 3 paras 7*9. From the fact of Its continuous existence 
the Self is inferred to be eternal without change apparently in contradi¬ 
ction to the Brihadaranyakopanishad (4.4 20.) which says that It is not 
at all provable. But it is not really a contradiction. For, an inference 
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produces no certainty but only a probability with respect to .he nature 

of the Self. 

2. Nothing but Brahman, the all-pervading Principle, is eternal. 

3. In that case all evidence will come to an end. 

4. That is, not making Brahman an object of knowledge. 

5. The characteristic of a proof is to make known the things 

that are unknown. 

6. Thus destroying Ignorance by producing the mental modifica¬ 

tion ‘ I am Brahman.* 

7 The indirectly expressed meanings of the two words ‘Thou’ and 

‘That* in the sentence ‘Thou art That*. See verses 26-30, Sankara’s 

Vakyavritti. 

8 i. e., the Self which is Brahman and of the nature of knowledge 

Itself is not provable by another knowledge. See note I, paras 19, 20, 

Part II, and Br. U. 4.3.9. 

irfirnfafo- 

ii n ii 

12. That the Self is beyond 

the three states is reasonable STffcpSTRT^ because it is 

recognized to have no exception to the continuity of Its 

persistence from the memory 3f^ #‘Iam 

the same in all the states ’ ^ and JuiT-STjoiRfrsffEr-aT^n^ 

also because It has no connection with virtue or sin. (And 

therefore) 3TT^: It * eterna1’ pure’ 

55^-fT free from whatever is non-conscious free 

from Ignorance, desires and actions, change- ^ 

less, 31 of the nature of Consciousness 

never going out of existence, t^PT and is only one. 
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12. That the Self is beyond the three states is 
reasonable because It is recognized to have no exception to 

Its existence as one remembers that one is the same in all the 
states and also because the Self has no2 connection with 
virtue or sin. It is, therefore8, eternal, pure4 and untouched 

by whatever is non-conscious; It is free from Ignorance, 

desires and actions, changeless5, of the nature of conscious¬ 

ness6 never going out of existence and is one7 only. 

(This booklet is summarised in para 12 by enumerating 

the causes why the Self is to be regarded as eternal and 
changeless and practically concluded here. It should be 
remembered that it begins with the proposition that Self- 

knowledge is to be explained). 

1. The memory. * It is I who am waking, dreamt and had 

deep sleep*. 

2. Br. U. 4. 3. 22. 

3» Because It is beyond the three states. 

4. Ish. U. 8. 

5. Sw. U. 6. 19. 

6. Br. U. 4. 3. 23-30. 

7. Sw. U. 6. II. 

'5TTJTT% fasSI’T >> t 3 " 

13. A man of Knowledge 5fFTrftf 

ITcf directly knows within himself *PT 1 have 

attained Self-knowledge.’ 

13. A man of knowledge knows within himself that he 

has attained1 Self-knowledge. 
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1. The knowledge of the nature of the Self according to the scrip¬ 

tures and reasoning described in this booklet is in this paragraph 

supplemented by the experience of a man of knowledge. 

faSTT II V* II 

14. f^l£T*T An aspirant after Self-knowledge SRTTrf- 

wakes up from the deep sleep of Ignorance 

and becomes completely free from the 

transmigratory existence by the grace of the 

Teacher. 

14. An aspirant after Self-knowledge wakes up from 

the deep sleep1 of Ignorance and becomes completely free2 _ ^ 

from the transmigratory existence by the grace of the 

Teacher8. 

1. As old as time itself. 

2. i.e., become free in this life and is never bom again after 

death. 

3. Who, according to the scriptures, is an embodiment of Brahman 

Itself. 

(TGf 

ii n U 

ej 5fTc^T 

15. tier: This is one of the 
ways how Self-knowledge received from the Teacher may 

.This word not translated denotes completion. It signifies 

. * there is nothing more to say. The substance of the whole of the 

scriptures has been given in these pages. 
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become perfectly convincing. Only by attain- 

^ ing this knowledge, and in no other way, ^ri% one 

bas the acme of one’s life and actions fulfilled. 

15. This is how Self-knowledge received from the 
Teacher may become perfectly convincing, f It is only by 
attaining1 this knowledge and in no other way2 that one has the 
acme of his life fulfilled8. 

1. Not only in ancient times but even now. See Br. U. 1 4. 10. 

2. By no other means such as, Vedie action etc. 

3. Bh. Gita 15. 20. 

ffa ^cT«r: 

» M 

16. ^T?cr-3r35rrcr?PT These are 

teachings of the Vedantas in this respect. 

16. These are teachings1 of the vedantas in this2 
connection. 

Here ends A Way to the Perfection of Self-knowledge by 

the All-knowing Sri8 Sankara, the great Teacher and 

wandering4 Paramahamsa?. 

1. Hr. U. I. 4. 10. 4. 3. 7 and 4. 4. 7; Sw. U 3. 8. and 6. 15.; 

N.P.U. 6.; am so on. This word is repeated in the text to indicate 

that this treatise comes to an end here. 

t See para I. Part. I. 

V—7 
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2. i. e., that Self-knowledge is the only means to liberation. 

3. This word is used before the name of a person to whom 

reverence is meant to be expressed. 

4. It is his nature. Thus people get the benefit of his presence, 

company and teaching and thereby get liberated. 

5 A man who has renounced worldly action and has the surest 
O. A man wnv ^ nmhman and that the universe 

knowledge that he is no other than Brahman an 

in unreal. 

# 
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Preface 

Books that help us to open up and enter freely into the subtle 
world of thoughts, dealt with and severely expounded in the 
scriptures, are called Prakriya books. Sankara has authored 
many such elementary textbooks and prescribed them for the 
Vedantic students. Each of these books has a different and dis¬ 
tinct standard; each is meant for a different type of student. 

The most elementary text of this type can be Tattwa Bodh. The 
topics dealt with and explained in Tattwa Bodh are again ela¬ 
borated on a large canvas in Atma Bodh. These ideas, discussed 
therein and vividly brought to us in these two readers in Vedanta, 
are spread in dazzling colours, on the high walls and wide 
ceilings of the splendorous Palace of Knowledge, in Acharya’s 
Vivekachoodamam. 

The anxious teacher must have felt that though these three text¬ 
books will introduce any student to a clear glimpse of the silent 
and peaceful fields of the Advaita philosophy, they do not fully 
initiate him into the subtle mysteries and irresistible beauties of 
the mystic statements of the Vedas - the Mahavakyas. 

The Vedantin accepts the four Great Statements of the Vedas as 
the Mahavakyas. They define and declare the Infinite Brahman; 
they advise the seekers upon the means of gaining that Transcen¬ 
dental Experience; they faithfully reflect the student’s own direct 
moments of realisation; and they echo the thunderous roar of 
the seeker’s confirmation of the Self. 

“Consciousness is Brahman” (Pragyanam Brahma) is the de¬ 
finition of the Ultimate Reality behind the ever-changing 
phenomenal world of things and beings. “That thou art” (Tat 
twam asi) is the teacher’s advise. The student, in his seat of 

meditation, realises subjectively in himself that “this Sell within 
is Brahman” (Ayam Atma Brahma). Last comes the hallelujah 



that sings in the bosom of the now liberated-sage in the student, 
and he, in his sense of fulfillment and bliss immeasurable, con¬ 
firms in a mad roar of joy and wonder, “I Brahman am” (Aham 
Brahmasmi). 

Of these four Mahavakyas, the statement containing the entire 
instruction of the teacher is “That thou art”. Therefore, this 
Mahavakya of mere three words must have, in its mysterious de¬ 
pths, packed an endless array of precious suggestions an an 
unsuspected volume of magnificent imports. An ordinaty stu¬ 
dent, with all his studies of the Upanishads may not b^ ab e to 
handle, all by himself, this mantra efficiently and 
his seat of meditation, unless he is helped to open tastreawre 
chamber, and is fully instructed how to enter and move amidst 

its fabulously rich, but confusingly laid out, labyn 

Exposition of this pithy but pregnant sentence ing 
which is accomplished by Adi Sankara in is Here we 
booklet of mere fifty-three verses, called Vakya^v •tement 
have an exhaustive exposition (vntti) of the g 
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accepted fact to all Rishis and prophets around the world who 
had provided us with the Scriptural Knowledge from different 
parts of the world and at different periods of history. 

Yet, it is a pleasant paradox that we find so many scriptures, each 
one of them, a perfect masterpiece of literature, communicating 
the mystic experiences of the great masters. Naturally, though 
the scriptures borrow and use the prevalent language of its age 
and the idioms popular at that time, in the area of its birth, yet, 
the words must have some subtle suggestive mystery about them 
all their own, if they were to describe the indescribable. Hence, 
the unique style of all scriptures in the world. 

To explain this underlying suggestiveness, which is never so 
readily obvious to an unprepared student, there must be a special 
study of the unique techniques employed in the sublime 
literature of the scriptures. This is very well brought out to the 
student’s understanding in the Prakriya books. With the 
thoroughness of an artist, with the precision of a scientist, with 
the delightful delicacy of a flower opening in your courtyard, all 
by itself, while nodding to the warm breeze in the springtime gar¬ 
den - Sankara in his Vakya vritti, dissects the statement, tat 
twam asi”, and reveals its depth significance to the student. The 
Mahavakya clearly indicates that the Self in him is the Self 

everywhere, the Brahman. 

The meaning of the words (vakyartha) helps us to get at the 
meaning of the entire sentence (vacyartha), and the text that ex¬ 
plains and demonstrates clearly the depth-meaning 
(lakshyartha) of a pregnant and sacred scriptural statement is 

called Vakya-vritti. 

The quest in Vedanta is purely subjective. The seeker is 
searching to discover his own essential identity with the e 
who is he who is expressing so constantly through his own bo y. 



in ail his worldly encounters ? The world is the field of his play; 
the body is his “tool-kit” with which he contacts the fields of his 
experiences around him. Then, who is he who is using his body 
and living his life of joys and sorrows eked out from the world 
outside? 

mind is also regulated, controlled and guided, by his intellect S 
then, can he be, in essence, his intellect ? As we deeDlv nnnH 
over, is it not a fact, that we are conscinne nrT p,y pond' 
te endless dance of ldeas....."SS' 
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student himself - beyond all perceivable, known fields: includ¬ 
ing his own personal thoughts and emotions. This process is 

- called meditation. All these fifty-three verses are to be re¬ 
cognized as so many excersises in meditation - and not merely 
verses to be studied and intellectually disgested. 

On awakening to this state of the Self within, the seeker realises 
the Brahman. Such a man, liberated-in-life, lives in an undistur¬ 
bed state of peaceful recognition of his true identity with Brah¬ 
man: Sahaja Samadhi. Never can the Realised One ever more 
come to live identified with his body-mind-intellect-complex, 
and play again the fool, as an individualized-ego (Jiva), in the 

world of things and beings. 

The liberated-in-life (Jivanmukta) certainly lives amidst us, as 
one of us, perceiving equally well our familiar world. Only he 
sees the world now, after realisation, in a new light, as an expres- 

' - sion of the very Self in him. He cannot be any longer fascinated 
; by the beautiful objects and the charming beings. Not that he 

runs away from the world; he lives and acts amidst us not as a 
slave to the happenings but as a saviour of the age and man. 

He 
accepts everything 

and 
he rejects nothing; 

he 
reflects everything, 

yet, 
he keeps nothing, 
like a mirror!! 

TORANTO, 
(Canada), 

•"? Aug. 8, 81. 
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in all his worldly encounters ? The world is the field of his play, 
the body is his “tool-kit” with which he contacts the fields of his 
experiences around him. Then, who is he who is using his body 
and living his life of joys and sorrows eked out from the world 

outside? 

A searching intellect may come to feel that he is the mind. But his 
mind is also regulated, controlled and guided, by his intellect. So 
then, can he be, in essence, his intellect ? As we deeply ponder 
over, is it not a fact, that we are conscious of our own intellect and 
its endless dance of ideas.Therefore, the knower-of-the- 
intellect must be the essential factor in me! This Consciousness 
that illumines the thoughts ahd emotions must be the ultimate 
me in my own bosom. 

This “Witnessing-Consciousness” is “thou” in the Mahavakya. 
The Reality - the Changeless Substratum supporting the 
universe of names and forms - the Great Grand Ground upon 
which the world-play is going on-“that is Brahman”. The vedic 
declaration, with surging conviction and doubtless courage, 
asserts, “that thou art”; Brahman alone is your essential nature. 

In order to make this declaration bless our individual life, each 
student needs some help: a kind of ‘initiation’. This much 
abused term ‘initiation’ is dangerous as it today suggests to the 
common man some ritualistic phantasia, a convulsion of some 
comic religious pageantry, or a mysterious touch that accom¬ 
plishes a staggering miracle-by the teacher upon the student! 
These are all sheer poetic exaggerations, mere psychological 
props helpful, perhaps, to the emotional students, some power¬ 
ful suggestions necessary, perhaps, to sentimental types. 

The rational, alert and sharp intellects, however, understand 
‘initiation’ as that by which the teacher guides the student’s 
entire mind’s attention to a more subtle, creative source in the 
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student himself - beyond all perceivable, known fields: includ¬ 
ing his own personal thoughts and emotions. This process is 
called meditation. All these fifty-three verses are to be re¬ 
cognized as so many excersises in meditation - and not merely 
verses to be studied and intellectually disgested. 

On awakening to this state of the Self within, the seeker realises 
the Brahman. Such a man, liberated-in-life, lives in an undistur¬ 
bed state of peaceful recognition of his true identity with Brah¬ 
man: Sahaja Samadhi. Never can the Realised One ever more 
come to live identified with his body-mind-intellect-complex, 
and play again the fool, as an individualized-ego (Jiva), in the 
world of things and beings. 

The liberated-in-life (Jivanmukta) certainly lives amidst us, as 
one of us, perceiving equally well our familiar world. Only he 
sees the world now, after realisation, in a new light, as an expres¬ 
sion of the very Self in him. He cannot be any longer fascinated 
by the beautiful objects and the charming beings. Not that he 
runs away from the world; he lives and acts amidst us not as a 
slave to the happenings but as a saviour of the age and man. 

He 
accepts everything 

and 
he rejects nothing; 

he 
reflects everything, 

yet, 
he keeps nothing, 
like a mirror!! 

TORANTO, 

(Canada), 
Aug. 8, 81. 





VAKYA VRJTO 

Introduction 

As an inspired missionary, Adi Sankara could not rest content 
with merely producing exhaustive and splendid commentaries 
upon the Upanishads, the Geeta,*and the Brahma Sutras. He was 
aiuuous to communicate this knowledge to the children of the 
RishiS', the spiritual seekers of the world. In his infinite love, he 
conceived many textbooks, to serve the need of students at dif- 
ferent levels of intellectual understanding on the subtle maaning 

/ of the texts and the techniques for the seekers’ spiritual progress 
within. Here is a short, fifty-three-verse-text meant for students 
who had already cultivated in themselves the necessary inner 
purification to take-off into contemplative flights. 

Through devotion and dedicated service of the world around, 

when the inher psychological extrovertedness gets curbed, the 
mind gets surcharged with its own dynamism. Such an alert and 
quiet mind manifests its contemplative faculties, and to such a 
contemplative student Sankara is prescribing the direction of 
his take-off. 

The Upanishads have given out the four ‘great statements’ (the 
Mahavakyas), and Vedantic students of contemplation reach out 
to new dimensions of awareness, through steady and intense 
contemplation upon the deep and inner significance of these 
intuitional statements. Of these four statements, in this textbook 
the discussion is on “That Thou Art,” (“Tat Tvam Asi ). 
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Bhashya is a literature in which the Achaiya not only explains 
every word in the mantra (statements of the scriptures), but also 
explains his own words, in as much as he has to logically 
convince the students why he has interpreted words of the man¬ 
tra as he has done.1 

But to explain each word in the mantra as lucidly as the teacher 
can, is called a “vritti”. 2 When these vrittis are again commen¬ 
ted upon and brought out vividly to the total understanding of 
the student, at his level, the literature is called “vartikam” 3 

Here is Vakya Vritti. A book conceived and given out by Sankara 
in the form of a dialogue where a student approaches a teacher, 
with a confession that the statement “That Thou Art” doesn’t 
add up to any vivid understanding in his mind. The teacher, with 
all love, is patiently elucidating what exactly the scripture means 
by the words employed in this significant sentence’. 

Mahavakyas came bursting forth from the intuitive great masters 
out of their own direct experience of the one Eternal, Universal 
Substratum, whose play is the worlds of names-and-forms, all 
experiences and happenings. Through contemplation and 
meditation, when the Rishi transcends his mind and gets 
awakened to the pure state of Brahman, and when such a teacher 
is approached by a student, seeking the knowledge of this 
Reality, in fact, there is no way in which the teacher can effec¬ 
tively communicate with the student The Upanishadic masters 

C\ ' h e 
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and the Vedantic teachers do successfully help the student 
through a special technique, and hence the need for our surren¬ 
der to our teacher, devotion to the Lord, and the total obedience 
to the guidelines indicated by the teacher. 

The first effort of the teacher is to make the student himself con¬ 
templative, and when he has gained a contemplative mind, he 
becomes fit for this great initiation, When such a fit student 
approaches the teacher, the teacher clears his doubts and ex¬ 
pands the theme, differently to different students, depending 
upon the student’s background, his present state and his mental 
abilities and intellectual comprehension. 

We have, in this short booklet, many hints given to indicate the 
qualities that the disciple should cultivate, which can help him to 
gain the right knowledge. The student enquires, very minutely 
the significance of the words used, and the teacher patiently, ela¬ 
borately, almost exhaustively, explains each word so that the 
statement contained in the sentence may become very clear to 
the contemplative seeker. 

When the teachers use words in the scriptures, they are compel¬ 
led to use words that have already gathered certain common 
significance, by the long usage of them in the society. He has to 
use those very same worn-out words, but the student has to be 
lifted from the obvious meaning, and helped to recognize the 
deeper significances hinted at with these words, by the rich mind 
of the awakened masters. Therefore, in this short book Sankara 
indicates how to reject the superficial meaning and reach at, 
through its significant suggestiveness, the voiceless state of the 
pure Essence behind the Universe. 

The poem concludes with a peroration, for the purpose of 
emphasis, that the student should not ever overlook, or give up, 
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deligent practice of virtuesof self-control and repeated study of 
the scriptures, until they come, by themselves, to the firm and 
vivid understanding of the state described in the scriptures as “1 
am Brahman” (Aham Brahmasmi). The grace of the scriptures 
and the masters can not only guide and lead us when we are con¬ 
fused, but support us enroute when we are weary and tired, and 
remove all obstacles, to make it a pleasant pilgrimage to the 
Higher, the Timeless and therefore, changeless, birthless, 
deathless, undecaying, eternal, immortal, imperishnable, etc. A 
purified mind, at its seat of meditation, rides along these 
thoughts in the early states of contemplation, and when it gets 
soaked with these thoughts, it gathers greater meditative poise 
and in those moments of inner peace and knowledge the mind 
disappears into the vision—the Infinite, the Non-dual Brahman. 



An Exhaustive Explanation (of the Statement (“ThatThou Art” 
(Tat Twam Asi). 

Before undertaking any great work in the classicl language, espe¬ 
cially when the teachers deal with spiritual matters, it is not only a 
tradition but a necessity that they invoke the Lord and surrender 
themselves in devotion at His feet. To dehypnotize the mind 
from even vague traces of ego is to cleanse the mind totally, to let 
the Higher in the master flow out without being conditioned by 
the mind through which the message is gurgling out Here 
Sankara starts the work Vakya Vritti, with the two opening 
verses, invoking in meditation the infinite Brahman, and surren¬ 
dering in devotion to the teacher and guide on the path. 

11 ? 11 

I bow dovvn to that Pure Consciousness Divine—a 
shoreless ocean of happiness, winch is All-pervading 
(Vishnu), the Beloved of Shri, the all-kiiowing Lord of 
the Universe, assuming endless forms and vet ever-free 
having an inscrutable power to become (apparently) the 
Cause of creation, maintenance, and dissolution of the 
universe. 
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The state of Pure Consciousness reveals itself to us when we 
transcend the limitations imposed upon ourselves due to our 
identifications with our equipments of experiences. The body, 
the mind, the intellect are the only sources that spew out for us 
our endless sorrows, anxieties, and disturbances. Thus, in terms 
of the student’s own experiences, in his present state, as a limited 
ego, the teachers of the Upanishads tiy to point out the Supreme 
State, only as a “shoreless ocean of happiness . 

Limitations from shape and form, incapacities and in-capa- 
bilities, with emotional and intellectual qualities, are all suffered 
in the ego-state alone; just as the walls of a pot appear to limit 
space into a temporary identity as ‘pot-space’. When the pot is 
broken, the pot-space realizes is total identity with the universal- 
space. The Lord, the Infinite Consciousness, in His pure nature, 
is Vishnu, the All-Pervading. 

Being the substratum for the entire world of matter and its 
glories (Shri), this limitless bliss-state of Pure Awareness is con¬ 
sidered as the very enlivener of matter, the Lord ofShri (Shri Val- 

labha). 

Just as a post appears, to a deluded one, as a person standing, a 
tree, a robber, a mugger, or a ghost, yet the post has not changed 
at all; just as millions of waves may arise, clash among them¬ 
selves and disappear, yet no change has happened to the ocean, 
deep in its depths - so too, all these endless varieties of names 
and forms that constitute the universe are all appearances of an 
apparent disturbance in the Infinite Consciousness. The 
pluiality of names and forms, and their destinies of joys and 
sorrows, all clamourously happen in noisy confusions upon the 
changeless substratum, the Pure Existence, ever free from them 
all. The sufferings of a dreamer cannot affect its substratum - the 
waker’s mind. Hence, Sankara indicates the Infinite Self, the 



Brahman, as assuming endless forms, and yet ever free. 

This divine Self, in Its inscrutable power of deluding Itself, 
comes to identify with the world of change and becomes thereby, 
as God, the cause of creation, maintenance, and dissolution. As 
in the microcosm, so in the macrocosm; in my mind I create my 
thoughts, I maintain them, and I destroy them. The Infinite Con¬ 
sciousness, identifying with the ‘total mind and intellect’, be¬ 
comes thus apparently the Creator, Sustainer, and Destroyer of 
the universe, the God, the Cause of the Universal Play. 

This delusory power is inherent in every one of us. The ’non- 
apprehension’ of Reality compels the mind to project its own illu¬ 
sions, the hosts of its ‘mis-apprehensions’. Technically, in the 
science of Vedanta, this ‘non-apprehension and its consequent 
mis-apprehensions’ are together called as ‘ignorance’ (Avidya) 
in the microcosm. In the macrocosm, this very same inscrutable 
power is indicated by the technical term, ‘Maya'. The Conscious¬ 
ness functioning through my Avidya becomes the sentient 
sense-of-individuality in me. The same Infinite Consciousness 
functioning through Maya appears in our judgement as God, the 
Cause of the universe and its constant state of change. 

The concept of the limited ego (Jiva.) and the concept of the Lord 
of the Universe, God, are both superimposed upon the Brah¬ 
man.’ 1 bow down to that Pure Consciousness Divine. 
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2. Again and again I Prostrate at the feet of my Guru, by 
whose grace 1 have come to realize, “I alone am the All- 
pervading Essence (Vishnu)”, and that “the world of 
multiplicity is all a super-imposition upon myself.” 

To tune up our mind with the teacher is the only way to set our¬ 
selves for perfect communication with his words. After all, we 
have gone to the teacher to gain knowledge and arrive at wis¬ 
dom. This subjective theme is not something that the teacher can 
transfer into our comprehension, as in an objective science, be¬ 
cause this is a State transcending the equipments of the body, 
min^ and intellect Through comtemplation alone we gain the 
necessary poise in ourselves to glide away from our misconcep¬ 
tions and arrive at the Sell-knowledge. 

I again and again prostrate, is not a mere repeated physical act oi 
prostration, but it is a continuous (nityam) attitude ot surrender 
to the teacher’s instructions and guidance. 

It is only through a process ot perfect tuning-in that we come to 
experience a wave of refreshing sense of holiness and quietitude 
in our otherwise disturbed and ugly bosom. The flooding in ot 
this new sense of satisfaction, and a cheerful indifference with 
everything else, creates a mood which is most conducive for 
creative listening and transforming contemplations. In this inner 
attitude one’s mind brings to expression new powers of com¬ 
prehension and vision, and the devoted student recognizes them 
all as some inexplicable blessings arising from the grace of the 

teacher. 

By guru’s grace alone, the student arrives at his true knowledge 
culminating in the wisdom “I alone am the All-pervading 

Essence i.e. (Vishnu”). 

From this awakened State, the dream of plurality of things and 
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beings and their dynamic actions are all recognized as something 
which was merely superimposed upon Me alone. In the “non- 
apprehension” of the true nature of a thing, the mind projects 
illusory visions, and these delusory perceptions provide all our 
sorrows of existence. 

I prostrate again and again to my teacher, by whose blessings 
alone I have come to awake to the state of Self, wherein I realize 
that the world perceived by me in my ego-state was all illusory 
misconceptions of a restless intellect and a disturbed mind. 

qfajcBfl 11 5 ||* 
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3. Scorched by the blazing sun of the three miseries, a stu¬ 
dent-dejected with the world and restless for release, 
having cultivated all the means of liberation especially 
such virtues as self-control, etc—enquires of a noble 
teacher: 

“Merely out of your grace and mercy, holy Teacher, 
please explain to me briefly the means by which I may 
easily get liberated from the sorrows of this bondage-to- 
change”. 

Every living being has to go, unavoidably, through endless 
miseries and they have all been classified under three heads: a) 
miseries arising from unknown sources Chand-ol-God’) are 



technically called as adhidaivik; (b) miseries arising from known 
sources (world of things and beings), but over which 1 have no 
control now, in Vedanta called as adhibhautik; and c) miseries 
that arise subjectively from my own body and mind, indicated in 
the scriptures as adhyatmik. 

Majority of us, in our frantic pre-occupations with discovering 
temporaiy remedies for these, are often not even fully conscious 
of our own miseries. To feel defenseless against the scorching 
sun of the threefold miseries, is a deep and painful despair with 
the world around him. Then a State discribed as blissful, the stu¬ 
dent starts seeking the spiritual path that promises ‘the end to all 
miseries’. He cultivates in himself all the necessary qualities re¬ 
quired for taming and disciplining his mind. Such a disciplined 
mind-and-intellect alone will have the ability to grasp the rich 
significance and deep suggestiveness in the mystic master’s crisp 
statements, to reflect upon them and to lift himself beyond the 
misty realms of his own mental confusions. With a quiet mind he 
contemplates upon the suggestive-meaning of the pregnant 
‘great statements’ and arrives at the goal indicated by the masters 
of the Upanishads. 

The qualities that would quieten the mind and help it to conserve 
its own entire vitality are prescribed in Vedanta as the four-fold 
qualifications (Sadhana Chathushtaya). 

It is not only that the disciple must have all the necessary physical 
and mental qualities, but a true teacher also must have certain 
unavoidable accomplishments. "He must be well-established 
himself in the Higher knowledge - the Self. It is not sufficient 
that he has the erudition and scholarship in the words of the texts 
of the scriptures, and therefore, here Sankara qualifies, a (rue 
teacher as ‘a knower of Brahman’ (Sadguru). 

The knowledge of the Self is the immediate means, that helps the 



student to awake from all his confusions. Without the prescribed 
qualifications. Self-knowledge, which is the theme of the 
Upanishads, which is the subject matter of the teacher’s discus¬ 
sions, will not be received by the student in its right perspective 
and true significance. 

When this knowledge is not complete and the student is not rich 
with the necessary qualifications, his own mental agitations be¬ 
come insurmountable obstacles on his path. Once these means 
of liberation come, the path becomes clear and ‘I may easily get 
liberated from the bondage of change’. 

To understand the meaning of the words of the great statements 
(mahavakyas*) and to dwell upon their deeper significance, is the 
most direct way to Self-knowledge, wherein the pilgrimage of the 
seeker is easy; pleasant, and immediate (anayasena). 

SWflt % SrfcWTfcT ft 1 
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The teacher said: 

“Your question is valid, and so very clearly expressed. 
1 shall answer it exhaustively to make it as vivid to you 
as though you are seeing it near”. 

* The mahavakyas are four in number: 

1) “The Self, Pure Consciousness, is Brahman”, 
(Pragnanam Brahma) - Aitreya Upanishad; 

$ 2) “That Thou Art”, (Tat Tvam Asi) - Chandogya Upanishad; 
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3) “This Self is Brahman”, (Ayam Atma Brahma) - 
Mundaka Upanishad; 

4) “I am Brahman”, (Aham Brahmasmi) - 
Brhadaranyaka Upanishad. 

Number 1 gives a definition of Brahman (Lakshana Vakya);- 
number 2 is the statement of advice (Upadesh Vakya); the 3rd is 
the direct experience of the student in his meditation seat (Anu- 
bhava Vakya); and the last is the roar of realization echoed 
through the attitude in which he lives thereafter, “I am Brah¬ 
man” (Prasthava Vakya). 

We are able to conceive a doubt and express it vividly only when 
we have given enough thought to it in our own mind. A vague 
suspicion of the possible presence of a misty doubt, somewhere 
at a distant comer of our mind, cannot be clearly captured in our 
thoughts, and therefore, we always fail to express them eloquent¬ 
ly. Sankara here is so fblly satisfied with the question, “so very 
clearly expressed”, that he characterizes it as, “your question is 
very valid” From the standpoint of a man of greater erudition 
the question may perhaps sound foolish, but to the student, at his 
present level of understanding, it is very valid, and, therefore, the 
teacher applauds and cries “excellent” (sadhwi). 

The teacher promises, “I shall answer it exhaustively and vividly 
(vispashtam). He promises that his description can bring the 
knowledge as vividly to the student as though “you are seeing it 
near (Tai-idam-iti)”. 

The nature of Reality, which is at this moment beyond the com¬ 
prehension, and so appears to the student as something far away; 
hence the pronoun ‘that’ is used. When it becomes his own direct 
knowledge, it will seem very near, as the very being in the very 
student, “nearer than the nearest”,; and hence, the pronoun 
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‘this’. The teacher promises that if the student is faithful and 
ready to put forth the required efforts diligently, the subtle 
knowledge of the Self can be brought into his immediate, direct 
experience as “That is this” (Tat-idam-iti). 

In order to impart this subjective knowledge, since it is not an 
easy transference of some clear information available in some 
textbook somewhere, nor is it even an intellectual conclusion 
arrived at by the teacher, the communication of this knowledge 
cannot be successful^ unless the student himself directs his 
entire inner attention to the State of Self, which at best can only 
be indicated by the teacher. Hence, the teacher implores, “listen 
to me with a quiet and alert mind”. 

Hearing is merely the physical function of the sense-organ of au¬ 
dition. It is only when we bring to what we hear a quiet and alert 
mind, can we digest and assimilate what we have heard, and turn 
our attention to tne State of Pure Being, wich is being indicated 
by the master, as ever-present at the core of our own inner per¬ 

sonality. 

What exactly is this magical explanation which is an ines¬ 
capable, sure means of liberation, is being now indicated 

in the following verse. 

cn^SfeqS II 5 II 

6 Direct knowledge of that total identity between the 
individual-Self and the Universal-Self, stemming forth 
from the Vedic statements such as “Thou art that”, etc., 
is the immediate means to liberation. 



That which triggers us into a new state of exploration into our¬ 
selves, which will uplift us from our present State of Conscious¬ 
ness to the very knowledge of the Self, is, naturally, the most 
direct means ofliberation, and to a life of total freedom from all 
the miseries that we suffer in the realm of change. Buffetted by 
the endless demands of our physical and mental equipments, 
stormed by the tides of problems provided by the challenging 
situations in the outer phenomenal world, over which we have 
no control, we come to feel desperately exhausted, and exr 
perience that we are helpless slaves to lifes happenings. Thereaf¬ 
ter to seek a freedom from this tight cocoon of sorrows becomes 
an imperative urgency to any intelligent seeker (mumukshu). 

The immediate means can only be direct-knowledge; for it is the 
“non-apprehension of Reality” (Ignorance that breeds mis¬ 
apprehensions”. The sorrows of Samsar arise out of our false 
identifications with the wrappings of matter around and about 

us. 

The Light of Consciousness, caught up in, and playing through, 
our physical, mental, and intellectual equipments, functions as a 
sentient entity—the Perceiver-feeler-Thinker-I—and this ego¬ 
centric sense of individuality is defined as the ‘individualized- 
Self (Jiva-atma). When an individual rediscovers that, in 
essence, the individualized-Self, the ego in him, is nothing other 
than the Universal-Self (Param-Atma), his ego ends and along 
with it all his delusory sorrows must cease to be. 

In order to arrive at this new dimension of understanding, we 
have to re-educate ourselves and realign our values. This is 
acheived in Vedanta by a careful analysis of the words in the great 
Vedic statements, such as “Thou art that”, etc. 

These statements are sparkling flashes of intutitive wisdom that 
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flare up in the inspired words of the great Masters. They are mys¬ 
tic statements, and therefore, they really speak more than what 
we hear—they mean more than what meets our ears. 

This entire short booklet is an attempt of Sankara to guide the 
comprehension of the student, through the mysterious and 
silent corridors of their suggestiyness into the vast, sunny cour¬ 
tyard of his own fuller understanding of his true identification 
with the Real-Self. 

This rediscovery, arrived at through contemplation, undertaken 
by one’s own well-purified inner equipments, is the immediate 
means of liberating oneself from all illusory, personal miscon¬ 
ceptions. 

credwiifcqreq si doifaqis^ 11«u 

The disciple said: 

7 “What is the individualized SeltV What, then, is the Univer¬ 
sal SeiiV How can they both be identical.' And, how can 
statements like “That thou art” discuss and prove this iden¬ 

tity?” 

In all objective sciences, on hearing a statement made, if we 
know the language, to a large extent we shall understand what 
the speaker is talking about, especially when the speaker is well- 
disciplined in his logical thinking processes and clear in his 
presentation. Here is a statement, “That thou art”. The pronoun 
‘that’ is often used for something far away, and the word ‘you’ 



fthou) is again a second person pronoun. How can the statement 
indicate any identity between two pronouns-one a second-per¬ 
son pronoun and another a third-person pronoun. 

The statement when declared, I do hear; but it does not speak to 
me. How can such a statement discuss and prove, to my personal 

understanding this identity? 

The student is reading the statement, and trying to grasp it 
through the dictionary meanings of the words employed. In our 
everyday worldly transactions, language is employed only for its 
superficial and direct meaning. This everyday-language is being 
employed by the Masters to express their sublime mystical ex¬ 
perience This is acheived through the suggestiveness of these 
words and such a unique usage of ordinary words, hasgivennse 

to the scriptural style, and world’s mystical literature. 

An uninitiated student’s confusion is totally valid and it is right 

that he should fail to grasp its full significance. 

Hence, the teacher, in the following verse, in all sympathy, con¬ 

curs with the student. 

313 tfHTOFT vjflq'WdSto f| 1 

The teacher said: 

8 I shall answer your question. Who else can be the individual 
Self G'iva) other than yourself, that asks me this question, 
“Who am I?”. There is no doubt about it You alone are 

the Brahman. 
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Doubts in the mind of the student, with their compelling urgen¬ 
cy, can destroy in a flash, all his inner poise and attention. It is an 
inner emergency situation. Help must reach him instataneously. 
Therefore, the teacher immediately assures the student that 
there is a solution for this confusion in him: I shall answer your 
question. This assurance of the teacher, as though by a wave of a 
magic wand, compels the rising mental storm to subside,.and 
the student feels composed and comforted. To that attentive stu¬ 
dent, who has been thus contorted, the teacher announces the 
Pure Truth, raw'and unvarnished, which can, in some cases, 
ditch the student, if he is not fully prepared, into a greater 
embarassing confusion! 

Such shocks are repeatedly given to the students in Vedanta-dis- 
cipline to drive home to him that it is not a purely intellectual 
investigation. The student himself must be prepared to wing 
forth through contemplation, arid arrive at his own awakening 
into this state indicated by the words of “the great statements”— 
(Mahavakyas). 

You yourself—who expresses this doubt, and asks me “Who am 
I?”—in essence, you yourself are Brahman. 

The doubt rose as a disturbance in your rational thinking. The 
Consciousness in you illumined this doubt Then you communi¬ 
cated to me that doubt, which you became conscious of, with 
your words, “Who am I?”. If this Consciousness were not there 
in you, you would not have been aware of the doubt, arid so there 
would have been no doubter in you. This Consciousness in you 
that illumines your doubts is the One Consciousness which is in 
all bosoms, illumining their specific thought disturbances. 
Naturally, therefore, the teacher, who is so well-rooted in this 
sense of identity with the Supreme Consciousness, directly 
answe:' his disciple that the .questioner himself is Brahman. 



In his infinite devotion to the teacher, and rooted in his firm faith 
in the master, the student understands that, even though the 
Truth has been revealed, he is not able to grasp its total import, 

and therefore, daringly continues his enquiry. 

Other than you, else can be the limited ego (jiva>? No one says 
that the body is me; everyone understands that this body is mine. 
True. Whose? The entity to whom they (the body, mind and 
intellect) belong, is the limited ego-personality in you, denoted 
by the first-person singular, T. 

For the happiness of this ego, each one exists and functions. The 
inert equipments, all by themselves, cannot feel the 
happiness....who, then in you, experiences the happiness? It 
must be a sentient entity in yourself. That sentient vidMJi is. 

and mental qualities, but a true teacher also must have certain 
unavoidable accomplishments. Wiiiiist be well-established 
himsetf in the Higher knowledge - the Self. It is not sufSdeiit 
thathe has the erudition and scholarship in the words ofthetexts 
of the scnptures, and therefore, here Sankara qualifies, a true 
teacher as ‘a knower of Brahman’ (Sadguru). 1 

The knowledge of the Self is the immediate means, that helps the 



a bridegroom. After marriage, a husband; and as a husband, you 
cannot avoid being the son-in-law of her father, a brother-in-law 
of her brother_and yet, in and through all these relationships, 
you are nothing but Mr. Babu. The Pure Consciousness func¬ 
tioning through the equipments (BM1), becomes the individual- 
Self (PFT) Even so, you are nothing but Brahman. 

^ ii s n 

The disciple said: 
M the word meaning do 1 fully grasp clearly; how 
Not even t nrehend the significance of the sentence, 
can 1 then comp 
“I am Brahma11 

Wh irnple sentence in a foreign language, 1 do 
when I hear even a s sense in it, because the meaning of the 
not c°rnprehend any re dumb noises to me and do not 
^ e„,pl0yed th^"aU 

^ny rneafdn ^ ^Qt possible; true. But sound without 

W^hout sound, *°r<* rattling noise. Only when sounds have an 
is only so^6 tw0 people can they become words, and 
meaning f^i words are arranged in a grammatical sen- 

S such meaningl^ nvey the idea the speaker is trying to com- 

'*te with tt1 nCC of the words used is not clear to tne, 
.. f en even the communicated by the sentence? 
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In his infinite devotion to the teacher, and rooted in his firm faith 
in the master, the student understands that, even though the 
Truth has been revealed, he is not able to grasp its total import, 

and therefore, daringly continues his enquiry. 

Other than you, else can be the limited ego (jiva^! No one says 
that the body is me; everyone understands that this body is mine. 
True. Whose? The entity to whom they (the body, mind and 
intellect) belong, is the limited ego-personality in you, denoted 

by the first-person singular, T. 

For the happiness of this ego, each one exists and (unctions. The 
inert equipments, all by themselves, cannot feel the 
happiness....who, then in you, experiences the happiness? It 
must be a sentient entity in yourself. That sentient one, who is 
your own individual personality, must be the ego in you, and 
this alone is theji va-laclor-at once, both the doer (karta) and the 

enjoyer (bhokta). 

The inert equipments are many, but the sentient, vital Presence 
should be the same in all equipments. This Pure Sell, caught up 
in the endless changes of moods and thoughts in your mind, 
appears to be ever-changing and restless, the ego, limited and 

bound by its own thoughts. 

This “mis-apprehension” arises out of the “non-apprehension” 
of your Essential Nature, as Pure Awareness. When this 
“ignorance” is removed by the Knowledge of the Self, all the 
“mis-apprehensions” of the miserable jiva-hood ends, and it 
awakes to realize its true, infinite nature as the One Self. From 
the unique standpoint of Pure Wisdom does the teacher assert 
that “you yourself are the Brahman”. 

Let us say you are Mr. Babu, an intelligent and successful son of 
your father. When you are going for your marriage, you become 
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a bridegroom. Alter marriage, a husband; and as a husband, you 
cannot avoid being the son-in-law of her lather, a brother-in-law 
of her brother—and yet, in and through all these relationships, 
you are nothing but Mr. Babu. The Pure Consciousness func¬ 
tioning through the equipments (BM1), becomes the individual- 
Self (PFT). Even so, you are nothing but Brahman. 

fcl&q \33T3 
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The disciple said: 

Not even the word meaning do 1 fully grasp clearly; how 
can 1 then comprehend the significance of the sentence, 
“1 am Brahman”? 

When 1 hear even a simple sentence in a foreign language, 1 do 
not comprehend any sense in it, because the meaning of the 
words employed therein are dumb noises to me and do not 
convey any meaning at all. 

Without sound, word is not possible; true. But sound without 
meaning is only some rattling noise. Only when sounds have an 
accepted meaning for two people can they become words, and 
when such meaningful words are arranged in a grammatical sen¬ 
tence, they can fairly convey the idea the speaker is trying to com¬ 
municate with the listeners. 

When even the significance of the words used is not clear to me, 
how can 1 grasp the total import communicated by the sentence? 



Holy Sir, you insist that the statement, “That thou art”. 
reveal the full Knowledge of the Self, and this contemPlat£e 
upon its mystic suggestion is the immediate means f°r. 1 

ultimate spiritual experience, the Self-Knowledge Certaimy’ 
do hear the words of the great statement (Mahavakya), bU\!Z 
words do not speak to me. Hence, I am not able to dwell up011, 
total identity of‘that” and ‘thou’ as employed in the declarah0 

Thus, when you say, in your infinite kindness, “I alone am 
man,” 1 honestly cannot comprehend the vast significance sU°' 
gested by your simple statement. So please explain the wordS 
employed here elaborately to me. 

The student is seeking more and more explanations in *llS 
attempt at a deeper enquiry m this dialogue between the teacher 
and the taught The sympathetic teacher gets a glimpse of the 
quality of the student and, accordingly, the teacher elaborates his 
explanations. A true teacher is never tired of helping his stu¬ 
dents. 

fremig Hcipra i 

The Teacher said: 

10. “You have said the truth when you complained that the 
knowledge and understanding of the meaning of the 
words employed in a sentence are indeed the cause of 
the understanding of the full significance of the sen¬ 
tence. And there are no two opinions about it” 
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The word-meaning (padartha) is the beginning stage of grasping 
the total significance of any complete statement (vakyartha). 
Without the word-meaning, no one can comprehend the signifi¬ 
cant idea indicated by the sentence; the word-meanings alone 
can add up to the idea expressed in a statement. Thus, there is an 
intimate relationship between the exact meaning of the words 
employed and true import communicated by a total sentence 
under any study. There are no two opinions about it (vigaanam). 

Again, the same word may often have different shades of mean¬ 
ing. The student has to reflect upon and decide correctly the 
exact shade of meaning, most suited, in ,the context of the 
general thought development. Ascertaining intelligently the 
exact connotation in which the’words are used by the author in a 
sentence is the secret of correctly arriving at the actual idea 
conveyed by the given sentence. For example, if the word “bark” 
is in a sentence, according to the context, the student must de¬ 
cide whether it is the bark of a tree or the bark of a dog. Else the 
true meaning of a sentence like, “The bark at my window woke 
me up”, cannot be intelligently interpreted. My dear child your 
complaint is true and nobody can contradict this (Vignaanam).* 

All these suggestions are implied in the disciple’s demand for the 
exact meanings of the. words employed in the great command¬ 
ment, ”1 am Brahman” (Aham Branmasmi). 

The teacher feels extremely gratified at the sincerity and alert¬ 
ness of the student as revealed in the audacity and honesty in 
questioning thus the teacher. Such valid questions, when thev 
come from the students, serve as windows through which th 
teacher peeps in and observes the subtle thinking-processes T 
the intellect of the student. Once satisfied, the teacher starts h‘ 
elaborate explanations for the specific words. "ls 
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11. “Why do you not recognize your own Sell, which is an 
embodiment of Eternal Bliss-Essence, the Witnessing Light 
that illumines the inner equipments and their functions?” 

From this verse onwards, through some sixteen verses,1 the 
teacher explains the term ‘Thou’ in the great statement,“That 
thou art.” 

The outer equipments-of-experiences are the instruments of per¬ 
ceptions2 and the instruments of action3, and, as a contrast to 
these, Vedanta indicates the mind-intellect equipment in us, by 
the appellation, “inner instruments”.4 All experiences in life are 
gained by the vigorous functioning of these subtle inner instru¬ 
ments through the grosser outer equipments. Therefore, we are 
apt to misunderstand that the individuality in us is the mind- 
intellect equipment. And, it is logical too; when they function, 
there is the individuality, and when they do not function, as in 
deep-sleep, or under chloroform, the individuality is absent in 
us. Therefore one can conclude that the complex of “inner 
equipments” constitutes the sense of individuality in him. 

Yet, if we subtly observe, we shall find that all the functions of the 
mind-intellect are awared by a subtler Essence in us. This Con¬ 
sciousness that illumines for us all the functions of our inner 
equipments. Itself remains as an uninvolved Witness of all the 
modifications of the mind. The Consciousness thus apparently 
caught in the web of our inner modifications becomes our ego- 

* The word Vigaanam, also means “contradiction.” 
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sense, the dynamic “entity” in us. This individuality is in Vedanta 
known as the “jiva”—the Ego in us. 

* 
The ‘enjoyer' (bhokta) and the ‘doer’ (karta) are both the 
intellect; and the mind is butan instrument of the intellect. In the 
play of the instruments of mind-intellect, the Witness that ex¬ 
periences them all is the essential “thou” in the statement, “That 
thou art.” An instrument is but a tool in accomplishing a job. In 
our personality, we have two sets of tools (karanam): the outer 
tools and the inner tools. The outer tools of perception are the 
grosser-instruments through which we let in the outer sense-ob¬ 
jects to reach our mind, and the inner tools help us to gain our ex¬ 
perience. The instruments of our responses are the grosser- 
equipments through which the mind manifests its responses. 

But whose are these outer and inner equipments? In thoughtless 
^ hurry, we have concluded that we are the mind and intellect, the 
' doer-enjoyer-individual. This ego is, in essence, the Conscious¬ 

ness, witnessing, illumining, knowing all the activities of both 
the outer and the inner equipments. That Witness alone can be 
you. This Witness is not only a mass of Consciousness, but also 
at once a state of Pure Bliss. Even in our outer worldly sensous 
pleasures, the sense objects only quieten our mind when the joy, 
which is the very nature of the Self, floods into our experience. 
The stormy restlessness in a bosom, caused by its impatieut 
desires, when suddenly calmed at the fulfillment of the desire, 
there is an explosive experience of Bliss. But again that 

1 Up to Verse 27. 
2 Eyes, ears, nose, tongue, and skin. 
3 Hands, feet, speech, genitals, and anus. 
4 Manas, buddhi, chitta, ahamkara: these four together is called 
the inner instrument, Antahkarana. 
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happiness is veiled away by the rise of fresh waves of distur¬ 
bances created by another set of desires. 

Consciousness (Chaitanya) and Bliss (Ananda) are not two 
qualities (Visesh) of the Self. They are of the very essence (Dhar- 
ma) of the Self; as light is the sun, heat is the fire, sweetness is the 
sugar. 

Apart from Consciousness (Chit) and Bliss (Anand) Self is also 
Existence Eternal (Satya). That which remains the same, 
changeless in all the three periods of time, past-present-and-fu- 
ture, is called Satya, the Real. Our experiences change. Our 
equipment of experiences-body-mind-intellect—undergo 
modifications. The fields of experiences—objects-emotions- 
thoughts--keep on changing themselves. And they, in their con¬ 
tinuous dance among themselves form and re-form into endless 
patterns of situations, and provide every living being with fresh 
challenges and new situations all the time. However, all along, 
the vital Consciousness, that illumines them all, is the same 
Truth, which is Immutable and Permanent—Satya. 

Thus, the real Essence behind the “Witness”, the jivatma, is the 
Seif, and this is indicated by the triple-word idiom used here, 
“Consciousness-Bliss-Truth” (Chaitanya-Ananda-Satyam)1. 
Here, these three are not three different aspects, but all of them 
indicate the one Essence which expresses as Existence or as 
Knowledge or as Bliss in different equipments. 

That which expresses as mere Existence (sat) in inert things 
(tamasic), which again beams out as Knowledge (chit) among 
the dynamic mind-intellect functions (rqjasic), is itself the one 
Self which expresses as Bliss (ananda), when the mind is quiet in 
its repose (sleep). To indicate that which expresses as Existence 

1 This is the famous triple-word defenition of the Rishis, “Exis¬ 
tence-Knowledge-Bliss” (Sat-chit-ananda). 
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in the gross-body, as Knowledge in the subtle-body, and as Bliss 
in the casual-body, the Rishis had coined a word-mixture, “Sat- 

i chit-ananda”, describing with these three indicative definitions. 
Existence, Knowledge, Bliss, as the very Spring of Conscious¬ 
ness in us, the Self. 

This Self is the Essential Being in you, and yet, how is it that you 
are not able to experience it? Why don’t you come to know your 
own Self? Is it so difficult? You are father to your children, hus¬ 
band to your wife, and son to your father. Is it, then, difficult for 
you to realize you who are playing as the father, husband, and 
son? 

Yet, it is so difficult for the students to discover the self. This can 
only be due to some long-standing, mysterious inner confusion, 
a deep-seated, corroding self-delusion, a tragic and blinding 

ignorance. 

\ There must be a way to remove the confusion, to escape the delu- 
' sion, and to drive away the ignorance. That technique is now 

be‘ng pointed out by the teacher in the following verse. 

fxRiqrcsicraT fas* n w n 

12. “Give up the intellectual misconception that the Self is 
the body, etc., and always meditate upon and think your¬ 
self to be the eternal Knowledge-Bliss—the Witness of 
the intellect—a sheer mass of Pure Knowledge. 

‘As we think, so we become.” The present attitude of the mind 
and the values in the intellect are determined by the quality ot 
our past thoughts. Thought by thought, in the past, we have pro¬ 
grammed our mind to behave as it does today in us. If not, w 
think that we are only the body-mind, and we have, therefore. 
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only such values that we respect which can bring our physical 
pleasures and material comforts. We have come to recognize 
ourselves as a limited ego, Jivatma. Our vision of life becomes 
limited and, naturally, our values selfish and sensuous. 

When this “preoccupation with the not-Self (anatma chintan) 
gets replaced by “thoughts of the Self’ (Atma chintan), in time 
fhe spiritual ignorance in the individual ends and the pure-Se f 
reveals Itself and is spiritually apprehended. Hence the cry m all 
our scriptures for continued and regular meditation upon the 

Self. 

Due to this “ignorance” of the Real-Self, our minds wander out, 
jogging from object to object in a frantic search tor some satisfac¬ 
tion and sense of inner peace. Naturally, the mind gets extrovert 
and we get more and more steeped in the m.s-apprehens.on that 
we are but the body-mind equipment in us. To ignore the Reality 
and to misapprehend it as the body is called “body-identifi¬ 
cation” (deha-adhyasa). An aspirant tor the spiritual awakening 
must end this false sense of his body-identification, which is the 
perennial spring for all the sorrows and tragedies ol the mortal in 

this finite world ol* things and beings. 

So long as the ego fails to awake to its original state ot Pure Con¬ 
sciousness the body identifications cannot be totally wiped out. 
“Body-I-am” is the natural experience in our present State ot 
Consciousness. A dreamer, so long as he is dreaming, cannot 
have even a vague notion of his own waker-identity. He must 
awake to know, to discover, to realize, to experience his true 

identity as the waker. 

In order to turn our minds’ attention to the Sell, some indi¬ 
cations are given here. These indicative terms are together con¬ 
sidered as the “definition” of the Self. 



Existence-Knowledge-Bliss is the most dependable guide-post, 
l pointing our attention to the Real and the Permanent in us—our 
r * Being. This famous phrase, therefore, becomes Its de¬ 

finition, and when we learn to turn our total attention in this 
direction—that mind, at that time, so held in all its devoted atten¬ 
tion in this direction, is called a mind-at-meditation. 

An intelligent man, observing himself and others, may readily 
come to conclude that the intellect is the Self because it is sen¬ 
tient, dynamic, and our sole guide in all our actions. To lift the 
seeker’s attention beyond the intellect, Sankara here reminds us 
that the Self is but the illuminating “Witness of the intellect” 
(buddhi sakshi). The activities of the rational intellect, their logi¬ 
cal thinking processes, their conclusions, etc. are all objects of 
our Consciousness. Thus, not only the outer world but even our 
own body, mind, and intellect are objects of our Consciousness, 

- y and therefore they all belong to the category of the not-Self. We 
f are seeking the Self. The seeker is seeking his own Self—natural¬ 

ly, he must gather all his wandering attention and turn them 
within to the spring of Life in him, in full, wakeful, alertness, to 
recognize this “Witness of the intellect.” 

This Self is ever with us, yet, to end our present mis-apprehen- 
sions that we are the body~to end this body identifications— 
long and continuous, sincere and devoted meditation upon the 
nature of the Self is needed. But how can the limited, finite, and 
therefore ever-changing mind reach out the Infinite, Changeless, 
and Permanent Self? It cannot. Mind at meditation turns away 
from all its preoccupations with the not-Self. Such a stilled mind, 
held in attention for the resurrecting experience of the Self, is 
mind-at-meditation. 

The “thought-flow” in an individual is his mind. When percep- 
s- ’ tions of the objective world have ceased, the ripples created by 
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them in mind-stuff, called thoughts (vrittis), also must cease. 
Thoughtless mind is not a mind. In meditation, when the 
thoughts end, mind disappears into the vision of the Real, the 
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13. “The body is not the Self, as like the pot, etc. the body 
also has form, etc., and again, the body is a modification 
of the great elements such as Akash, just like the pot.” 

From mud, pots are made, and mud is the material cause (u- 
padana karana) of the pots. Being eternal, the Self is not born; 
everything is being apparently bom in the Self. Waves are born 
from, they exist in, and ultimately perish into the ocean. The Self 
is not an effect; He is the Cause of all effects. That which is immu¬ 
table, is necessarily without birth and death, and so It is never 
created or destroyed. The Selfis spiritual (Atma), while the pot is 
material, and nol-Self (Anatrna). The body is, like the pot, a 
product of the five great elements, essentially a product of mat¬ 
ter. A body has birth, growth, decay, and death; it is ever-chang¬ 
ing and undergoes itself constant modifications. The body is an 
object of our perception. Due to the above reasons, the body, like 
any piece of furniture, is a material object, belonging to the 

category of not-Self (Anatrna). 

The dynamic activities of the body and its ability to know itself 
and its sense perceptions are all expressions of Consciousness 
(Atma) through matter equipments, such as the sense-organs of 
perceptions and actions, constituting the body. 
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The body grows and decays, it can grow fat or thin, therefore, it 
cannot be like a pot. This argument cannot be very true. A brick 
wall can grow as we continue building it—and it can become 
shorter or thinner as we remove the bricks. The body grows wth 
its powers of assimilation, and when this is arrested by disease or 
old-age, the growth also correspondingly ends. We cannot say 
that the growing brick wall is sentient. Thus, the body in itself is 
insentient, composed of mere matter, and it is anatma. 

Our gross-body is an effect of our parents and also at once a cause 
for the gross-bodies of our children. The Self is neither a cause 
nor an effect. How, then, can the body be the Self? The gross- 
body is made up of matter, (anatma), and the Self is the Spirit 
(Atma), pure Consciousness-Bliss. Naturally, the body, an “ob¬ 
ject” of Consciousness, can never be the Self, the very Con¬ 

sciousness. - 'f—r.— 

w w 

14. “If, by the strength of these arguments, the gross-body 
is considered as “not-Self’, then please exhaustively ex¬ 
plain and directly indicate the Self—as clearly as a fruit 
in hand.” 

Drawing a conclusion from given premises is called inference1. 
Here, the guru is employing an inference to prove that the gross- 
body is “not-Self\ Like a pot, the body is made up of elements, 
and so the body also is not-Self. Here, “body” is paksha, “not- 
Self* is sadhya, because it is made up of the five elements” is the 
hetu, and the “pot” is the drishtanta. The pot, made up of the 
great elements, is matter, and so too the body, being made up ol 



matter,.must also be “not-SelP (anatma). The hetu is powerful 
enough that the disciple admits that the inference compels him 
to accept the conclusion interred that the body is “not-Seli.” 

To recognize the not-Self-status of the body may perhaps be a 
stage in the seeking; but the essential experience demanded by 
the seeker is of the Sell. Thus, the student demands from the 
teacher an exhaustive and clear discourse by which the seeking 
heart may be fully satisfied with the experience ot the nature ol 

the Self. 

The direct experience of the Self cannot be until it becomes 
available as readily as a fruit-in-hand. By hinting and even y 
proving that the body is not the Self, the teacher has negatively 
pointed out, by suggestion, the existance of a Self. This appears 
to be unsatisfactory and totally insufficient to quench t e 
seeker’s enthusiasm. The disciple is insisting that he should gam 

a direct Knowledge of the Self. 

If the body is not the Self, how am I to end my body-senses? If I, 
in a rash act, annihilate the body, who will perceive the Atman 
which may survive the annihilation of the anatman? If you say 
that the body need not be destroyed, and that we have only to 
end our body-identification, then please indicate to me the 
means for achieving this state. Also, give me a hint how I can 
then experience this great, grand State which appears to he, at 
best, a hypothetical possibility. Let me have this Knowledge, 
please, as readily for my examination and total apprehension as a 
myrobalan fruit, right in my palm. 

1 Inference is termed in Sanskrit as anuman. It has generally four 
aspects in it: sadhya, the proposition to be interred; paksha, the 
subject, or that in which the thing is inferred; hetu, the reason or 
ground of inference; and drishtanta, the illustration. 
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If such a direct 
me what other 
close, intimate. 

experience of the Self is not possible, explain to 
means of knowledge should I pursue to gain a 
and total experience of the Self. 

CI3JT ^ 11 ^ II 

The teacher said: 

15 Just as the perceiver of a pot is ever distinctly different 
rom the pot and can never be the pot~so too, you, the per¬ 

ceiver of your body, are distinct from your body and can 
never be the body—this you firmly ascertain in yourself.” 

ft de™and of the student was to gain a direct experience of the 
elt in him. A direct experience means: an individual, as a sub¬ 

ject, experiences a given object through his sense-organs and the 
mind. Such a subject-object relationship cannot remain in the 
One, Infinite Self. Therefore, direct experience of the Self is not 
through the sense-organs or mind or intellect (nor a com¬ 
bination of them all); the Self transcends them all. 

The teacher has to indicate that the only means available is 
through contemplation, but the student, at this stage, cannot 
appreciate, nor even understand it. The teacher has to very per¬ 
suasively guide-the seekei, through logical arguments, and set 
him firmly on the path of contemplation. This is a delicate 
operation and the gracious teacner, with his loving sensitivity, 
accomplishes this miracle ol transformation of intellectual¬ 
thinking into an easy, efiorUess contemplative-gliding. 

The teacher steadily lifts the student’s perception away from the 
matter equipments and turns him on to be within himself in a 



steady contemplative poise. 

When you see an object, certainly you, the seer, are always dis¬ 
tinctly different from the object seen. Your body is perceived by 
you; it is the seen. Therefore, you, the seer of your body, are cer¬ 
tainly separate from the body. Let us first of all well ascertain this 
in our understanding. Again, we claim that the body is ours. In 
fact, one can never be what one owns. The body is the possessed 
and you are the possessor. I can’t be my dog; the dog belongs to 
me; I am its owner—the sole proprieter of my dog. Thus, the 
body is not you—although the body is yours. You are something 
other than the body, who is the owner, proprietor, master of the 
body. Again and again assert this truth and come to change your 
attitude towards your body and re-establish your right 
relationship to the world of objects contacted and experienced 

through the body. 

When, by this process, the body-identification ceases to be, the 
spiritual ignorance (avidya) to that extent gets eliminated. I am 
the body” idea is a peculiar stink that rises from the foul ditch of 
our spiritual ignorance. This false sense ushers in all the storms 
of thoughts—passions, worries, anxieties, fears, joys, sorrows, 
etc.—into man’s mind. This noisy state of the choppy mind in 
surge, is that which veils the splendour and bliss of the Self from 

one’s direct experience. 

HFlt II II 

16 “Similarly, be sure in yourself that you, the seer of the 
senses, are not the senses themselves, and ascertain that 
you are neither the mind, not the intellect, not the vital air 

(prana).” 
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After explaining to the student that he is not the gross-body, in 
this verse he is made to understand that he cannot be the subtle¬ 
ty also. The sense faculties of perceptions and actions (in- 
dnyas), vital air (prana), mind, and intellect together constitute 
the subtle-body, and without them, the outer gross sense-organs 
and the body cannot function. This subtle-body is also made up 
nf the subtle aspects of the five great elements and, as such, it also 
•alls under the categories of matter (anatma). 

Again, that we have sense faculties, prana, mind, intellect, etc., is 
constantly known by us as we are conscious of them and their 
functions. The knower can never be the known. 

We can “see” the condition of our prana, the nature of our mind, 
the state of our intellect, etc. The one who sees the subtle-body 
and becomes aware of its changing moods and evaluates the 
Qualities of its performances, must necessarily be someone other 
than the subtle-body. The advice to the Vedantic student is that 
he, through independent analysis and careful arguments, must 
teach himself to gain a growing conviction in himself that he is 
the “seer” of his subtle-body. Surely, therefore, he is something 
other than the subtle-body; because the “seer” cannot be the 
seen. 

Ascertain, “1 am the Lord of the sense-organs, pranas, mind, 
intellect, etc. I take work out of them. 1 am not myself the subtle- 
body, but i am the knower of the nature and quality of perfor¬ 
mance of the various limbs of my subtle-body.” 

The subtle-body, like the sense-organs and the limbs of the 
gross-body, is an instrument, a tool-kit. A workman accom¬ 
plishes his job with the instruments; no job is done by the tools. 
Similarly, sense organs, their faculties, mind, intellect, etc. are all 
my outer and inner tools (karana), and 1 who weild them in 
shaping the experiences of my life, can be but someone other 



than the tools. Only when the mind is available can the sense-or¬ 
gans function. When the mind receives sense stimuli through the 
sense-organs, it is known by the discriminative intellect. The 
intellect’s judgment upon them and the exact responses they 
have ordered are also again “known” by me. Thus i, who am the 
“knower” of the intellect, must necessarily be something other 
than the intellect and all other instruments that have helped the 
intellect to come to its moment-to-moment judgements. 

Breathing in and out is one of the grossest and explicit manifes¬ 
tations of the prana. This vital force (prana) expresses in us as the 
various physiological functions. These activities are only an ex¬ 
pression of the dynamism (rajo-guna aspect) of all the five great 
elements. Prana is also, therefore, in itself an expression of mat¬ 

ter (anatma) and not the Self (Atma). 

Thus, firmly ascertain in yourself that you are something other 
than both the gross and the subtle-bodies. 

cwn riigfafa i 

17. “Similarly be sure that you are not the complex of the gross 
and the subtle-bodies, and intelligently determine, by 
inference, that you, the ‘seer’, are entirely distinct from the 

‘seen’.” 

If this gross-body, with its sense organs of perception and action 
and the subtle-body, with its mind and intellect, are not the Self, 
maybe the Atman is a combination of all these, functioning at 
once as a complex (sanghatha). Even though each of them has 
been already analysed and found as belonging to the realm of 
matter (anatma), together when they function, they may be 
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producing this new aspect,* recognised as the Consciousness. 
For example: each thread or fiber may have no strength, but 
when many of them are spun together and twisted into a rope, it 
can gain a formidable strength and an admirable efficiency 
which were not there in the initial fiber or thread. 

The teacher here clearly indicates that the complex of the gross 
and subtle bodies also cannot be the Self. Each fiber or thread 
has certainly some strength, and the great strength of the rope or 
the cord is but the sum-total strength of the individual fibers that 
have gone into its make-up. In that twisting, the concerted 
strength of all the fibers are brought to express with a singular 
harmony: hence the strength of the rope. It is not something to¬ 
tally new, that has come to manifest itself in the rope. The 
unborn and, therefore, the undying Self cannot be the product of 
the complex (sanghatha). 

This should bejritelligently inferred. Here the inference is to be- 
-the complex of the bodies, gross and subtle, being seen, cannot 
he the seer, as the seen is ever distinctly different from the seer— 
as a pot seen is different from the seer of the pot. Thus, with your 
discriminative intellect, very intelligently ascertain in yourself 
that the gross-subtle-complex in you also is but the not-Self 
(Anatma). 

Here, the student can protest that he pointedly asked of the 
teacher to explain to him to his full satisfaction the nature of the 
Self. But the teacher has been discussing all along elaborately the 
gross and subtle bodies and their complex, only to conclude at 

*Pan-leaf, nuts and lime together when they are chewed 
a property which was not in any one of them, the red-colour, 
rises. Similarly may be Consciousness happens in the 
Sanghata. / 



the end that they aJJ together constitute the not-Self (anatma). 
Why confuse me and waste my time by explaining so exhaus¬ 
tively the realm of matter (anatma) when our discussion is pre¬ 
cisely upon the Self(Atman)? The misapprehension that the 
products of matter, such as body, mind, and intellect, are the 
Self, is an experience caused by the ‘non-apprehension’ of the 
Spiritual Essence. In short, the ‘non-apprehension’ of the Su¬ 
preme Self in all its supreme transcendental resplendency, 
generates endless ‘mis-apprehensions’. To remove this non¬ 
apprehension, the spiritual ignorance (avidya), is to invoke the 
Knowledge, the direct apprehension of the Self. 

The sick regains his health when the cause for disease, (the germ) 
is destroyed. The unveiling is a simple act which reveals the pic¬ 
tures behind the veiling. When our mental ‘mis-apprehensions’ 
are Quietened and eliminated, we should become fit for the direct 
apprehension of the Self. Hence, our attention is brought to fo¬ 
cus intensively to observe, analyse, and logically re-evaluate our 
present misapprehensions. When the seeker realises that his 
gross and subtle-bodies, and their complex, are indeed the not- 
Self, anatma, he is made to drop his sad and miserable, tragic and 
helpless identifications with them. 

The dreamer, on ending his dream identifications, awakes to 
realise that he is but himself the waker. So too, when the identifi¬ 
cations of the not-Self end, the ‘Self-am-I’ is experienced. “There 
is no other way,” screams the Upanishads. 

Him SHrf^JTqfcTeWT: I 

zfczj HtegfosraaRS n n 

18 “‘lam He,’ the One because of whose presence alone the 
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S?body ami the sea^ are able ,0 fane- 
tion through acceptance and rejection ” 

far’[ealm of the not-Self was described and clearly 
brought to the easy comprehension of the student Now the 
eacher starts explaining what the scriptures mean by the term 
Atman”, (Self). Matter (anatma) is ever inert Yet, the matter 

equipments Uke the body, mind, and intellect, are constantly 
working and dynamically functioning in all activities, so long as 
the individual is alive. At the same time, we cannot say that the 
ieu functions through matter-as the Self is a non-doer (a-kar- 

Again, both the Self and the not-Self cannot exist together in any 
plane-matter exists only in the present plane of our ego-centric 
consciousness, while Spirit, the Self, alone exists when we are in 
that transcendental plane of God-Consciousness. The only 
acceptable theory, therefore, would be that matter, though inert, 
comes to manifest its dynamism only in the presence of the Self. 

Just as the world of beings—plant, animal, and human—draws 
all its energies from the sun, and yet each is free to act according 

to its own inclinations, so, too, in the presence of the Supreme 
Consciousness, the body, mind, and intellect get charged with 
sentiency and dynamism, and they have thereafter, total 
freedom to act as they like fulfilling the available vasanas in the 
individual. The anatma realm seems to bask in the spiritual 

presence of the Self and, enlivened by this majestic Presence, 
matter-equipments dash out to strive, to function, to achieve, 
each in their own respective fields. 

Remember, all explanations are always for the ignorant, to help 
him to end his ‘non-apprehension’ of Truth and therefore to end 
all the consequent false ‘mis-apprehensions’. Even the intellect 
is inert; but in the proximity of the Self it gets activated. This is an 
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explanation addressed to one who is now suffering from his 
‘non-apprehension’ of the spiritual Essence. In the final ex¬ 
perience of the One Eternal Self, there is no existance of the not- 

Self for the Self to enliven. 

When the sense-organs, mind, and intellect, are thus geared to 
their respective performances by the mere grace or presence of 
the Self, then they frisk about and scream in joy, receiving sense- 
stimuli from the senseK)bjects, and expressing their responses in 
the world of activities. In this perception-response (grahana- 
tyaga) activity of life, the outer sense-organs of perception be¬ 
come the receiving-equipments, and the organs of action serve 
as the instruments of all our responses: rejection-equipments 

(responses). 

In all these activities of the mind and body, the Self is 
uninvolved. He, by his mere presence, enlivens everything. 
Realise intimately this Self, in a total and complete identification 
with It, as “He am I” (So’ham). 

From this verse (18) onwards, the following eight verses can be 
considered as helpful suggestions to assert our True Being in our 
seat of contemplation. 

fS5IT5teTc52lcSI3JJFII II 

19. “T am He’, the One Changeless, Innermost Self that 
moves the intellect, etc. as a magnet does the iron 
filings.” 

When we say that in the presence of the Self the intellect, mind. 
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and sense-organs act, we are apt to suspect whether some corres- 
ponding changes are also taking place in the Self, as it sounds as 
though the Sell is apparently involved in these activities, or at 
least active, perhaps, in enlivening the anatma. No modification 
is ever possible in the Changeless (nirvikara) Self. In fact, the re¬ 
flected sun may appear to get shattered when the water surface is 
distrubed; but surely the sun is not affected by the shimmering 
disaster suffered by the reflected sun. In the worldly point of 
view, when electricity, in its presence, lends to the bulb its incan¬ 
descence, when gas releases the horsepower of the engine, the 
energy itself gets consumed in performing the work. Similarly, 
the student wonders if the Self is getting consumed as the equip¬ 
ment are enlivened. 

To sweep out any such lingering doubts in the minds of the stu¬ 
dents, Sankara smartly employs this verse. Ihe Self is changeless 
(nirvikara). Yet, in Its mere presence, the intellect, etc. gets 
enlivened to activity, and they do act always according to their 
own natural inclinations. This is, insists the teacher, “something 
like the play of the iron filings in the mere presence of a magnet” 
(Aya-Skaandh). The magnet piece is in no way affected, 
although the iron-tilings are visibly made to behave in a given 
pattern. ' 

Understand and come to live that you are asserting this inner 
Self, in whose very presence alone the body-mind-intellect- 
equipment functions as though sentient and alive. He who by 
His mere presence, enlivens everything, without Himself ever 
undergoing any change—“He am 1” (So 'ham). 

STtSSftsqcraTCq II Ro || 



20. *‘\l am He, ’ the One Entity in whose vital presence the 
body, senses, mind, and pranas, though inert in them¬ 
selves, appear to be conscious and dynamic, as though 

they are the Sell*.” 

The body, etc. are indeed by themselves inert and insentient. 
They are all made up of gross and subtle matter; and matter is 
ever inert and insentient. But, they appear to be dynamic and 
conscious only when they are in the illusory presence of the Sell— 
-illusory, because in the Self there is no play ot matter; in it, 
nothing else exists. It is full (1) (poornam). 

That the body is inert is seen when it is in sleep or under chloro¬ 
form, swooning or death. The dead body is as inert as a stone. 
Not only the body is thus, in its true nature inert, but so too are 
the mind-intellect-prana-etc. All of them are constantly undergo¬ 
ing modifications, and those that undergo change (vikari), are 
matter, conditioned by time, the anatma; and matter is inert. 

No doubt, the Self cannot be perceived directly by your equip¬ 
ments of knowledge; it is not an “object” of knowledge—it is the 
very ‘subject’. But, through inference, we can come to com¬ 
prehend the existence of the Self as the very spring of all Con- 

1 Undifferentiated Essence in which there are no distinctions 
in itself (swagata); within the species (sajateeya); or with 
other species (vijateeya) is called Full (Poornam). For 
example, a black goat is different from other goats of dif¬ 
ferent colors within the same species, and the goat is different 
from the cow of another species, and within the goat, the 
head is not like the legs, the legs are not like Us tail. A thing 
that has no such distinctions in itself or with reference to 
others, is called Poornam. 
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sciousness, under the grace of which all inert equipment act and 
function as though fully sentient 

When the mind is not in contact with them, the sense-organs are 
helpless, and inert. Mind itself is inert; it has its light only when 
Self (light) reflects on it. The moon is lit up only by the light of the 
sun, and thereafter the moonlight can illumine the mountains, 
dales, meadows and valleys stretched under and shimmering 
under its soft light. Thus, the light of the Self, reflected in the 
mind-intellect equipment, (chid-abhasa), is that which lends 
intelligence to the perceiving sense-organs. 

This subtle source of all Consciousness, the Self, is your real 
nature. Assert again and again, and come to realise “He am I” 
(So’ham). 

3tTT*Fii I 

21. “He am I’, the One Consciousness, which is the Self that 
illumines the modifications in my mind such as ‘my 
mind went elsewhere, however, it has been brought to 
rest now,’—‘He am I’ (So‘Ham).” 

We had already explained that the sense-organs cannot function 
without the mind, and the mind is the factor that experiences the 
sense stimuli brought in by the sense-organs. The intellect in us 
is the discriminative faculty that knows and judges the mind and 
all its activities. “Till now, my mind was engaged in the thoughts 
of such an object; now it has left that object and has become 
peaceful and concentrated in my meditations,” etc., are all dis¬ 
criminated and known by my intellect 
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Thus, here, the intellect is the seer and the mind is the seen no 
doubt, these are all extremely relative. Intellect itself is made up 
of matter, arntma, and so it has no sentiency of its own. The light 
of conciousness, playing in the intellect, becomes the intelli¬ 
gence, and intellect becomes conscious enough to judge and 
know the condition of restlessness or quietude of the mind at any 

given time. 

Mind and intellect are the two aspects of the same inner equip- 
ment (antah-karana), the subtle-body. BuUust as you can watch 
your own leg or hands moving, just as a dog can e ownro e 
upon itself on the sitting-room carpet, and wateh ite own tod 
moving, similarly, “the Consciousness-soaked intellect (chid- 

abhasa) knows the fluctuations and vagaries of the mind. 

“In its extrovertedness, my mind, prompted by its own' 
desires, roamed about among the sense-objects and got itself ex¬ 
cited and agitated. Now, in my meditation seat, my nnndI has 
temporarily left its fields of objects and has become relatively 
quiet.” Such an experience can come to every s>eeken 
knows this and therefore, is the knower of one s own mental 
conditions, must be something other than the mind and intellect 

equipments. 

Certainly, the inert intellect, which is itself an aspect of the 
subtle-body, cannot be the final Self. Assert agam and again, dis¬ 

cover, and come to realise, “He am 1” (So ham). 

Just as the sense-organs are the knower of the sense-objects; the 
mind is the knower of the senses; the intellect is the knower ot 
the mind Then, who is the illuminator ot the intellect. This is 
brought out very clearly in the following verse. 
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22. “He am I, the One Consciousness which is the 
Changeless Self that is directly cognized, that illumines 
the three states of waking, dream, and deep-sleep, and 
that which illumines appearance and disappearance of the 
intellect and its functions—‘He am 1’ (So'ham) 

Intellect is ever-changing; therefore, it is limited. Since it is a 
limited equipment, its knowledge also can be only limited. The 
one whose ability to know is limited and conditioned, cannot be 
Pure Knowledge, which is glorified in the scriptures as 
Unlimited, Unconditioned, Infinite: the Self. 

The One Consciousness in us illumines all experiences (bhav) in 
our waking, dream, and deep-sleep states. The play of Con¬ 
sciousness is un-broken and continuous-all experiences, in the 
waking and dream states and also “the absence of experiences” 
in the deep-sleep-state, are all illumined by the one Light of Con- 
sciousness in us. 

This seat of the ever-bright, ever-shining Consciousness, is the 
Self. It is in the presence of this Self that one “knows” the 
appearance of thoughts in the waking and dream states, and the 
disappearace of thoughts, in sleep, swooning, etc., in the 
intellect. “He am I” (So’ham). 

Just as the light of a lamp is not affected by what it illumines, so 
too the Consciousness, the Self, is never affected by the fluc¬ 

tuations of the intellect, by the roamings of the mind, or by the 
tireless wanderings of the senses. The One Self illumines all the 
activities of all equipments, in every living being, all through 
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their waking and dream states. The same Self illumines the 
disappearance ot all perceptions, in all intellects, in the deeP' 

sleep state. This One ‘Changeless’ (nirvikara) mass of Co*1' 
sciousness, the Sell, am I (So’ham)”--thus, sincerely assert ad** 
come to realize it. 

^ II 3$ II 

The desciple said: 

23. “Know yourself to be the One Self, a homogenous mass 
of Consciousness, which is the illuminator of the body 
and therefore quite distinct from it—just as a lamp iha1 
illumines a pot is always dilferent from the pot illu¬ 
mined. i am a mass of Consciousness' (Aham bhodha- 
vigraha). 

llte One Constant Awareness in us makes us conscious ol all our 
equipments of experiences—the body-mind-intellect—and also 
their respective Helds of experiences—objects-emotions- 
thoughts, illuminator is ever distinct from the illumined—and 
so, the joys and sorrows of the equipments, their limitations and 
destinies, cannot affect the Self in the least. The light of the lamp 
is never affected by the objects (potsj it illumines. 

I his Self (Atman) is the same in all creatures—it is ever-present 
everywhere in its all-pervasive infinitude, illuminating at once all 
perceptions, feelings, and thoughts in all sentient creatures; 
hence. He is Omniscient. This Mass of Consciousness (Bodha- 
Vigraha) “the Self am 1.” Thus assen and realise the Truth as 
your own essential nature. Wake up into the spiritual plane and 
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L end the sorrows of the limited and of the imperfect world of 
' x plurality, which is but the delusory experience of the ego, the 

\ jivatma. 

In fact, jiva itself is nothing but the Seif seen through the body- 
mind-intellect and their activities. The Supreme Infinite Con¬ 
sciousness, functioning upon the complex of matter, the 
agitations of the mind and intellect, veil the true nature of the 
Self, and It appears to be the sorrow-ridden, limited, miserable 
ego—jiva. End this non-apprehension of the Self by asserting 
and realising your true nature as the Pure Changeless Conscious¬ 
ness (Bodha-Vigraha). 

'pfaxiiszfi vncn tsrar.1 

S'ST SrafcRKW U 38 11 

‘‘Know yourself to be the One tor whose sake beings and 
things such as children and wealth are dear, who is the 
sole seer and dearest of all. ‘He am 1 ascertain thus and 

realise, Soham. 

In our present State of Consciousness an average ordinary man 
should feel that there are things that are dear to him, but it we 
carefully observe ourselves we shall find that a thing is full ot joy 
to one only when it is conducive to the mdividuafs present 
mood. An object of joy can become a nuisance or positive pain 
when the individual's physical environment, or his inner mood, 
changes. The same object of joy, under different conditions, can 

itself give pain and aversion. 

When tickled by a desire our mind gets extremely agitated and on 
N fulfilling that desire the mind becomes quiet and we experience a 
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flash of joy. In tact, whenever the mind is quiet, joy or bliss is the 
experience. As it were when the mind is hushed, the joy-light, 
which is the vety nature of the Self, gets a chance to beam out, 
and the average man misunderstands that his happiness is due to 
the possession of the object. 

It cannot be. If the object can provide happiness, by itself under 
all conditions, whenever, we gain that object it should give the 
same amount of happiness—as lire burns, irrespective of the 
physical conditions or the mental mood of one who is touching 
the fire. Heat is its very nature; we, similarly, never find joy as the 
nature of the object. An object can give us joy at one time, and the 
same object can provide agony, sorrow or aversion under dif¬ 

ferent conditions. 

Again, if we still continue studying our behaviour we shall find 
that man is ever ready to throw away the sense-objects when they 
are dangerous to his body—for, man loves his body more than 
the sense-objects outside him in the world around him. 

When a painful ulcer is providing for our mind an insufferable 
sense of agony continuously, we run to a doctor and readily sug¬ 
gest to him to amputate the Ifmb away, if need be. We are ready 
to sacrifice our body when it-gi ves painful agitation to the mind— 
for, we love our mind more than our body. 

Our mental emotions and personal sentiments are readily discar¬ 
ded when they clash with our intellectual ideal, vision, decision 
or con viction. We are willing to give up our mind and its love and 
attachment when they clash with our intellect-tor, we seem to 

love our intellect more than our mind. 

Thus viewed, the Seer (of the intellect-mind-body, and the outer 
objects) seems to be the innermost Essence in us—and we unk¬ 
nowingly entertain the greatest love for it. This Self (Atman) is 



experienced as the very object of our supreme love (Sarwa- 
priyatama). This final seat of one’s own Self, the Seer, is the 

& Ultimate Reality; “He am 1”—(Soham), thus assert again and 
again and come to realise It. 

S'ST II II 

25. “Know yourself to be the One regarding whom there is 
always the anxiety, ‘May I ever be; never cease to be,’ as 
this Seer is the dearest of all. ‘He am I’—thus assert and 

realise.” 

The essential Self in us is so dear to us that no one can ever con- 
v. ceive the idea, “I cease to exist”, or “i shall cease to be.” In all the 
J three periods of time “1 am” is the constant experience; hence, 

what the biologists declare as the self-preservation instinct—and 
so no one wants to end himself, or come to any harm, or ever 
cease to be. We are ready to sacrifice everything else, so that we 
may exist and continue to survive. In our ‘ignorance’ at this 
moment we consider ourselves to be the body-mind-intellect 
equipment. Hence 1, the body, demands my happiness through 
the objects; 1, the mind, seeks its satisfaction through its emo¬ 
tions; and 1, the intellect, with its ideas and ideals. The miscon¬ 
ceived ego in us is today the final seat of all our love, since we live 
identified with the ego-sense (Jiv-atma) in us in our present state 
of spiritual ’ignorance’. 

Even in ourselves we have found how we are ready to throw up 
and readily sacrifice all the outer for the sake of the inner, and 
therefore the subtler layer of our personality. For the sake of our 

h ideals, laith or desire, which are of the intellectual sheath, we find 
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it so easy to sacrifice objects of the body and emotions of the 
mind 

Thus, as we move into the deeper depths in our personality, our 
Jove for the deeper and subtler increases over the outer and gros¬ 
ser. Naturally, we can conclude that the seat ol our supreme love 
is the Ultimate Self It is for the sake ol the Self that other things 
are loved by us.* 

This seer in us that sees—and knows all the activities of the sense 
organs, mind and intellect, this “Witnessing Consciousness’, 
which is the supreme seat of all our love, is the Self 

“This Self am 1”—“He am I"—(Soham): thus assert again and 
again and come to awake to Its plenitude and realise it 

Alfalfa : II II 

“The Consciousness, the Sell, which appears as the Wit¬ 
ness, is that which is meant by the word ‘thou . Being tree 
from all changes even the witnessing is nothing but the illu- 
mining-power of the Self.” 

It is the Light of Consciousness, the Self, that illumines all ex¬ 
periences at the body-mind-intellect level and which ever 
remains in us as a “witness”, umnvolved, yet, the seer ol all. This 
“witness” existing as the experiencer in each embodied form is 
the essential factor indicated by the term “thou” in the Great 

*(Brhadaranyaka Upanishad (1-4-8—2-4-5) 
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Commandment (Mahavakya) of the Rg Veda “Thou are that” 
Tat-twam-asi)* 

Ordinary man tails to understand that the Self in its essential 
nature is nothing but “Knowledge-without-objects” (Gyana 
swaroopa. 

It is only as a result of our spiritual study, when we deeply reflect 
upon the great statements (Mahavakyas) that we get a glimpse of 
this significance. The term “thou”, in the statement “That thou 
art”, in a relative sense, is understood as the individualised Self, 
the Jiva. But in its deepest import the term “thou” points to the 
Essential Self, Pure Knowledge (Gyana Swaroopa). The Con¬ 
sciousness, the Self, being the illuminator in all, at all times, this 
“Witnessing Consciousness” is called the Atman. 

The ocean itself is the essential nature (Swaroopa) of all waves, 
ripples and bubbles recognised by us on its surface. Thus the 
ocean is the Swaroopa of the waves etc. The Consciousness that 
plays in all experiences is the one Light illuminating everything. 
Here, don’t understand that the Self is the one who makes us 
conscious of things; Self is the very essential nature (Swaroopa) 
of the thoughts and objects, mind and sense-organs. 

In our day to day life we can never remain without perceptions 
and thoughts, and they are lit up into our awareness by the Light 
of the Self, the Pure Knowledge in us. Thus, the Self appears to 
function as a “witness” in us. When the thoughts cease and all 
perceptions end, we can no longer consider the Self as a “wit- 
ness”---for what is there for it to witness? 

To lift the student from his present experiences of “conscious- 
thoughts” into the state of pure “thoughtless-Consciousness”, 

*(Chandogya Upanishad (6-8-7) 



the “witness” concept is made use of by the teachers in Vedanta. 
They call this concept, by a familiar term “Witness”, defining it as 
“Self, illumining the thoughts and experiences.” The ex¬ 
periences are illusory; when they cease, since there are no more 
thoughts to illumine, it has to express itself as “thoughtless-Con- 
sciousness”, the essential state (Swaroopa) of Pure Knowledge 
(Gyana). This state alone is the true nature, as the Self is ever 
devoid of all changes (Avikaritaya-Atmanah). 

II RV9II 

27. “Totally distinct from body, senses, mind, Prana, and 
Ego is that which is the Self; therefore. It is absolutely 
free from the six-modifications, which all material things 
must necessarily undergo. This Self is the indicative 
meaning of the term “thou”. 

Earlier, it was established that the term thou is the “Witnessing 
Consciousness” (Sakshi), which in its essential nature 
(S.varoopa) is “Objectless-Knowledge” (Gyana). That this Selfis 
distinct from the gross-body and the subtle-body—and their res¬ 
pective objects—is briefly but thoroughly discussed here. The 
body and its sense-organs, the mind and its creative forces, and 
the Ego, all of them exist and function only because of the touch 
of Consciousness, the Self; by themselves they are all inert and 
insentient matter. It only appears that the gross-body and the 
sub tie-body are conscious and alive, and that they can intelli¬ 
gently think and efficiently function all by themselves. But as 
they are made up of matter they should be, by their very nature, 
eve* inert Yet due to our ignorance, we accept that they do func- 
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tion by themselves. Only on closer study can we come to realise 
that their consciousness and dynamism are the play of the Light 
of the Self. 

While playing upon the ever-changing flux of matter, this Light 
of the Self seems to be also ever-changing. The Self is changeless 
(Avikari). The modifications are the destiny of matter alone. 
Every material form in the Universe must necessarily go through 
six unavoidable stages of modification (Shad-bhav) during its 
existence—birth, existence, growth, decay, disease and death. 
The changeless Self has none of these modifications (Avikaraha) 
in It. The very mind, intellect, thoughts and Ego, constituting the 
subtle-body, even within a given gross-body, keeps on changing 
under the compulsion of “law of Modification” unavoidable in 
the “world of matter”. 

The Consciousness is ever One and Changeless, illuminating in 
every bosom all the changes experienced by the individual, 
under all conditions, at all places and times, both in bondage and 
liberation as the Self is (Nirvikara). Hence, the spiritual centre, 
the Self, has to be ever indicated as distinct from all things known 
to us now (vilakshana). This Self, entirely distinct from the gross 
and subtle bodies and all their modifications, this Light of Con¬ 
sciousness is the deeper significance of the term “thou” in the 
Mahavakya. It, identified with the delusory equipments, comes 
to sport as the Jiva; and on Self-realisation, It rediscovers Itself to 
be as the Pure Self. Subjectively assert yourself that you are this 
Pure Seif, and realise, your magnificent glory, the true Being. 

With this verse the section that discriminates the Self, by show¬ 
ing it as distinctively different from the gross and the subtle body, 
is concluded. This examination, for the purpose of study, was 
staaed with verse 17. Here Sankara concludes his discourse 
upon the meaning of the term “thou” (Twam) in the command- 



ment, and from the following verse the guru starts his discussion 
upon the term “That” (tath). 

“Thou” is the Infinite-Self functioning as the Witness of the 
inner-equipment and their functions. While “that” is the Infinite- 
Self functioning as a Witness of Maya and all Her modifications. 
Verses 28-36 explains for our contemplation the deeper signifi¬ 
cance of “that”. 

rcfwfa? ft&cZJ ?T3«f I 

IT It II 

28. “Having thus ascertained the meaning of the term 
“thou” one should reflect upon what is meant by the 

$(s word “that”—employing both the method of negation 
and also the direct method of scriptural assertion.” 

t «♦ 

The obvious but superficial understanding of the term “thou” is 
the ego-centric individual in us, the jiva, this is the “word mean¬ 
ing”; but the “deeper suggestion” is that it is the Self, and this is 
exhaustively expounded so far. This realisation brings the stu¬ 
dent fully prepared for the journey on the path to his own per¬ 
sonal and direct experience. 

Remaining in the non-apprehension of Reality, for many many 
aeons, the jiva now fails to comprehend the suggestive meaning 
of the term “thou” in the Maha-vakya. Continuous and repeated 
reflections, logical discussions and subtle independent pon- 
derings are all necessary to recognise the depth-meaning of the 
term “thou”. 

In order to establish firmly the essential ‘indicative meaning’ of 
the term “thou” it will be helpful if we strive to apprehend the full 
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'rnpact of the term “that” (Tath) in the declaration “That thou 
art.” This term is expounded and brought to the students direct 
and immediate comprehension by the Upanishads, consistantly 
employing two different techniques~-the method of negation 
(Nishedha) of what are not really the Infinite Sub-stratum of the 
Universe, “that”; and also the method of assertion (Vidhi), 
wherein directly the scriptures have ascertained the Infinite 
nature of “that”, the Brahman. Repeatedly a sincere student 
must contemplate upon the Essence behind the Universe taking 
advantage of both these techniques. 

In the relative world of finite experiences, the term “thou” indi¬ 
cates the limited creature, the arrogant ego, that entertains the 
vanity that he is the “doer” (Kartha) and the “experienced 
(Bhokta); at this juncture, from the standpoint of the Jiva, “that” 
can mean only the Lord (Ishwara), Who had created the world 
and is providing the ego with all its experiences, as ordered by the 
quality of his own past actions. But in the Absolute sense, the 
Consciousness that is the Self (Atman) in you is the Self 
everywhere, the Supreme-Self, (Brahman). 

The individualised-Self, the Jiva, and the Universal-Self, 
Ishwara, are both the expressions of the One Infinite Self (Brah¬ 
man). The Ego (Jiva) and the Lord (Ishwara) are apparently dif¬ 
ferent, apparently separate and indescribably distinct from each 
other only because of the differences in their equipment. The 
Self, the Supreme, expressed in Avidya is Jiva, while when the 
same Supreme-Self expresses in Maya becomes Ishwara. When 
the Avidya in us is eliminated, when the Jiva rises above its “non¬ 
apprehension and consequent mis-apprehensions”, the Maya 
also is crossed. The essence behind the Jiva and Ishwara is 
apprehended then, in one blindening flash of realisation, as the 
one Infinite mass of Pure Consciousness. 
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The various Upanishadic declarations, that indicate the depth¬ 
meaning of this term, prescribe for us the lines of enquiries and 
investigations to be undertaken, in order to successfully reflect 
upon and ascertain the subtle suggestions enshrined in the 
pregnant-suggestions of the term “that”.* 

The following two verses each giving an example of the 
negation-style and the assertion-style employed effectively in 
indicating the meaning of the term “that”, the Brahman. 

: qtffclcWtiM: II RSII 

29 “‘That’ which is free from all the impurities of the 
Samsara, ‘that’ which is defined by the Upanishads as: 
‘Not large etc., having the qualities of imperceptible etc., 
that is beyond all darkness created by ignorance’. 

The direct-meaning (Vachyarthal of “thou” (Twam) is Jiva, but 
its indicative-meaning (Lakshyartha) is the Consciousness func¬ 
tioning as the “Witness” in all experiences of every living being. 
Similarly, the direct-meaning (Vachyartha) of the term “that” 
(Tath) is Ishwara, Who is also in Samsara as He has the Maya for 
His equipment. The Supreme Self functioning through ‘Maya’ 1 
is Ishwara; through ‘ignorance’ 2 js Jiva. 

* “Neither gross nor subtle...."—Brhadaranyaka Upanishad— 
3-8-8 negation technique. 

* Taittiriya Upanishad—2-1-1 and “Bliss-Brahman”, Taittiriya 
Upanishad 3-6-1 
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No doubt relatively speaking, Ishwara, as the Omnipotent and 
Omniscient, is more free, resplendent, and glorious, as com¬ 
pared with the limited and miserable ego, that is Jiva. Yet, even 
Ishwara is but a limited expression of the Self, as He functions 
through Maya. The indicative-meaning (Lakshyartha) of 
Ishwara (Tat) is the essence in Him, which is entirely free from 
Maya...the Pure Infinite Self. Thus, “that” is described here as 
the factor “which is absolutely free from all the impurities of 
Samsara.the transmigratory existence.”* In short. Brahman is 
the Lakshyartha of “Ishwara”. Every creature (Jiva) has its gross, 
subtle and the casual bodies. Ishwara has also these three- 
bodies.the macrocosmic gross-body will be Ishwara’s body, 
(Virat); the total-subtle body is the Hiranya Garbha; and total- 
causal-body, representing the total unmanifested Vasanas, the 
Maya, is Ishwara. But beyond all the bodies is the Essence, the 
Brahman which cannot be conditioned by these equipments and 
their limitations. 

The terms of negation used in the Upanishads, indicate that 
these relative measurements (gross, subtle, small big, short, 
long, etc.) in the Absolute have no meaning. Truth lies beyond 

1 Macrocosmic Avidya is Maya. 
2 Microcosmic “Non-apprehension” of the Self is Avidya 

(Ignorance). 

* (Ishavasya Upanishad—8) 
** The Brhadaranyaka Upanishad describes the Self as “neither 

gross nor subtle, neither short nor long,” etc. (3-8-8) Similar 
ly, Mundakopanishad (1-1-6) describes the Self as impercep¬ 
tible, ungraspable, etc. (Adreshya-Agrahya-Agotra-Avamam, 
etc.). In this language of negation, the great seat of Reality 
and Its nature are indicated, by the scriptures. 
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the intellect. Brahman is, therefore, indicated as beyond all our 
familiar intellectual estimations and descriptions.** 

Forms and colours are seen; they belong to the gross-body. 
Behind the endless perceivable quajities of the gross, revels the 
Pure Self, the Illuminator of all, the One Seer in all perceptions. 
Through our sense-organs we perceive the gross-world of 
qualities, and this perception of plurality ceases to be in the “ex¬ 
perience” of the One Infinite Self. When the student realises this, 
the aim and purpose of Vedanta is achieved. The Self is not 
available as an object for any of our senses, or mind, to perceive. 

Again, in this Self there can be no touch of the impurities of 
ignorace,—agitations of the mind (Vikshepa) and veiling of the 
intellect (Avarana). Beyond all darkness is the ever-efi'ulgent 
Self, the Consciousness.* 

Thus, Brahman, which is the depth-meaning of the term “that’ 
(Tat) is shown here by the terms of negations (Nishedha) used by 
the Upanishads. 

In the following verse the same Brahman is discussed, by the 
Rishis of the Upanishads, in the language of assertion (Vidhi). 

c>£-f {oy 
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30 “Having no greater Bliss than Itself, a pure embodi¬ 
ment of External Consciousness, and having ‘exist- 

* GEETA - 9: 
Aditya-Vamam-Tamasa-Parastad. 
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ence’ for its specific definition, is the All-Pervading 
Being—is the meaning indicated by the term ‘that’; 
so, the scriptures declare in their songs.” 

In the Taittiriya Upanishad the Rishi gives a list of relatively 
higher and higher happiness and concludes that the happiness of 
the Man of Perfection, living the experiences of Brahman, is 
more than “even 100 Creators”. *The Brahman, the All-pervad¬ 
ing Universal-Self, indicated by the term ‘that’, is thus declared 
by the scriptures as “having no greater Bliss than Itself’. The Su¬ 
preme-Self is “an embodiment of Eternal Consciousness”. *The 
Brahman the Universal-Self indicated by the term ‘that’ is thus 
declared by the scriptures as having, “no greater Bliss than itself. 

This Supreme Self is an undifferentiated mass of Eternal Con¬ 
sciousness is pointed out in the Upanishad as “Truth, 
Knowledge, Infinite.”*** It is the Pure Consciousness, that ever 
remains the same, unchanged in all the three periods of time— 
hence satya. 

This Supreme-Self is an embodiment of Eternal Consciousness. 
Consciousness, as the very light in our intellect, illumines all our 
thoughts, and so it is called Pragyanam.* The Rishi in Aitarey 
Upanishad defines the Self as Pragyanam Brahma. 

The Self is Existence. The world of names and forms exist in our 
experience...this Pure Existence (not the items that constitute 
experiences) is the play of the Self, while the names and forms, 

*lai«iriya Upanishad 2-8-9 „ . 
^Satyam Gyanam Anantam Brahma”—Taittiriya Upanishad 

Satyam-Gyanam-Anantam Brahma”—Taittiriya 
Upanishad 3 (2-1) 



their properties and functions are all illusions built up and sus¬ 
tained by the mind, tickled by the Vasanas (Avidya). This “Prin¬ 
ciple of Existence” that sports in everything, always, everywhere, 
within and without, this Existence (Satta) is only positive and 
most direct definition (Swa-lakshana). Therefore Existence be¬ 
comes the most direct and specific definition of the Self. 

The Eternal Self is ever-full (Pooma); it is Unlimited and 
Infinite.* ** In all names and forms Existence expresses as “exis¬ 
tence of” the thing; and as things change “existence of’ the 
things also apparently changes. The light playing upon an object, 
should take the shape of the object, and if the shape changes, the 
light also must change; that is why the poets often sing, “sunlight 
dancing upon the ocean”...in fact, the waves alone dance, but 
sunlight while playing upon them, appears to be dancing. 

The Universal-Self, Brahman, is the one “Existence” that is 
unconditioned by the nature and quality of the objects in the illu¬ 

sory universe of names and forms. 

The tree beyond your window exists. When the tree is cut down, 
the fallen trunk exists. When it is sawed into plants, the trunk is 
not, but the planks exist The planks are made into furniture 
pieces—planks are not, but the furniture pieces exist. Thus “exis¬ 
tence” in the tree did not ever change in the different changes 
that we just mentioned. This Pure Existence is Ever-full (Poor- 
na). Everything finite has distinctions within itself (Swagata 
Bheda) 1 ; distinction between different species (Vijateeya 
Bheda) 2; and there are distinctions from one species to another 
in the same species (Sajateeya Bheda) 3. That which has no such 
distinctions, and so remains the same, in all the three periods of 

* Aitareya Upanishad 3-3. 
** Brhadaranyaka Upanishad 5-1-1. 



time, is considered as Ever-full (Pari-Pooma). 

^ Here in this verse we have an honest attempt of the Rishis in de¬ 
fining the Supreme Truth through the method of direct asser¬ 
tion...It is Existence; It is All-full. 

Even here please note that the assertive statements are them¬ 
selves used only as indications to what this Truth is in us; they are 
not descriptions of the Reality. Indeed finite words cannot ex¬ 
press the Infinite. fAo-o ’ 40 

j (>JLC^NJ3^rj 7Wf- Hr-t-tAL . 
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31. “That which is proved in the Vedas as All-knowing, All- 
£ powerful and Supreme Lord, is Itself the Infinite Brah- 

man...make sure of that Brahman in your own unders¬ 

tanding.” 

In these following six-verses Sankara expounds, through various 
Pointers, the Supreme Brahman, the One Infinite sub-stratum 
for the entire illusions of plurality. In producing, or creating, 
a°ything three different kinds of causes come into play....the 
material-cause the instrumental cause and the efficient-cause. 

In the case of making a mud-pot, the mud is the material-cause, 

t- The head is not like the hands the hands are not like the 

legs. 
2. The horse is not like the cow and the cow is different 

. , from the birds. 
' The brown, the black, the red cow. 
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the wheel of the potter is the instrumental cause and the pot- 
maker is the efficient-cause. It is evidently clear that when the 
created pot gets broken the pot maker or the mud suffers no des¬ 
truction. The mud may get washed off but the pot-maker is not 
affected at all. Similarly, when the world of plurality is destroyed, 
or when changes take place in the world of things and beings, the 
efficient-cause behind them is not affected in the least. 

Here, then, is yet another difference to be noticed. In our 
example, the pot-maker is different from the mud and the wheel, 
but in the case of the pluralistic world. Brahman is, at one and the 
same time, the material, instrumental and efficient cause....as in 
the case of a dream, the waking mind is at once the material, in¬ 
strumental, and the intelligent cause. 

In this verse under review. Brahman is declared as the efficient- 
cause (Nimithakarana), and in the following five-verses the Su¬ 
preme Brahman is shown as the very material-cause (Upadana) 
for the creation of the delusory world. 

In the earlier verses through the method of negation 1 and 
through the method of assertion 2 the Pure Brahman, potential 
with the Universe of multiplicity, was described. In this section of 
six verses 3 the relative Self (Karya Brahman) in its Universal ex¬ 
pressions is expounded: Brahman as Ishwara, the Lord of the 
Universe (Jagadeeshwara). Brahman seen through ‘Maya’ is the 
Lord, (Ishwara), and when expressing through ‘ignorance 
(Avidya) becomes the creature, (Jiva), Thus to point out the 
highest Truth, in and through Its exressions in the equipments of 
the macrocosm (Samashti) and microcosm (Vyashti), is a way of 

1 Verse 29 
2 Verse 30 
3 Verses 31-36 



bringing the student’s entire attention to the Self within himself 
s ^ Thus, that which the scriptures have declared as Ishwara is Brah- 
v * man and the Brahman is again that which is expressing as the 

Universe of names-and-forms. 

Brahman expressing through Maya* is Ishwara and Ishwara is 
master of Maya, with which He manifests, as All-knowing and 
All-powerful, but when the Supreme Self expresses through 
Avidya**, is the individualised Self, the Jiva, and as Jiva he is a' 
slave to Avidya, and he manifests as ignorant and powerless, 
weak and sorrow-ridden, confused and dejected. 

Yet, devoid of the equipments of Maya and Avidya, both Ishwara 
and Jiva are nothing but the Supreme-Self, which is the “indi¬ 
cative meaning” (Lakshyartha) of all these terms: creature, 
world and creator (Jiva-Jagath-Ishwara). 

Brahman and Ishwara are not two factors but when the Supreme 
Consciousness is at rest it is Brahman, and in dynamic expres¬ 
sion Brahman Itself sports as Ishwara. In moments of total 
meditation the individual mind halts and its illusory flutterings, 
thoughts, cease. Avidya ends and the pure Maya-less Brahman is 
apprehended and realised as the Jiva’s own real nature. 

In Avidya, Jiva is ever under the stress of its endless mental- 
agitations (Vikshepa) and intellectual-veiling (Avarana), and so, 
limited in its knowledge and power (Sarvagyattwam and Para- 
Ishattwam). In Maya, Ishwara is not agitated nor veiled and, 
therefore, His glories manifest in Him, and we recognize Him as 

* Macro-cosmic universal vasanas, the total causal-body. 

Maya. 
** Avidya—micro-cosmic individual Vasanas, a single causal- 

body. 
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All-knowing and All-powerful. 

To contemplate upon these ideas and to ascertain and finally to 
make sure of this essential oneness of you, your world, and 
Ishwara, in Brahman, is the supreme fulfillment of life, the subtle 
goal of Vedanta, the loving anxiety of all scriptures of the world. 

3WFnc*T3fiirH ajfog srfcimRci^ i 
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32. “That which the scriptures have discussed through 
examples of mud etc., as that by knowing which all else 
will become known....make sure of that Brahman in 
your understanding.” 

Here Sankara takes the scriptural* examples to prove that the 
effects are the eause itself in different forms. The pot, jug, plate, 
cup etc. are all mud itself in different forms; their forms, names, 
functions, and uses are different; and they are impermanent also. 
But mud, the cause, is permanent and ever the same. Mud, the 
cause, existed even before the pot was made. The mud remained 
all the time in the ‘heart’ of the pot. 

Ann when the pot breaks the mud survives. Similarly, this 
iSteS which h ever changing, has also a changeless cause 
upon which all changes are playing; that is Brahman. 

Bv knowing the essential nature of the cause, the essential nature 
of the effects are known; in mud there are no cups pots etc. By 
knowing the mud, all effects rising from mud, are known. Simi- 

* Chandogya Upanishad 6.1.4-6 
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Jarly, in Brahman, there is nothing else other than Itself to know, 
and since everything apparently rises from It, everything be¬ 
comes known when the Pure Knowledge, the Absolute is 
realised. Thus, by knowing the “efficient cause” (Nimit- 
takarana), which is other than the effects, we cannot fully unders¬ 
tand the product, but the material-cause (Upadana Karana) is 
ever with the effect and so knowing it we can know the “heart” of 
all things made of it 

By knowing the goldsmith we don’t understand the ornaments; 
if we know gold the “heart” of all ornaments is immediately 
known. Brahman is the Upadana Karana material cause for the 
Universe...by knowing the Etemal-Selfwe can know the Essence 
in each one of us. We thereby realise the permanent Reality 
behind the ever-changing Universe of names and forms. 

Make sure of this Brahman in your direct understanding. 

srfliirro sjfawfessa vmt i 
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33. “That which the scriptures propose to prove as a 
limitless, and in order to support that proposition, called 
the World of Plurality as Its effects...make sure of that 
Brahman in your understanding.” 

Cause is always more subtle and so more pervasive than the 
effects. He who has cultivated in himself all the required predis¬ 
positions and, therefore, is a fully qualified student, to him the 
idea that the Brahman is the sub-stratum for the world of multi- 

plicty is, indeed, easy to grasp, through various examples such as 
the rope and the serpent, the ghosi in the post, the silveriness in 
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the mother-of-pearls. The anxiety of the scriptures (Sastra) is to 
help the gross type of seekers to understand the Reality. 

A seeker who is not fully prepared within to grasp at once the 
nature of Brahman and realise It, is relatively dense...meaning 
he has in him more Vasanas and, donsequently, more restless¬ 
ness in his mind. By the mind, of course, one recognises the 
world of plurality and an intelligent man knows that the cosmos 
spread around him is indeed vast and infinite, in aUhsendless 
dimensions. To make him comprehend that the Brahm ^ 
Infinite, the Rishis were compelled to explain to hi 
Universe is an “effect” from the Brahman; and, as an effect is 
nothing other than its own cause; the world is but Brahm 

manifestation. 

When this idea is fully appreciated by the relatively.dulll seekent 
25 be easier for him to recognise, sooni enough hat the^Su 

nrahman is the very sub-stratum for the entire 
world oftiames and forms. This is the intelligent rotation uhthe 
Sous purpose for, and the loving urgency of aU the descnp 

tions of creation in the Upanishads. 

Thct which is the One without-a-second (Advaita), in Its own 
Thatwhicn . ltse,f ^ when It is viewed at, 

p“re perceived world of apparent multiplicity, It sportsm 
StdeXS as the Infrnite (Ananta) Cause ol .he 

n0 contradiction in defining Brahman by these two indi- 
terms “non-dual” (Advaita) and the “Infinite” (Ananta). 

from which the world of names and lorms arise, in which 
?at !nnarently exist and play, and without which the world can 

«vict “that” understand to be Brahman, 
never exist. 
Through our mental agitations, caused by the turbulence of our 
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jjjtes and dislikes, we now live firmly convinced of the reality of 
^ a ^Ura^stic world. This is the source of all our sorrows, and the 

Sony of the world of beings. 

We end this “mis-apprehension” in us, and come to realise 
e World of things and beings as merely an apparent illusory ex- 

thftSS'°n ®ra^man- And this Infinite Consciousness alone is 
only Reality, the Truth. It revels as the Self in us, the spring of 
nsciousness in our bosom; “that” from which all our thoughts 

in ,VS Up’ Play, dance, and disappear. Make sure of that Brahman 
Vour understanding. 

smwfasfcTOcSR 1138 n 

“That which the Upanishads clearly establish as the sole 
object of deep contemplation for those who are sincere 
seekers of liberation—make sure of that Brahman in 
your understanding. 

have a clear indication in the Taittiriya Upanishad of what 
ust be the theme of contemplation for one who is anxious for 

ne liberation of his personality, from the thraldom of his own 
matter vestures—body, mind, and intellect. 

^Panishad insists clearly, that we must contemplate upon, 
Wat” from Wfuch all the perceived world of things and beings 
®Ve risen, “that” in which they continue to exist, and in the end, 
“l31” into which all merge back (in dissolution). 1 That is the 

P°Wt-op.attention for ^ deep and continuous contemplation. 

^he Wud is the material cause (upadhana karana) for all pots— 
p°ts are bom from mud, exist in mud and, when broken, go 
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back to be the mud. Similarly, Brahman is shown here as the 
upadhana karana of the universe, for the purpose of contem¬ 
plation by the limited, human mind. 

By thus contemplating upon that which is ever-present 

everywhere, which is the essence in every form, the seeker s 

entire attention gets lifted from the world of plurality and it gets 

settled upon the Self within. The mental agitations then cease. 

Thoughts end. The mind halts. The ego disappears into the 

vision of the Supreme—in a most direct and subjective ex¬ 

perience-divine. 

Make sure of that Brahman in your understanding. 

\jfaTc*RT SlfcTSJ I 

SJZJcf II 3^ II 

35. “That which is heard of in the Vedas 'as having entered 

each treature as its individualised sell,’ and which is 

known, from the same sources, to be their controller- 
make sure of that Brahman in your understanding. 

In the Upanishads, while describing the creation processes, the 

Rishi declares that, having created the best among the creatures, 

man, the Infinite Seif “entered” him to enjoy through the perfect 
equipments so created: “He contemplated and created all 

these.then He Himself entered.”1 

Brahman, the Infinite Creative Potential, identifying with Its 

1 Yato va imani bhutanijayante, Yena jatani jivanti, Yatprayarr 

tyabhisamvishanti: Tadvijijnasasva. (Taitt Upa. Ill.l.iii-) 



own potentialities “became” God; thereafter, God, in His 
impatience to create, became the Creator; the Creator, created 
the world of things and beings, a fulfillment of His creative-urge. 
But having created, He identified, ‘entered’, into the created- 
form and became a creature., you, the individualised-ego. 

This “entry” is only in the form of Its own ‘reflection’ (abhasa)‘in 
the individual mind-intellect equipment, and this Conscious¬ 
ness, playing upon the thoughts (chidabhasa), becomes the “in¬ 
dividualised-ego.” As an ego. He suffers the sorrows and imper¬ 
fections of samsar; the reflection of the sun will have to dance 
when the surface of the waters gets disturbed by the breeze 
around it 

When this delusory identification in an individual ends, He 
realises the pure, unconditioned Reality to be his own true 
nature—True Being. 

Not only does Brahman thus sport, as though It has entered the 
created equipments and has become a creature, but It, as the 
Self, indeed rules the inner world of emotions and thoughts and 
controls and governs the outer world of elements and their 
might The Brhadaranyaka Upanishad, in its Antaryami Brah- 
mana, says, “remaining within the earth, etc., the five elements, 
it drives their individual presiding-deities (devatas)—powers— 
according to some definite and precise scientific laws.1 

That which having created the creatures and “entered” to be¬ 
come the individualised-Self—that which remaining in the 
elemental forces, by Its mere Presence, controls, regulates, and 

1 This is a famous statement of the Taittiriya Upanishad. 
“Idam sarvamasrjata, yadidam kimcha. Tatsrshtva tadevanu- 
pravishat.” (Taitt Upa. II.6 
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governs all their behaviour into a very precise scientific pattern, is 

the Eternal Self. Make sure of that Brahman in your understand¬ 

ing. 

cFTqf 'K5<%T$3f fljcft I 

vjfaFlt II 35II 

36. "That which the Upanishads declare as the sole paymas¬ 
ter 1 tor all action, and as the very agent (prompter ) in 
all actions, performed by 3 each individualize ego ^ 
make sure of that Brahman in your understanding. 

“No living creature can ever remain without activity, even for a 
single moment.” 4 Actions are good or bad, and accordingly, 
individualized ego has to experience their fruits ofjoy or • 
The results of actions depend not only upon the externa ac 1 , 
but the doer’s inner mood and his intentions; these ai? 
intimately governed and guided by tarth, sincerii y, . ’ 
understanding, the type of personality of the doer,a ^ 
other subtle and sensitive psychological factors. Th , 
result of apparently same actions,' undertaken by a hos of 
neoDle often are found different from individual to individual. 
Like a highly competent computer, the result of each act1?”^0 
be carefully calculated with aU these hundreds of^^TJ1’ 
rary data, to finally determine the end-result of each acti ( 
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ma-phala). This is indeed confusing, even for the greatest of 
thinkers and scholars among the mortals.5 

This mighty Intelligence that unerringly determines and justly 
distributes the exact results of our actions1 is the Brahman play¬ 
ing through Maya, the Lord of the Universe, Jagadeeswara. This 
Eswara not only provides each with the exact results of his 
actions, but again. He is the one who comes to express in the 
mind and intellect of each bosom, as the ego and its vain¬ 
glorious attitude that “I am the doer” in all actions. 2 3 4 5 

Make sure of that Brahman in your understanding. 

The discussion of the term “That” (Tat) is concluded here. 

The meaning of the statement “that thou art” is expounded to 
indicate the invisible Existence-Knowledge-Bliss-Self from verse 
37 through verse 41. 

In order to determine the oneness of the Self in us (Atman) and 
the Self-everywhere (Brahman), the teacher continues his dis¬ 
course with the following verse. 

dWiercW* TOlWRRffa n II 

1 Isha Upanishad, 8. 
2 Brhadaranyakopanishad 2-342; and Kau. Up. 3-9 
3 Brhadaranyakopanishad 2-3-33. 
4 Bhagavad Geeta III.5. “Na hi kaschit kshanamapi jatu tish- 

tatya-karmakrL 
5 Kim karma kim-akarmeti kavayoh ‘pyatra mohitah. Geeta 
IV. 16. 
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37. "The meaning of the terms “that” and “thou” have been 
discussed and finally determined. Now we shall dl®c“ss 
the meaning of the commandment (Mahavakya) “that 
thou art”. In this, the total identity of the meanings oi 

'’that'’ and "thou” alone is shown.” 

Up to now, the word-meaning of the terms “thou” and “that . “J 
the Mahavakya “That Thou Art” were explained to show tna 
they do not stand for the Jiva and Eswara (the Vachyartha), bu 
these words connote (lakshyartha) the Self that illumines as a 
Witness of the thoughts and actions (thou) and the Pure-Bra * 
man (that)--without the veilings of Maya. 

When the direct word-meaning (vachyartha) is not sufficient to 
bring out fully the pregnant import of the scriptures, the sugges 
tive-meaning (lakshyartha) is taken by the intelligent stu e 
everywhere. The entire statement (Mahavakya) “that thou ar 1 2 
indicative of the Oneness (Ekata) of “that” and “thou”~a to 
identity between the individual-Self and the Universal Se • y 
again and again contemplating upon the depth-meaning o e 
Mahavakyas, all the doubts (samshaya) and all false conclusions 

(vipareeta Gyana) 1 in the mind are removed. 

The word-meaning, no doubt, clarifies the idea which the 
individual word screams aloud; but/in the context of a given s 
tence, often words may come to express much more than t eir 
usual dictionary word-meanings. This total meaning ot the sen 
tence is called “vachyartha”. The direct word-meaning er 
“thou” (Tvam) is the Jiva, and “that” (Tat) is Eswara; but ow 

1 “Karma phala data” 
2 Brahman functioning through Avidya is the ego, the jivatma 

-and the ego in its “ignorance” has the false notions such as 
doer am I”, (karta) and “enjoyer am I” (bhokta). 
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can these two, the microcosm (vyashti) and the macrocosm 
) & (samashti) be ever one and the same? Yet, this sameness is indi- 

I cated with “the meaning of the total sentence”, (vachyartha), 
that thou art”. The scripture wants to be eloquently indicate that 

these two different factors are the same in essence; this oneness, 
and their essential identity is subtly suggested by the import of 
the word, “art”. 

This process of indicating the two terms “thou” and “that”, first 
as distinctly different—as the individual-Self (Jiva) and as the 
Lord of Creatures, Eswara-and then to assert their oneness, in 
their mutual identity, is to help the confused and the ignorant 
student to realise the Supreme One Infinite Self. The Brahman, 
seen as expressed through Maya, is Eswara (that); and the same 

j brahman, perceived as functioning through the inner equip- 
^ oients of an individual (Avidya) is the individual-Self, the ego, 

the Jiva (thou). 

How to logically arrive at the depth-meaning of this simple-look- 
‘ng Vedic statement is demonstrated in the following verse. 

zmuK f^ri m. w 11 

1 Doubt (samshaya) and false conclusions (vipareeta Gyana) are 
some of the deep-rooted mental blocks, because of which 
an individual gets totally walled away from gaining a clear 
and direct experience of the Seif. These are some o 
most terrible mental blocks which permanently hold the mind 
in leash from gaining an intimate spiritual vision and direct 

realisation of the Self. 
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38 “What is meant by the sentence (commandment “that 
thou art”) is not arrived at, either through its “se- 
quence-of-meaning” or as “qualitied-by-something”. 

An indivisible Being, consisting of Bliss only-this 
alone is the meaning ol the sentence, according to 

the wise.” 

In understanding the meaning of the sentence, we either try to 
understand the sense from the “sequence-of-meaning” (samsar- 
ga) expressed by the words, “1 was there and 1 heard your is 
course”-here, the sequence of word meaning gives you the 
sense of the sentence; the listener of this sentence arrived at its 
sense merely on the strength of the “sequence-oi-words' (sam- 
sarga) and the sum total of their meanings. But in the sentence i 
was in that beautiful garden and I clearly heard all your eloquen 
discourses, “the listener gathers the meaning, not only from the 
mere sequence (samsarga), but also from an ‘nteHigent appre¬ 
ciation of the qualifications (visheshana) and the obje 
qualified (visheshya). Both these ordinary means of arriving at 
the total sense of a sentence, are not possi ble in reaching the e- 
pth-meaning of the Mahavakya, “that thou art”. 

The great men of spiritual experience and direct vision 
unanimously declare that there is a mutual identity between the 
individual-Self Giva) and the Universal-Self (Eswara). This 
intimate identity (Tadatmya) points out to the oneness qt all 
names and forms with the Supreme-SelffBrahmanl.Thismea- 
ine alone will be in line with the lived experience of the mystics, 
the Rishis. Thus, the Witnessing-Self within, (twam) and the 
Infinite-Self, Brahman, (tat) are both identical and therefore the 
same is the depth-meaning (lakshyartha) of the Mahavakya, 
“that thou art”. This is the accepted opinion (matah), of the wise 

(Vidusham). 
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This suggestive-meaning, acknowledged by the wise men of full 
spiritual experience, is made more vividly clear— 

n & ii 

"What appears (anjatij as the Witnessing-Consciousness 
within, (the individual-Self), is of the nature of Bliss, 
One-without-a-second; and the one that is the Bliss 
within is none other than the individualized-Self the Wit¬ 
nessing Consciousness within.” 

The essence behind both Jiva (twam) and Eswara (tat) is “Bliss- 
without-a-second” (adwayananda). The expressions of this one 
Bliss, through the microcosm, Avidya, and through the macro- 
wsm, Maya, are the expressions as Jiva and Eswara. 

If is very significant, and we must note it carefully, how Sankara 
I*ere, with his precise expressions, specifically hints the Jiva, as 
the Witnessing-Consciousness within (prathyag-bodha) an 
Brahman as the One-Bliss-without-a-second (adwayananda). 
Due to Avidya, the conditioning in the Jiva, the individual can 
exPerience only the “awareness” and not the “bliss” aspect o 
Brahman; while, in the Supreme Self, “awareness” cannot beex- 
Perienced, as there are no objects in It to be illumined-only Bliss 
and Bliss alone is the nature of Brahman. 

Itt the Jiva, the ego, because of its mind-intellect equipment, 
which is constantly in agitation (vikshepa), the individual-se 
can express only its “Consciousness” (pratyag-bodha), and never 
the “Bliss” (adwayananda) nature of the Supreme-Self. The 
Brahman is realised when the equipments are all transcended— 



and therefore it is a state wherein there are no whirls of objects* 
emotions-thoughts for the Consciousness to illumine. Naturally, 
the Supreme-Self is indicated here as Bliss-without-a-second 
(Adwayananda). When these equipments are removed, it is now 
logically clear that the Jiva, in its essential nature, is also Pure- 
Bliss, as the Brahman. 

What happens when this identity bdween “thou” and “that” is 
realised, is explained in the following verse. 

WiWilwidWIrWIilfiMRRfer I 

II «o 11 

40. “When, as explained above, the mutual identity between 
the two words “thou” and “that” is comprehended, then 
the idea “I am not Brahman”, entertained by “thou , 

shall immediately end.” 

As explained in the above verses so far, (etham),.when a seeker 
first comprehends that the identity of Jiva (thou) and the Se 
(that) is the depth-meaning of the Mahavakya—and so when ne 
realises that these two factors are in essence one and the same— 
then the spiritual ignorance, Avidya, ends. “Non-apprehension 
of the True nature of the Supreme-Self, and the consequent 
“mis-apprehension” that “I am the limited ego —the doer (karta) 
and the eqjoyer (bhokta)-should also cease totally. The feeling 
that “I am not the Brahman”, that illumines the very ego, thou 
, in me, will immediately cease to confuse the seeker in me. 

Along with the true apprehension of the Real Nature o 
individual-self, jiva, as the very Witnessing-Consciousness, e 
misconceived notion that the term “that” (Tat) in the Mahavaky 
as some unseen, unknown, unknowable mighty power, tha 
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rules the universe as Jagadeeswara, should also cease. The right 
spiritual realisation immediately will flood the understanding of 

) the seeker: that (Tat) of the Mahavakya indicates the Pure Brah¬ 
man, ever uncontaminated by the Maya-delusions. 

The realisation of distinction (bheda gyana) is the source of all 
samsaric sorrows of the individualized ego. When this sense of 
distinction between Jiva and Eswara is merged, the bheda gyana, 
which itself is Avidya, the spiritual ignorance, ends in an 
immediate spiritual revelation of Truth, culminating in a subjec¬ 
tive awakening. The ignorance-reared, individualised-ego can 
claim, maintain, and suffer its own illusory sorrows only so long 
as it has not awakened to realise its true and real nature as the 

Pure Brahman. 

> 

Brahman. 

“Then, what7\ Sankara explains: 

the recognition of a sense of separateness and distinction causes 
he painful sense of alienation from the world. Then the ego 
starts its illusory, madly frightening fight with the world of multi¬ 
plicity- sprung out of its own delusions-and finds at every turn 
its helplessness against the mighty forces of the vast umveree 

spread all around it At the rediscovery in a person^ “®ate 
perience, that “thou” and “that” are both identical,, aUl ifimions 

get at one stroke lifted. Illusions end. The ““P ^ 
disappear into the vision of the One Blissful Self-Eternal the 

"X 

41. 

333 era** W 

“If as said, the depth-meaning of ^ the II AS sam, —*r-- 
“Mass-of-Bliss, without-a-second , and tnou 
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“Witnessing-Consciousness”, then what? Listen: the 
Inner-self, the Conciousness, that illumines all 
thoughts, remains as the All-full, One-Mass-of-Bliss, 

without-a-second.” 

The teacher himself raises a doub’t for the student and answers it 
for his edification. In case, as we have been told so far, the Jiva 
and the Eswara, are identical, then what? If this be, at this junc¬ 
ture, your valid doubt, you please listen; I shall explain the Wit¬ 
nessing-Consciousness (pratyak bodh), which is the depth¬ 
meaning of Jiva (twam), will be discovered and realized in an 
internal experience as “Ever-full (pooma) and of the nature of 
one Mass-of-Bliss, one-without-a-second”, which is the depth¬ 

meaning of Eswara (that). 

It was already indicated that the individualized-Self, the Jiva, can 
experience only the Consciousness playing within (pratyak 
bodh) andnot the One-Bliss-mass (adwayananda), which is the 
nature of Brahman. In Brahman there is no Consciousness as we 
now know it We can comprehend only Consciousness-of- 
thingc; in the one Infinite Brahman there is nothing for its Con¬ 
sciousness to illumine. The Supreme Self is “objectless Con- 
pdousness”....and so not Consciousness as we now comprehend 

it 

The individualized-Self, Jiva, because of the constant agitations 
in its mind can never remain without “objects to illumine”, and 
so knows nothing of the peace and bliss of pure Brahman. The 
Supreme-Self is the “One-Mass-of-Bliss, without-a-second 
(poorna-ananda-eka-roopa)”, without Consciousness, as we 

now know it 
When, as explained in the previous verse, the identity between 
Jiva and Eswara is apprehended in a flashy, immediate ex¬ 
perience, the student apprehends Brahman, as the “One bliss, 
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without-a-second (ananda-eka-roopa)”. 

j What is the exact contribution of the great statement in bringing 
the essential identity between “thou” and “that” is being ex¬ 
plained in the following verse. The direct meanings of “thou” 
and “that” are rejected and we accept the indirect meaning of 
these two suggestive words in the following two verses. 

=3 aRRRWfcITOrl l 

42. “The great statements, like “that thou art”, established 
the identity of what is meant by the two terms “thou” and 
“that” in their deeper indicative-meaning.” 

The indicative-meaning (lakshyartha) of “that” was’established 
as “the Mass of Bliss, without-a-second” (adwayananda), and 
“thou” as the “witnessing-Consciousness within (pratyak 
hodha). These meanings are accepted^ondiscovering andex- 
Periencing the total identity between “thou and tot • Natural¬ 
ly, in this process, the direct meanings (vachyartha)oftoeterms,- 
-“thou” as Jiva and “that” as Eswara-were rejected. Then alone 

tile total identity got established. 

Vedanta is addressed to the most intelligent stu^^ho ^^ 
cleansed and purified their intellect and so are capaWe of de«p 

Ponderings, subtle visions, and in-depth expen^CahaScyaSKor 
among them is given these great declarations 
their constant and continuous contemjrtatiom Such se^ ^ 
and subtle intellects alone wiU he able to r “ and 
acof^rvt vm\ An inherent inner sirengm « 
nX.1 » make these subUe end 
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criminations, and reject the grosser and obvious meaning, and 
delve deeper into the greater and ampler suggestiveness in the 

Mahavakyas. 

fgccJT St I 

2J3JT Srq^fcTi^nft^ISlI cZJRajRWRWT II 83 II 

43. “How great statement discards the two qualified- 
meanings, and reveals what it really means-this we have 
carefully commented upon already/’ 

In the Mahavakya “that thou art”, the direct word-meanings of 
the pair--“that” as Eswara and “thou” as Jiva-were qualified 
meanings (sabalou vachyou). Eswara was qualified by omnis¬ 
cience, 1 known by indirect knowledge 2, omnipotence 3 and 
Jiva was qualified by doership 4, enjoyership 5, joy 6, sorrow 7 
and such other dharmas. 

We did reject these direct-meanings of the words “tat” and 
“twam” and explained the deeper suggestive-meanings: the 
“twam” as the “witnessing-Consciousness within” and the “tat” 
as “Consciousness Infinite- the Brahman”. Thus is their total 
and complete identity explained. 

1 Sarva-Gnyatwam 
2 Paroksha-TTwam 
3 Paresa-TTwam - 
4 Kartrttwam ** 
5 Bhokrttwam 
6 Sukham 
7 Dukham 

V3. 
eprTcoT c 
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) 

The law of commentary prescribes, both by tradition and by 
natural demand of human intellect, that only where direct word- 
meanings are not satisfactory, there alone depth-meanings are to 
be sought. This is faithfully followed in this simple looking 
booklet (Vakya-Vritti) discussing the silent import of the scrip¬ 

tural statements. 

The great statement has three words “that thou art , the first two 
words indicate Eswara and the Jiva, and the last word “art (asi) 
clearly roars the idea of their total identity with each other. Now 
direct word-meaning of'“that” (Eswara) and “thou (Jiva) are not 
adequate meanings to clearly serve and bang out the full^sigmfi- 
cance of the term “art” (asi) which suggests the mutual identity 

between Eswara and Jiva. 
The individualized-Self (Jiva) is Brahman conditioned b^he 

inner equipments of mind and intellect, an i am-the-en- 
With the illusory vanities of “l-am-the-doer1 and I-am-the en 
j°yer" attitudes. The universal-Self (Eswara) is a^m 

Thus, direcl word-meanings of‘.bar and' 
>*><* ,0la, identity w,,h end, other, consider 
term “art” (asi) m the mahavakya. Th ’ “twam” as the 
the depth-meaning of these terms andrecogm uSupreme.Brah_ 
witnessing-Consciousness and . mutual identity. 

man”. Immediately we can then recognize th 

By accepting the direct word-meaningsithe« fete 
Pably contradict the Rishi’s intimate Per on^ expenen 
Brahmic-state. And so, we are compelled to take me 
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meaning, so delicateJy indicated by the suggestive import of the 
terms “that” and “thou”. 

To establish this contention, Acharya Sankara briefly explains 
the direct word-meaning of the word “thou”. 

3FcT:^<*Tfaster* ?T gtf li 

44 “That which shines, as the object of the idea and the 
word “I”, is Consciousness expressng in the inner 
equipments. This is the direct word-meaning of 

“thou” (twam).” 

Doth the idea behind the first person singular, and the meaning 
of the word “I” indicate the “conscious thought-bundle within”, 
the very subject in me, who experiences all my outer environ¬ 
ments and also all the inner happenings in me. The thoughts in 
me bathed in the Light of Consciousness becomes the sentient 
individual entity “I”; in the absence of either of them, -thoughts 
or Consciousness-, the ego-I cannot come into the play. This 
ego-centric entity “I” comes to dance to the prevailing moods of 
my mind, and also to the endless tunes Sliflg by my thoughts. 

Since the mind-intellect inner-equipment is limited, I feel ever 
the limited, the bound, the victim of my own urges, desires, pas¬ 
sions; and these are often determined by my environments, over 
which I have no control at all. 

This is the direct word-meaning (vachyarthaj of the term “thou”, 

the Jiva. 

In the following verse, the direct word-meaning of the term 
“that” as Eswara is elaborated. 
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45. “The Consciousness that is expressed through Maya, 
which then becomes the ‘cause of the Universe’, which 
is described as omniscient, etc.; that which is known 
only indirectly (mediate); and which is having the nature 
of existence, etc.-that Eswara is the word-meaning of 
the term “That”. 

Eswara is the Supreme, expressing through the total vasanas, the 
maya. naturally he has an equipment to condition Him 1, and 
He has the macrocosmic bodies 2, and therefore three types of 
ego-centers 3. It is Eswara again who entertained the desire 
divine: “I the One, shall become the many” 4. 

Therefore, He, with His thoughts (sankalpa), created the 
universe, and then desiring to experience, entered the created 

and became the creature. 

All the time as Lord of the universe, Jagadeeshwara, He is master 
of His Maya, and so He is free, omnipotent and omniscient in 
His constant awareness of His true nature as^ Existence- 
Knowledge. This is the word-meaning of the term that in the 
great statement. 

After thus indicating the direct word-meaning of these terms in 
the above two verses, the Acharya demonstrates how these two 

1 Maya 
2 Virat, Hiranyagarbha, Avyakta are His bodies. 
3 Viashwanara; Sootratma; Antaryami. . 
4 “Ekoham Bahusyam Ithi” - 



meanings cannot prove their mutual identity....he, therefore, 

justifies the acceptance of the suggestive-meanings of the wor s 

employed in the Mahavakya. 

46. “In case we insist upon the identity of “that and t ou 
based upon the word-meaning of these terms,then or 

one and the same factor we will have to attribute con¬ 

trary nature: the quality of being mediaiely an 
immediately known—and also insist qualities of exis 

tence of duality’ and also of‘absolute oneness , for one 

and the same factor. Identity between such contrariness 
is impossible hence suggestive-meaning, “explanation 

by implication” has to be accepted.” 

Identity can only be between two things of similar qualities, and 
if we accept the word-meaning (vachyartha) of the terms;«■ - 

ployed in the Mahavakya, then, we will never be able to arri 

any logical possibility of their identity. 

Jiva is experienced by itself in everyone; Eswara is beyond our 

direct experience. How can there be identity between them. 

Jiva is limited; Eswara is all-pervading. Can there be an identity 

between them? 

Mavbe the Mahavakya is not indicating any identity between 

them This can’t be true, because of what has been said in the 
Upanishad leading up to the declaration, “that thou art . The 

father was anxiously teaching his son-disciple the oneness and 
absolute identity between the Supreme-Self and the essence in 
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the individual-Self. 

Thus, by the word-meaning of “thou” (Jiva) and “that” (Eswara) 

the identity between them cannot be discovered. Therefore, we 

are compelled to delve into the suggestive-meaning of these two 

terms and recognize them as “thou” meaning “the witness-Con- 

sciousness in the individual bosom” and “that” meaning the 

“one Mass of Bliss, without-a-second”--the Brahman. This pro¬ 

cess of understanding the depth-meaning and arriving at the 

indicative suggestiveness in the words of a statement is known as 

lakshana. 

What then is the suggestive-meaning of a word or a statement? 
How do we arrive at it? Sankara defines the Lakshana-methods 
(indirect meaning) in the following verse. 

47. “If the direct word-meaning throws up an inconsistency 
with what is pointed out by other proofs and evidences, 
the sense consistent with its word-meaning that is intelli¬ 

gently suggested by the term, is to be accepted-and this 

is its suggestive-meaning (lakshana). 

When the direct word-meaning (vachyartha) can say onjr 

something brutally self-contradictory (e.g., ice is hot) to ou P 
sonal experience and or other established sources oUno l dg 
(maana-andara-virodha), then the sense, that ■ntelligeni y g 

gests itself by the words in a statement, becomes acceptable, 
this is its suggestive-meaning (lakshyartha). Very often thus, t 

dirlS “S»-meani"S will .» b, dmpped Che consu- 
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med a mountain of oranges ) and itssubtle P ^ consU- 

(a large, unimaginably large. ofon |hjsIakshanais 
med). This process is called dakshana tt h ) “accept' 

of three kinds: iJS^method" <j*r 
method” (ajaha-lakshana), and reject-ac P 

ajaha-lakshana). a 

The “reject-method” is ^e s2”. Herethe direct 
statement as “my house is g . . as a house can- 

word-meaning would be a pa pa ® Reject the direct- 
not float on the oceanic waters, therefore w J ment aS 

meaning of .he ^""'“^“Chjahabkshana. And this 
“the house is nearest to the sea . inis isj Mahavakya- 
cannot be used in arriving at the significance of th 

The“accept-method”ismadeuseofinarrivingatthemeaningof 

a statement like “the red ran" or • the guns marched 
direct-meaning will pon* to something .mpoMihle and m 
fore, while retaining the dtrect-meaning we «®hn» » 
suggested by the statement, and understand it as the red no 
ran” or “the gunmen marched". This is ajaha-lakshana, this ateo ZmZ be employed in arriving at the .me meaning of the 

Mahavakya. 
The. “reiect-accept method” is commissioned to explore tn 
1116 nini of a statement as “this is that child of mine”. The term 

“this” is used for something standing near at hand, right-now, 
h “that” is used for something far off, in the past, away from 

fhp sneaker and the listener. “This young man with me now so 

well grown up and hefty in body, is that baby whom you used to 
dandle then, in the past, when the child was so tiny and slender 

Here the time, size, and nature of the body are all rejec- 

i^d and the baby that was then, is recognized as this grown-up 
tC ung man The individual’s identity is accepted; but one part is 
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rejected and another pan is accepted; hence, this is called as “re- 

ject-accept method” (jaha-ajaha-lakshana). This method is made 

us of in arriving at the secret import of the great statement “that 

thou art”. 

Of these three methods which is to be accepted for comprehend¬ 

ing the meaning of the great statement “that thou art is being ex¬ 

plained now in the following verse. 

II II 

48. “In the statements like “that thou art” etc., the reject- 

accept method is to be employed as in the sentence H 

is this man”. No other method can be applied. 

The “accept-reject-method” is also called in Vedanta as bhaga- 
tyaga-lakshana. Here we give up in part the >rec w „d we 

•ng—both the child that was and the youngth 1 
arrive at the exact import of the statement taboihftju 
“that” the principle of Consciousness is the same, on y 

ditionings are different in each ot them. 

By rejecting the microcosmic and macrocosmic equipments cd 
Jiva and Eswara what is left over is the one Essent.al Seli wh en 
spom as both the “witnessing-Consciousness’ withm and the 
“Brahman”, the sole substratum lor the entire umvers 

and forms. 
This “reiect-accept-method” (bhaga-tyaga-lakshana) ulone can 

be profitably used in understanding the tr^e ^n‘J“etc when 

A 
V 
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Consciousness, sporting as ego in the individu , 

the Universe, is recognized as the One Supreme B 
“one mass of bliss, without-a-second”. 

Even after gaining this exact understanding of the depth mean 
ing of the great statement, the identity be ween e 
individuaiized-Self and the Supreme-Self will not easily get 
effectively firm in our apprehension. What should we then do. 
“No Vedantic student need despair”, says Acharya Sankara. 

315I 

II 8^ II 

49. “Until the direct personal experience of “I am Brahman 
is gained, we must live values of self-control, etc. and 
practice listening to teachers, or reading scriptures, and 
doing daily reflection and meditation upon those ideas. 

Book-knowledge is the final goal, the be-all and the end-all of 
study, is true only in the objective sciences; in the subjective- 
science of spiritual unfoldment, the knowledge of the text is but a 
beginning; the final fulfillment is in the seeker’s own direct, per¬ 
sonal experience, “Brahman am I”. 

Often it can so happen to the seekers, that they have intellectually 
understood the import of the Mahavakyas. Yet, they are empty 
of the spiritual experience of the spiritual factor: the One 
Essence. To them Acharya Sankara prescribes the only logical 
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way of life—the Sadhana-programme. 

Those who have not cultivated in themselves the necessary pre¬ 
conditions can never soar high into the subtler realms of “their 
own inner personality”. The valuesof the life to be lived are ex¬ 
plained eleborately by Sankara in his Vivekachoodamani. 1 

There are many direct psychological obstacles that come to block 
our final spiritual experience. When we try to sincerely and intel¬ 
ligently study the various statements of different scriptures, 
intellectually we may come to the conclusion that they make but 
a confusing array of self-contradictory declarations. From these, 
many intellectual doubts (samsaya) can arise. 

Again; subjectively, our mind’s lust for sense-objects is so 
natural* with us now that the hungry inner personality, may ry 
and* even convince us that the theme of the scriptures is 

* unnatural and contrary to life’s true impulses (viparee 
bhavarra). Again and! again we must read, study, 5® ?. 
aud try to digest the^scriptural thoughts and ideas. When y 
process of study, reflecting and mutual discussions amo 
dhnts^ our recognition of the OneSelf becomes clearer, 
sense of contrariness and the consequent perp 

(wipareetha-bhavana) will end. 

Cultivate devotion for the LordL Worship the Lord 0J'y°^n<^ the 
Spend time andienergy in the selfless service c&vc&nto _ Lor(^ 
world around; this is to be undertaken as a worship o ^ 
These can help the inner equipment to unfold an t^uS 
brightness, peace, cheer. The steadiness in meditation 

increase. 

The various personality adjustments recommended by 

Vivekachoodamani - 17-27 
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in the Vivekachoodamani are all in fact of i^ 
adjustments in effectively facing our personal 
and outer-challenges. Without these intelligent ^ 
our values-system, mental dissipations canno, r 
reduced. A dissipated mind will never have ^ 

penetration and the alertness necessary tor 
effective contemplation. 

Astudent who has thus carefully cultivated his “^^S^eper 
can consistently pursue the study of thesav*u^ ^j^re'refltec- 
and deeper into their significance with his own rewar 
tions. This prepares the seeker for a more and m bfeak 
meditation. Finally, he shall explode his ego-sen , Brahman 
through and re-enter into the Infinite State of^‘ fthe 
Until fids personally intimate, totally subjective 
Supreme-Self is gained, Vedanta studyis not to be considered as 

fulfilled. 

When once the direct experience of Brahmans 
the erace of the teacher and the blessng of the s P 

**«* *» &*"1™ ^ " 

i 

50 
“Through the grace of a spiritual teacher when a seeker 
oains a clear and direct experience of the Supreme Sell as 
expounded in the scriptures, he, the realized, become? 
free from all ‘ignorance’, which is the foundation for the 
entire experience of this world of plurality.” 

Rv the erace of a spiritual teacher (guru), when a seeker studies in 
depth the Upanishad, his spiritual ‘ignorance’ (avidya) ends. 
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This ‘ignorance' expresses as the “non-apprehension” of Reality, 
antl provides “mis-apprehensions” of the Truth behind the 
Universe. When he gains a direct, personal experience of this Su¬ 
preme State of Pure Consciousness his ‘non-apprehension’ ends 
in his ‘apprehension’ of the Truth. When ‘non-apprehension’ 
ends all ‘mis-apprehensions’ created by it must also cea.se to 
exist. 

It was the ‘mis-apprehensions’ of the body, mind and intellect 
(BM1) and their objects, emotions and thoughts (OET), that 
provided existence and power to the imaginary phantom in us, 
the sense of individuality, the Jiva. It is the Jiva that went through 
its illusory sufferings of limitations, helpless sorrows, endless 
privations, and maintained a tragic sense of a alienation in this 
vast, wide world, recognized by it, in its own fabulous delusions. 
Where the ego disappears into the vision of the Supreme Brah¬ 
man in an intimate, direct experience, the illusory world of 
finitude ends—with all its imperfections, death, decay, change 
and endless passions. 

The life of shocks and pains, of births and deaths, of fears and 
anxieties is called samsar 1. The accessoriesofthe Jiva’ssamsaric 
sorrows are but its own subjective desire, passions, lusts, pride, 
prejudices, etc. All these will cease to torture the individual when 
the sense of individuality ends in the unique expenence of the 
Supreme Brahman. 

Then what happens to the seeker? Sankara continues with a rare 
poetic vigor: 

(Samsarati samsar) the plane 
comes and goes, everything appear 
called samsar. 
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|q«jtM>*iPnbS: s?j ^ f^g^lcf II W II 

, HO#* 
51 “No more conditioned by his gross and subtle .6nts, 

free from the embrace of the gross and subtle el6 ^ gets 

released from the charm of actions, such a h*a 

immediately liberated.” tbe 

The five ^oss e^ements in their combinations constitptgfoss 
ross outer world of names and forms, including °U-0d and 

bodies- The subtle elements go into the make-up of*the i*1' f ob- 

houghts, including the sense-stimuli provided by the E ffects” 

• cts 1- outer gross-body and its objects from the ®ut>tle- 

st rya) the vasanas i° the individual, and the inner ^ire 
^ dv consisting of our mind and intellect, becomes th6 the 

b0 foment (karana) 2 of experience. They together, f° a f0r 

®qU j j^t” with us for contacting the world of plurality a 

^^mnlishing our experiences. . , 
accomP «hya*ca^’ 

. ,eIltify with them is to live and express as mere P1*' to- 

T° 1 - intellectual personalities. These triple aSPeC’uni- 

r°e® constitute the individualized ego in us. This ego in‘jden- 
gettie erience-divine merges itself in the Brahman. All lt5nears 
qUeeXP se and the sense of individuality disapP 
tificaU°nS 

act alone, had the arrogant vanity of “doership” (karttrttva 
This egu__ 

-^nriTcolor, smell, taste, touch, sound, etc., are the 

1 li that reach our mind from the world of objects, 
stir0Uved through our sence-organs. These stimuli are oa e 
pefC<f the subtle elements: the tanmatras. 

UP ° _tool-kit in us for gathering our experiences in *“e- 

2 
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bhava) and the “enjoyership” (bhotrttva bhava). It is the ego who 
did all actions in the past, collected all vasanas, and is now the ex- 
periencer of the fruit of those actions. When the ego ends all 
actions must cease, as an absconding criminal, when dead, the 
warrant of arrest issued against him must, of necessity, become 
both null and void. 

The doer of an action, alone, can be the experiencer of its fruits. 
The doer-experiencer-entity, the ego, Jiva, has now awakened 
fully from its illusory dream of samsar into the State of Brahman. 
He Should then get unavoidably freed from the chain-of action 
(karma). 

To leave the dream is to wake up: to end the ego is to rise above 
the perceptions and sorrows of the world of multiplicity. There is 
no interval of time between the birth of Knowledge of the Su¬ 
preme-Self and the liberation from the thraldom of the equip¬ 
ments. Such a realized sage, even in the midst of sense-objects, 
cannot be affected as he is fully and entirely released from the 
realm of subject-object world of finite joys and sorrow. 

3R1 \ 

tfsS II II 

52. “The liberated in life, due to the compelling force of 
those actions that have begun to produce their results 
prarabdha), remains for some time to exhaust them”. 

Why do we find the liberated-in-life (jivanmukta) stiU continuing 

as a member of the community, often wor “. °!j ^ 
spiritual redemption of man? He had transce verse did 

assert that such a seeker freed trom 
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immediately liberated”. The answer, according to Sastra, is that 
with the realization of “I Brahman am” all the ‘accumulated-kar- 
ma’ (sanehita) of the past, and the ‘future-karmas’ (aagami) to be 
experienced in the future, are both totally anihilated and erased. 
But the ‘actions that have begun to yield fruits’ (prarabdha) will 
have to continue. They have to find their exhaustion in vivid ex¬ 
periences: they are like bullets that have left the gun. It is nowtoo 
late to regret-no one can catch the hissing bullets in flight and 
change their course; they have to exhaust themselves. 

To live those experiences ordered by prarabdha, the liberated 
one continues in his physical form, is the explanation that we 
find in the scriptures. 

Sankara himself, in his Vivekachoodamam, had taken up this 
idea and had exhaustively dealt with it However, he concludes 
that it is an explanation given to the dull-witted wo asks the ques¬ 
tion, why a realized man has a body and all the natural bodily 
activities. 

On the exhaustion of world’s prarabdha to be served by such a 
fully realized prophetic master, his body falls off. His experience 
of Brahman is never broken off at any time. It is the prarabdha of 
others that drive the Jivanmukta’s form to continue to function 
for the spiritual edification of the world, for the welfare of man s 

inner life. 

jfciezi srfcrqsRt n 43 n 

The liberated-in-life comes to gain the State of Absolute 
Oneness, the never-ending immeasurable Bliss, called 
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the Supreme Abode-of-Vishnu, from wherein there is 
no return.” 

That which never ends or sets (nirasta) is called Eternal Infinite. 
The liberated-in-life has finally arrived at this never-ending 
immeasurable Bliss called “the Supreme Abode-of-Vish- 
nu”.Here, it is not to be understood as Lord Vishnu’s 
residence in heaven, the realm called Vaikunta, but is the Su¬ 
preme State which is Vishnu, the All-Pervading. 

On awakening to this State-of-Godhead, the Brahman, there is 
no return to the old misconceptions arising out of the body, mind 
and intellect identifications, and the consequent limited life of 
sufferings and tensions lived by the delusory ego ( iva). 

This final destination of evolution, the State of no-retum, is caled 
Kaivalya in Vedanta. That which has no distin ran m itself, or 
with others, is called kevala; and that Stat^^™°|eneous 
Brahman, the One without-a-secOnd, is^called toe State of 
Kaivalya. The limited-in-life attains to this Sto of Ehss, and be¬ 
comes one with Brahman-which, indeed, is the depth-meaning 
of the great statement “that thou art. 
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